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2009

October

Friday, 30th  of October.

10:46:20 @Seallion When are you going to release the 2010 mega ritual blog post?

15:34:14 I got a treat of economic news for you all, the candy sector is going to crash tomorrow, some

speculate that candy may even reach free!

15:47:45 With the current state of the economy  millions of American children hit the street on a door to

door campaign to boost the sugar sector.

15:49:17 @mindfulconstrct  All your genes are belong to us

15:50:12 @mindfulconstrct If you twit you can you will

15:51:33 RT @ddjango: Parents Banned from Playgrounds http://bit.ly/2fM4v   (LMAO)

15:54:09 Substantially greater intelligence is almost indistinguishable from> insanity to 99+% of the

general population.

15:56:27 http://bit.ly/2Ajqo0

18:52:07 Finished a 2 hour planning meeting for the creation of this new video... Im extremely excited to

show you what we are cooking.

19:14:58 Someone please sent the engineers over at Nintendo a memo that reads: Tech should be

getting smaller not bigger, Nintendo DSi XL?

19:19:20 @aishas11 Sends my pet robot to hug you http://bit.ly/2DJrHC better?

19:25:41 Honey i know it's only been a year since we started dating but I want to have a robot with you 

http://bit.ly/2DJrHC

19:44:21 @EnLieux  And I will be superman... deal?

19:47:11 RT @rgendron: Lighter sentence for murderer with 'bad genes' http://bit.ly/4wszLr (me:   

nobody with "bad genes" should be born... jk)

19:48:23 @susanbjorklund  you would be snuggily trapped

19:55:01 @mike_sb no the real crash is might come in nov or dec

19:58:56 Wonders if the market is starting  new leg down... 5k here we come! Something about the

destruction of wealth makes me feel all fight club

23:22:55 http://bit.ly/41gv6g

Saturday, 31st  of October.

00:04:10 Every night Im waking up from my wetware dreams prematurely!
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31-October-2009

01:01:55 New blog post: The Secret Alchemical Intel http://bit.ly/3tCdIE

09:29:06 6 hours rendering and we got a bust... time to work on the vid some more and attempt to render

again while i sleep

15:31:53 @DestroyVerichip I see your against building artilects...  Deploys nanobots into your thought

pattern... Whats your gameplan human?

20:21:45 Resurrecting dead ideas virtual necromancer

20:23:16 I hope im not visited by the ghost of singularity past

20:38:10 RT @rgendron: Singularity Summit 2009 Videos  http://bit.ly/49BigO #transhumanism

#singularity

23:07:53 any one interested in beta viewing our new video.. I want some feedback

23:19:35 @ddrrnt @aazzure  Beta Build of the all seeing Ai video  please comment as this is why your

beta viewing http://bit.ly/1p2kBG

23:21:00 I wil lock this site before I go to bed...

23:24:45 @aazzure Postgenderism part 4 will be an extra in the TransAlchemy DVD ;-)

23:26:56 Ohh sorry I forgot to add anonymous comments, you can now comment on the vid with no ID

scary catx

23:36:44 @aazzure I see you through my mechanized eye

23:44:28 closed up the beta viewing.. no comments oh well

23:48:28 @ddrrnt okay it's open again http://bit.ly/1p2kBG

23:49:01 @aazzure I got your comment on facebook thx
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November

Sunday, 1st  of November.

00:09:39 If apple shows off a tablet it should be at CES 2010

01:00:13 @ddrrnt thanks for the extensive critic, will take all of it into consideration as the video develops

01:23:48 RT @PeakingLegoman: I miss macs tweets. He had a knack of finding amazingly cool shit on th

web #mactonnies me: I know :(

01:41:17 @aishas11 Just another hour wasted gazing at the wonders of our reality through the screen of

information

01:44:35 Computer scan my heart I feel it has been broken since she lied to me

01:49:45 I need post therapy just go in there and fix my genes.... IM broken ... Maybe I should stop being

sarcastic

01:50:27 Wonders if theres a God gene?

01:58:13 Videogame pumpkin art http://bit.ly/ES5WD

02:06:51 Intelligent Software brings AI to Australia’s defense http://bit.ly/ptqSG

02:22:39 Apparently via email I just accused of  "self-appointed position as a sci-spirit intermediary"

LMAO

02:30:04 sleepz

02:48:05 Redesigning Humanity- The New Frontier Panel http://bit.ly/WNbm9

02:52:40 Transhumanism in Doctor Who http://bit.ly/3q2lMu

04:06:44 What if the key is hidden where I think it is should I go after it. Even if it means disturbing my

perception of reality?

04:08:10 @iFiction I got a restraining order put on reality.  It knows that it can't come 100 feet near me,

and I like it this way!

10:47:20 @ashalynd  Sadly the truth only exist in the future and we could either chase it or accept the

assumption that now is truth.

10:55:44 @ashalynd This is where me and science part ways, I assume we are wrong about everything 

now, current physics all wrong :P

10:56:52 @ashalynd  It's quite liberating once you distance yourself from mainstream reality, you tend not

to say "Thats impossible"

10:57:55 @ashalynd I think your right about that ;-)

11:04:38 where can I upload a wav file to place it on a blog?

13:11:58 Im making my list and checking it twice

15:47:28 Dear cosmic computer when you compute tomorrow please add more sunshine!

17:19:17 @KdQuin Im going to take your sunshine and mix in my cloudy days to make some rainbows

17:24:17 Do me a favor, if you see my molecules breaking apart pull the plug ok....I

17:25:52 Now if only I can figure out where I left that backup I made of my brain.  See this is why I back

up, I forget even where I placed my head
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17:40:23 @iFiction Me and reality were close even best friends at one point, then I learned reality was

cheating on me with virtual reality.

18:57:28 @bengoertzel Can you retrofit biomind to search for patterns in twitter data? creating something

like this.. http://bit.ly/qT5hH

19:20:37 @iFiction I'll send meta-help

21:06:28 @duffmcduffee I hope he said sorry with a couple of benjis

23:26:44 the very first transalchemy podcast will go live later.. experimental stuff so beware

Monday, 2nd  of November.

00:20:54 New blog post: TransAlchemy Podcast episode 1 http://bit.ly/3JCaVA

00:28:35 Podcast interview with Ben Goertzel TransAlchemy exclusive! http://bit.ly/2tgp6i

01:04:50 @silentinfinite Can't even drop us a tweet :(

11:25:50 @miketreder guns and warfare are ok but when you start talking about helping sick people, well

now you getting out line..Welcome to america

12:23:49 @Realtyshark Dont go till you read this

12:47:19 The possibilities expand with the length of potentiality we give to our reality.

15:52:51 AI Spacesuits Turn Astronauts Into Cyborg Biologists http://bit.ly/2XPak5

16:37:10 Im sitting here thinking of a new way to mix visual media with the interactivity of

communicational tools like twitter facebook and youtube

18:46:28 Quit distracting me twitter Im working!

19:25:51 Ask me if I meta-care

19:28:40 @ashalynd I would argue on the perception of what has or contains beauty is a mindful

construct not the object itself

20:00:04 A nanotech weapon could reprogram your cerebral cortex cells to essentially turn  a population

into a bio-bot army.

20:01:44 Look it's simple just don't push the button until I give you the word! OkAY?

20:14:10 @sseehh @aishas11 What happened when we transcend all  forms of communication? Why

here why anywhere... communication should be p2p

20:17:49 @sseehh @aishas11 If I took this conversation into email from facebook to twitter to email

would it retain itself?

20:20:18 Instead of seeing the universe as matter and energy why dont we view it as information.

20:21:41 Everything contains information yet information is not viewed as a tangible thing.

20:22:00 We are not after the higgs boson but the information it contains

20:25:15 If information can be used to represent everything in the physical universe then is the physical

universe truly physical?

20:26:25 For a physical universe to arise from information then the information must have or give the

illusion of mass, but mass is just more info

20:28:14 I will jump mediums to continue my informational search now... and just like that ... No more

information ;-)

20:36:01 @sseehh well the day you truly understand me will be the day you no longer confined to this

universe, jump not just substrate but existence
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20:44:12 @sseehh We should demo how many networks a thought stream go through before it reaches

the end user

20:44:49 @sseehh we can start our conversation here then take it into facebook which leads to an email

which then gets explored in wave

20:45:44 @sseehh An Ai os based system should be able to cut through all the networks and simply

communicate to you end user regardless of network

20:46:30 @sseehh Computer find where sssehh is most active online and send him this message

23:31:04 Time to scare away my readers with more obscure futurism

Tuesday, 3rd  of November.

00:18:52 The Twitter Experiment - "Twistory" in the Classroom http://bit.ly/1N6R9y

00:32:29 The Gods of Technology http://bit.ly/pyUDs

00:40:05 Ok I have my new article thought out.. I should not be allowed to spew madness on the net like

this lmao!

02:02:28 @KateSherrod If anyone ask why, Im going to say you told me to... okay! http://bit.ly/1QsGCA

02:08:40 Genetic Genocide one gene at a time!

02:21:02 New blog post: Alice and the wormhole to simulated reality http://bit.ly/1G0WK7

09:04:26 I was twitterfied last night in my sleep, I still have one central issue that keeps me up at night

09:09:19 Sometimes I wish I wasn't so good at guessing the next state of a system. I knew the rift

between me and her would lead to this

09:11:47 Maybe If would let go of the Internet and perused a normal life then a greater state of

"happiness" could be achieved

22:33:25 My entire life is an alchemical dream... Im about to hit sunrise.  IM on to you universe.  I have

your code now bring it!

22:34:51 real virtual perception reflection hologram thought and matter are linked.

23:03:17 If I have to work on this video till I pass out.. IM going to release it this weekend into the wild

23:04:10 My mind is already working on the project after this,

Wednesday, 4th  of November.

02:50:21 1.8 humans die per second

11:28:34 I think I can fly! http://bit.ly/4cL97e

15:25:02 If all of his Internet cookies are gathered, every single post every picture and so on.. It may be

possible to simulate  @mactonnies

20:31:36 Dont worry I have a plan

20:32:31 I've taken many planets to infinity.

21:25:18 Whatever you do don't compromise the species!

22:53:41 I may have a way to get to cali for the H+ summit still in the works
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Thursday, 5th  of November.

00:51:09 New blog post: The Magical side of Robotics http://bit.ly/2xjuXS

01:49:18 wow im so proud at my self.. .been hacking away at this video all day.. This weekend is very

possible!

02:33:20 @duffmcduffee  Both; information turned itself free because people don't want to pay for shit.

02:34:47 @KatharineGent Can't stay awake.. Urrrgh.. Lets trade!

04:28:21 Going on 12 straight hours editing...  I need to sleep but it's not done!!

04:30:37 2 liters of caffeine have me clicking away at this computer pushing buttons till it does what I

want.Pounds on my computer! Give it to me

04:32:50 I stepped out for some air and everything looked like a computer program.. Im living in a digital

mind... trying to hack my way out!

04:35:33 After I finish this project I may need to internet detox..

04:48:04 I hit my own safety switch... sleep time... zzzzzzzzzzzz

09:05:10 The Universe - Rated [M] for Mature

10:05:18 3 hours of sleep and Im back.. I was editing in my dreams... This idea is almost alive, Im now

serving as "The All seeing Ai" drone!

21:37:18 Wow I totally crashed...  Sleep 1 me  0...  Maybe one day doctors will find the cure to this

involuntary need to fall asleep lol

21:38:20 How am I ever going to get any work done if every 12-15 hours I need to stop for sleep..

21:44:32 In my dream I had a room full of candy and sweets, nearly everything was eatable in this room. 

Talk about sweet dreams..

21:45:01 This does not change anything sleep show me all the sweets you want we're still at war!

21:46:57 @joshmaurice  Lets form a support group,  you got first watch make sure I dont fall asleep

tonight

21:52:15 @silentinfinite Singapore is where the aliens go not to be aliens any  more ;-)

21:53:56 This is just a random twit with no meaning behind it other than taking up some of your mind

time.

21:54:28 Thank you for reading I will now return to you all your unused mind mins

21:59:38 I think I love you... But first just a simple genetic tweak, now wheres that monogamous gene

again.

22:07:42 I would pass my cost savings to consumers,  all brain chips now help kill less puppies.

22:10:23 That's  nice, but can your robot do this? (unzips pants)

22:17:18 #meta-hashing

Friday, 6th  of November.

00:56:38 Aaron wants to polish the video even more,  it wont be out till about 1 more week now. In the

mean time Im going to add more details.

01:01:03 Have to remind myself this is the video that I will apply for a grant with, So I have to give it

everything I got!

03:18:26 Cosmic dawn will shed light onto the resurrection of an ancient wizard.. Rise oh great master of

wisdom.  http://bit.ly/3R7o1t   Unificator
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10:48:59 Morning earth, what did I miss? Is the universe awake yet?

12:51:30 New blog post: Joe Rogan talks about converging technology and more. http://bit.ly/3gE4hk

14:18:46 @bengoertzel Option C: Torture me if you must but stay away from my mind files.

14:27:20 Rule #1 All Human colonist must be scanned for neural bio chips.

14:43:37 @mindfulconstrct can you send me that beginning audio clip assuming you still want to do it

16:44:11 Mark your calendars 11.13.2009 will be the official release date of our new video production

"The All-Seeing Ai"

16:50:54 Im juggling bowling balls and knives right now

17:00:14 @mindfulconstrct YOu rock!

17:01:01 RT @rgendron: Two-year-olds at risk from 'gender-bending' chemicals, report says 

http://bit.ly/2hOxm5   <The start of Postgenderism?

17:44:58 When we talk about saving the humans in our latest video we are not talking about making a

backup "save" just a heads up..LOL

18:14:21 Mark your calendars 11.13.2009 will be the official release date of our new video production

"The All-Seeing Ai" http://bit.ly/dUpiE

23:04:21 Im going to begin the long and tedious process of complete site overhaul for the release of "The

all Seeing Ai"

23:51:00 The countdown has begun folks http://bit.ly/176gjb

Saturday, 7th  of November.

01:50:56 New blog post: Mad Scientist: How to Take over the world http://bit.ly/2wyv1l

01:51:09 Mad Scientist: How to Take over the world http://bit.ly/1dQI24

02:30:11 I've been slacking on movie fridays Im sorry guys..

04:20:52 New blog post: documentary http://bit.ly/36djaU

07:58:04 Sometimes I have to debate with myself over the probability of the things I study...

07:58:26 YOu know my late night attempts to stay rational

08:11:41 been rendering for 16 hours 2 sections are final out 5. I need to start cleaning up this mess I

have on my timeline.

08:14:34 I wish I had a petaflop computer   sigh... soon

15:02:03 Under a lot of pressures to find a job right now ... I dont know what to do

15:16:23 Im on borrowed time at this point,  working as fast I can on a couple of Internet projects.  Stop

rushing art universe this is  not fair

15:21:27 @KateSherrod  "Get a job or no more Internet" Theoretically ofcourse I will still be online as I

already routed Internet from elsewhere

15:23:09 @shirlsmor  Yet can be a lot of work too, sigh why dont I live in a post scarcity world... I dont

want to join starfleet  lol

16:57:37 Mad scientist version 2 http://bit.ly/HhbnE

17:00:11 Mad scientist version 2  http://bit.ly/3Xbe15 (this link will work)

17:04:41 @aazzure LOL naw ...  this is a real  and by real I do mean my plans for total world domination..

(insert evil laugh)
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17:06:18 @aazzure YOu forgot pinky to lip...

18:11:38 It's hard to be a creator of content and a consumer of content.  I have to many blogs I read and

youtube people I watch it;s to much

18:12:14 point me to the nearest internet detox clinic, need to go cold turkey

18:14:34 I remember printing out my favorite blogs and reading them inside my notebook in class... I

started using way to early

18:34:19 HERMETIC  - ESOTERIC - MYSTICAL PHILOSOPHIES http://bit.ly/kghu0  then view this  

http://bit.ly/311cUY

18:47:13 Im becoming a creatorholic  made a new video interface for our work http://bit.ly/4k3bx

18:49:24 TransAlchemy video interface Beta http://bit.ly/4k3bx

19:29:34 @mactonnies an old video I made of one of mac's drawings of himself  http://bit.ly/IlqoY

19:36:42 Baby Ai is my favorite pure art piece http://bit.ly/1XOhPx

Sunday, 8th  of November.

00:04:07 Walking up in the middle of the night to check up on my render ... closes experience to having a

baby,

00:05:09 since Im up might as well get start the next render, what a minute this more like slavery than

having a baby...

00:05:37 Slave to the machine how fitting! Ohh the irony

00:19:29 At this point I have open sourced my entire internet life to the world.  Prepping for volumetric

growth so might as well

02:06:14 To find the correct answer you must ask the correct question

03:13:40 @mechanesthesia I used to live in hialeah fl a long long long time ago, how is the old place

holding out

06:45:49 @silentinfinite Loving the new pic, you look beautiful as always

07:14:42 my night are days and my days are night, so good day and good night

14:05:04 I think Im on the verge of a happiness revolution, but I must not get to happy about this

possibility

14:14:23 Whether you be glad sad or bad you got to know that there's fun to be had

16:34:58 @bengoertzel:  I will tell my mother what you said about acquiring $$ next time she begins the

"what have you done with your life " bit

16:41:25 @aazzure I consider you my familiar ;P

17:11:29 I would like to send capsules with our dna out into space before the singularity  "Saving" the

human DNA  "My super goal"

17:15:23 @bengoertzel  I know this but we need a reset switch if something goes wrong

17:15:53 @bengoertzel  we owe it to the species to have a back up plan

17:27:14 Listening to Rabbit Junk - Crutch http://bit.ly/1mZvxD : prepping to write something new

18:50:41 2 hour render was a fail... starts over.. I hate this part so much.

19:04:36 RT @ddjango: will ddjango wake up to 1K followerz tomorrow - we'll leave it to the godz - g'nite

my siwwy twiends :-)
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19:05:28 puter is pretty useless while I render... so american dad episodes here I come

19:51:18 I came up with an idea for a cartoon series that involves nanotech and superhuman Ai's  kinda

like futurama only  stranger and more real

19:52:51 I need to get the production times down to pull off a web series

19:53:14 hmmmm just thinking, I constantly want to make something new

20:09:01 another render fail , only one hour lost...  Hmmm I have an idea whats causing it

23:36:00 Im turning into  a Philosophic scientific techno theistic futurist.

23:38:09 It is quite possible that we are going to use our technology to release a dormant god.

Monday, 9th  of November.

00:06:20 Im going to watch the movie gamer now: http://bit.ly/l5a9g

01:39:46 the concept of gamer was interesting, this is one of the world domination paths explored in the

mad scientist post

02:22:32 whoa just found out a big crush of mine is now married. ..  wow Im starting to feel old

02:31:48 the next economic downturn should start soon...

05:25:25 My so called friend told me this today (You are turning into a crazy person)

05:53:40 I just solved a puzzle that has been plaguing me for days... OH yesss I almost feel like I know

what Im doing today..

06:02:43 @silentinfinite  The new battlefield is on the digital landscape! :P

06:41:10 Render was a fail...  :(   there goes sleep lets try again

06:42:22 My ex is off to mexico with the guy she claimed not to be seeing... http://bit.ly/Ijg9y

06:43:30 You will be my demon kitty  http://bit.ly/4fqzFE

06:45:27 Downloading sleep

16:12:35 what day is it?

17:27:29 Im going to spend the remainder of the year studying graphic design, theres a couple of tools

out there I want to learn

17:27:55 This way when I make the next video it will look more intense

18:01:05 what if you could merge with everything that exist would you do it?

18:04:17 The goal of alchemy is not the perfect of the self, this is only a means to an end.  The true end

goal is unification with God

18:04:41 You need to purify the soul before you merge with infinity

18:06:33 In Zoroastrianism the fires of hell where only for those that need to be purified further, therefore

one can see ascension as alchemy itself

18:09:09 @duffmcduffee  actually your not but  the "self" that contains our awareness is confined to our

bodies to a point.

18:09:39 @duffmcduffee While we have potential to hit universality we are not there yet. well collectively

that is

18:21:45 New blog post: Roomba Pac-Man http://bit.ly/gP1uX

18:22:03 Starting my Citrinitas stage

18:40:12 im trying to find a pizza place near me that acccepts paypal
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18:40:26 yes im trying to order pizza online

18:55:57 damn papa johns put me through a mission only to find out they only accept debit cards and not

paypal... the virtual hunt continues

20:10:24 @BrainSciences what is the brain science institute?

20:10:59 RT @sseehh: http://tinyurl.com/ydfqo23 Prototype realtime  adjustable adaptive force-directed

semantic net layout: msgs from IRC and Twitter

20:44:41 movie for the evening is Pandorum  part 1 http://bit.ly/ZYptc   part 2http://bit.ly/3EFop4

21:08:39 I want to expand transalchemy into a team of writers and video artist , but they most likely would

require immediate monetary compensation

21:12:08 I don't want to build a blog or videos, I want to build a brand of futurism that is different .  Thats

the "super goal"  i think.

21:22:22 @Psynthysys  those are my internet supergoals  My supreme goal is to exit this universe,

something i have always stated in  my works

21:24:32 yet my goal of universe exit conflicts with brain uploading.  Im going deeper into the universe  by

doing so well  in my view I  am

21:33:29 I just gave in and started a word press account

21:53:21 we are now on wordpress ... that was simple enough http://bit.ly/fzQwY

22:10:00 @aazzure hmmm not a clue what is it to you?

Tuesday, 10th  of November.

04:05:01 night and day whats the difference for at this point I dont know...

04:05:24 Maybe I must lose all sense of time to understand it

04:06:15 @silentinfinite luck you do not need, will your outcome

05:28:17 its called sleep you should download some

07:09:13 Help fund a  Documentary http://bit.ly/4qx3Qg

13:34:12 cruising through the real world today

14:46:52 home sweet home

15:46:18 @KateSherrod  is there a cuase of death  yet?

15:53:54 I think I have writers block... Well considering I have written 235 articles on nanotechnology Ai

genetics etc etc  it was a great run..

15:57:47 @bengoertzel  YOu should publish the The Unification of Science and Spirit this is my favorite

works from you

15:59:50 @bengoertzel Ohh and i still want you to  elaborate on this one quote that I keep pressing...

Only because I think you hit it on nail

16:32:21 @KateSherrod  I been out of the witting scene working on this new video and  it's taken me out

of of the jive.

16:34:49 @KateSherrod I really hope you guys like the new video as I have given it all I have for the last

month or so

17:08:59 Family Force 5 "Love Addict"  one of my fav songs  http://bit.ly/ybYRg

17:16:26 My uncle says im to smart to hold a job..  My entire family thinks im an alien
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17:38:16 My friends are getting me drunk right now...

17:38:28 So prepare

18:10:25 Foolish mortals do you think money if going to matter in the future?

Wednesday, 11th  of November.

00:50:32 omg I just woke up from my alcohol consumption fun

04:52:12 last think I remember it was 5pm tuesday we started drinking and now its 5 am weds morning...

time warp

05:30:21 Someone had to go this far...

06:07:14 RT @madnebular: RT @peterpur: take that, you dwellers of virtual worlds! http://bit.ly/1ldS2W

06:19:43 online garage sale http://bit.ly/329cjp

06:27:53 My uncle owns a roofing company, so this is what been holding me down... Ha  Ha me roofing

06:29:07 A picture of me  http://twitpic.com/p3jwx

06:58:12 Ladies and gentlemen I have an important announcement: The future has been canceled please

remain calm and continue your perpetual present.

07:00:46 Dont you love it when I twitter all over your facebook?

07:02:30 When ever I get bored I pull up my youtube and start to twitter

07:16:16 [7:13:53 AM] martina: but you mean for free??[7:14:29 AM] carlos: not entirely [7:14:40 AM]

carlos: i can offer you blood

07:17:40 she refused the blood, always with the money! go figure

07:22:02 whoa!! nevermind she will do it for free! Im getting the videos translated/narrated into German

and Italian

07:42:20 I keep my site childish because im after your children

07:46:19 after all they will be the ones fighting the war

07:51:09 why do you think the latest videos are cartoons? again your playing checkers while im playing

chess

08:00:36 RT @silentinfinite: Insane in the membrane, insane in the brain

15:23:18 RT @bengoertzel: Wonka:  "The strawberries taste like strawberries, and the snozzberries taste

like snozzberries "

15:30:45 sometimes i just want to taste colors and see music

16:08:01 @uniPORNbish your picture is hilarious love it! lol

16:51:15 How do we know that we are not all sleeper mind controlled biobots waiting for activation

16:55:14 @bengoertzel enter activation code

17:27:22 Don't run the program till we know what it does...

18:20:53 Your Key To Infinity http://bit.ly/3iofPX

18:33:26 What if humanity at the macro level where nothing more than just biological robots put on this

rock to terraform it for an advance life form

18:34:54 Our sense of value towards gold silver and diamonds is just genetic programming by the macro

programmers.

18:39:48 I wonder how many combinations of faces and body types exist with the entire human genome?
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My guess is 1> infinity

18:41:20 Does infinity exist in nature or is it a construct of the mind?

Thursday, 12th  of November.

04:04:11 I get the final file today for the video and  it will go live at the stroke of midnight well as close to

midnight as possible

04:05:24 if there was any night to record my dreams last night was it... I have a very intense colorful trippy

dream

04:13:42 going to tweet what I can remember from my dreams

04:14:29 I remember giving away free stuff in what looked like a coal mine. I lost my shoes walking

around in the cave system

04:16:21 I was inside a color changing cybernetic nirvana where my thoughts effected everything, while

at the same time everything felt alive

04:18:30 I dreamed I was making a movie about converging tech and weird al was the main character

04:19:22 I know it's not coherent yet that how the dream was jumpy from scene to scene like as if I was

quantum leaping

04:21:01 I was 13 fighting with my brother over whether we should turn the lights off while slept,

04:23:23 ohh wait a second the dream was jumpy because I was prototyping a new computer memory

interface.ohhhh yess and the device was doing this

04:25:30 This explains why some scenes felt like a movie. It felt like I was watching a movie but from the

perspective of a single character.

04:27:20 maybe my life really isn't real and during my dream sequence I was actually experiencing

glitches.

04:27:58 what if Im a character of my own imagination, and my life is a story the real me is writing or

making a movie

04:29:07 No this can't be a movie as it's to dull..LOL but maybe a self biography from a future present

tense.

04:43:18 wow 19 hours till the release of "The All seeing Ai" .. HI internet My name is particleion and I will

show you things you never imagined.

04:43:28 I call it wizardry, but you can just call me a nerd..lo

04:44:33 carlos: I go to bed around 7 pm and wake up around 4am

04:48:47 I know we haven't fully tested it but I said shut it down!!!!

05:33:39 my youtube account gets about 800-1k hits a day! I want to double that in a year

05:43:54 18 hours till the release of "The All seeing Ai" http://bit.ly/L7qfr

11:12:23 twitter youtube facebook and blogger are low tech brain back ups

11:18:32 Imminent

11:19:02 Just remember to pull the plug when I give the signal, ok Im going in.

11:23:22 Anywhere I can't get online to me is a dead zone~

11:26:18 Twitter is a socialist's data mining wet dream.

11:40:15 Time before I respawn http://bit.ly/1vOXZY

12:52:35 New blog post: Energy Simulated Time! http://bit.ly/3hDjiU
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12:54:40 http://bit.ly/47BO78

12:55:23 12 hours till you see "The All seeing Ai" http://bit.ly/29gA1V

12:55:43 12 hours till you see "The All seeing Ai"

12:57:58 facebook stop retwitting everything I do... urrhhhg I have to fix this..

12:59:09 No simulated creatures we're harmed in this thought experiment.

13:15:10 (time /space) + (energy/matter)= Unification

13:33:00 NASA's Great Observatories Celebrate International Year of Astronomy http://bit.ly/B3k0F

14:13:36 I found it! The end of the rainbow! http://bit.ly/JgJkQ

15:17:17 I say let the brain generate the graphics we will simply feed you the story.

16:51:12 Unite within and the rest will follow.

17:10:53 @nksheridan  done! well see if this improves rentention

17:11:07 @nksheridan thx for the input

17:41:38 I welcome guest bloggers msg if interested.

18:19:36 waiting on the final file before we go live on youtube

18:34:35 the anticipation agony is forcing me to take a nap

20:53:04 receiving the final render now... video got cleared by aaron for upload now I have to clear it and

it will be on youtube

21:04:28 Downloading then uploading followed by processing I thinking 6 hours before we go live.  6 long

hours...

23:14:44 RT @korybing: This is why I love the internet. (whatever it is : me too)

23:24:54 If I don't get 500-1k hits on day one I will feel like I failed with this video.

23:32:27 3 hours before release and im rather nervous... this was a month of my time making this...

23:50:59 RT @silentinfinite: "I am that, you are that, all this is that and that's all there is."

Friday, 13th  of November.

00:10:23 @silentinfinite Yes major change is what it's all about...

00:32:14 @wburris we were promised lots of things!

00:56:24 download complete now I have to give my blessing ...

01:17:43 uploading "The all-seeing ai"

01:32:04 @brantwonders @mechanesthesia Im uploadinging the new video now.. just a matter of time

now...

07:23:41 omg I fell asleep... !  damn it!

07:31:41 THE upload failed while I slept...damn it body this is why I cant trust you, you fell asleeep on me

07:35:48 @bengoertzel Ok goertzel everything was fine and dandy till you started talking to my women!

now we have to duel to the death...lol jk

07:43:34 @mechanesthesia sorry my body fell asleep... (stop looking at me your in time out, wtf) he will

be severly punished... dont worry

07:51:54 whoa nevermind the video took several hours to process

07:53:15 http://bit.ly/4kt4AI  if you dont mind watching it in low resolution
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07:53:54 (pets body) its okay your safe now

08:33:20 I have to wait till it processes before I whore this video out!

09:21:36 New blog post: The All-Seeing Ai http://bit.ly/vKJBI

09:51:50 New blog post: The All-Seeing Ai (Transalchemy Production) http://bit.ly/10r8vl

10:05:16 New blog post: The All-Seeing Ai http://bit.ly/vKJBI (Transalchemy video)

10:09:05 New video is now live "The All-Seeing Ai" http://bit.ly/18P7gW

10:40:17 listening to Nonpoint - Orgullo http://bit.ly/1MgKLA

11:24:10 @rediceradio  @DestroyVerichip   check out our new video on Artificial intelligence 

http://bit.ly/4kt4AI

11:59:47 quickly approaching 200 hits. in 3 hours of going live.  we should get  500 hits today.. but well

see. http://bit.ly/1Yn3PV

12:39:55 The All-Seeing (A)I      Possible Path to Stably Benevolent Superhuman AI http://bit.ly/3jIzMs

@bengoertzel  (inspirational source)

14:48:54 listening to Nonpoint - Mindtrip "trip inside your mind" http://bit.ly/2ixN1

14:58:51 Researchers are working on shape-shifting robots that may appear before 2020. 

http://bit.ly/4uuhM2

16:18:42 I'm glad you spoke out against Transalchemy's rampant paranoia.   LMAO

16:48:45 Can Spirit be Freed? http://bit.ly/4B6mrb  (our poor little restarted robot is stuck)

18:49:55 Im internet out... time to sleep

Saturday, 14th  of November.

05:34:49 I'm awake or so I believe I am.

06:05:21 The light of the sun is still at an extreme minimum Sunspot number: 0

07:22:42 @mechanesthesia Particleion is my username Transalchemy is my organization

07:26:41 @mechanesthesia Also best of out ten anywhere you find transalchemy on the net Im most

likely the one behind it (particleion)

07:40:34 The future is and isn't going to happen, yah that makes a whole lot of sense (flashforward)

08:23:31 This is getting creepy http://bit.ly/3flT8x strange things surround me

08:31:33 hulu all morning... fun times

09:02:25 for a moment there I thought we were in trouble

09:19:39 My hulu playlist : stargate universe , V, heroes, the colbert report,the daily show, flashforward

09:41:50 Time to get back to brainstorming, what's next?

10:04:41 The be friendly to all sentient life is a problem that nature has yet to solve, so my faith in

humans to solve this is nearly nonexistent.

10:08:09 To be kind to all living creatures truly is an "unnatural behavior"

10:19:04 I have an early concept idea for a new video.. (The twitterverse)

10:19:58 @susanbjorklund (gulp) I didn't have one :-{

10:44:07 YouTube adds 1080p HD http://bit.ly/3SAXVB {tasty}

10:46:17 Hmm If I want to jump into 1080P  going to need a new computer,  those files are massive. Ai
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video was 1.9 gigs

10:51:38 Robot Taichi http://bit.ly/GgfeT

10:52:51 @KatharineGent IF you have to fall into a funk simply make sure it's funktastic

10:56:51 My last twit was funkalicious

11:01:29 @silentinfinite  It's global warming {right wing answer}

11:01:29 @silentinfinite  It's global warming {right wing answer}

11:40:38 RT @ashalynd: The recipe for happy life is very simple: don't _ever_ do the things you don't

_really_ like. (I wont)

11:48:20 Autonomous Robot With Neurologically-Based Control System http://bit.ly/OFeOw

12:11:02 Man vs. Electricity: Meet Dr. Megavolt http://bit.ly/l1dwm

12:24:17 The pursuit of love brings more pain than it does love.

12:24:37 maybe I should listen to the elders...

12:29:07 Will be recruiting some peace ambassadors soon.

12:29:29 Peace between me and the machines

16:03:03 Most pressing decision of the day..  pizza or takeout

16:03:51 damn it body, I fed you yesterday

16:25:23 Humans are soo high maintenance, food water, every couple of days how tedious... LMAO

17:07:29 @aazzure photonman tick tock

17:09:17 apparently somebody in the comment section has came back from the future to stop me...

17:15:21 My secret Identity  http://twitpic.com/pjghi

17:16:27 being up from 4am 5pm feels like midnight .. look at the time im up late

17:22:38 RT @iFiction: What Would Penis Do? http://bit.ly/G0iRj (via @c4chaos)

17:27:54 #18 - Top Favorited (Today) - Science & Technology ... .so far so good

19:03:11 Im going to remove a possible future state by dreaming about it.  good night.. Yes Im on

grandpa hours

Sunday, 15th  of November.

06:20:52 Why pretend anymore?

06:39:03 DHT magic melody http://bit.ly/31yA9G (I love this song)

06:54:50 I'm making a list and check it twice

06:58:38 “We are not scanning all those books to be read by people,” explained one of my hosts after my

talk.We are scanning them to be read by an AI

07:00:35 Either I need more twitter friends or the Internet needs to wake up.

08:21:41 going to spend time with my cousins,, spread my technological madness on them.  In other

words seek help

13:01:55 Met a really pretty girl on the subway, just when it was going well her stop came... and like that

she no longer exist. F^ object permanence

13:07:12 Im eating cereal out of a massive bowl so it hard to judge if I put to much...

13:17:28 @bengoertzel  Surely there must be an exception to the don't bite people rule, what if your
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bitten first..I wont let a bite go unchallenged

13:18:30 urrgggggg

13:19:58 @susanbjorklund  What if you not going to Detroit is the root cause of me not having my

flashforward... Your going! ohh yess your going

13:24:05 It was just a cheeseburger bro chill out  http://twitpic.com/pnh4k

13:27:17 My emperor of the galaxy avatar  http://twitpic.com/pnhlm

13:59:23 I dont know why but nothing I make feels any good.

14:00:02 I want a new medium, I want to go beyond words beyond picture beyond color I want to express

a thought in it's pure form

14:02:07 Nothing I write say or or draw captures the thoughts inside of me.  Maybe Im not trying hard

enough may I want  a new medium or maybe...

14:02:17 I no longer live in the present

14:03:44 Torn in mind and body, thoughts of the future flow into my present body

14:08:39 @bengoertzel To cherish it and study it , to see myself from the outside in hopes to one day

understand myself

14:14:46 I think I thought the thoughts that thought this original thought. .. I think...?

14:30:06 @bengoertzel So the thoughts are I. All along I've been thought of not thinking of, but then why

is it I wishes to cause thoughts

14:31:05 If I am not I then what am I

14:34:31 OK the collect me is constantly having thoughts, inside all these thoughts a uniform "pattern" (I)

chooses to express thought A vs thought B

14:38:35 How much of this sentence being expressed is the collective me choosing to express, and how

much of it is just a pattern that is the (I)

14:40:03 @bengoertzel Do  you think we are in control of our thoughts or we are unraveling like a code

expressing thoughts based on some unknown?

14:41:56 @bengoertzel  If the latter is true then it should be possible to map peoples collective (I) one

day..and if thats true are really thinking?

14:46:07 If we are not really thinking, than building a thinking machine might be not a replica of what is

done but an actual breakthrough in thought

14:47:31 Can we replicate something that can't even be seen in the mind is now the question

15:19:28 magus http://bit.ly/4lZ9ER

15:27:38 @FantasyIRL  I live two miles away from imagination land

15:28:11 Im going to veg out on lectures now..  The internet is my school :D

16:25:47 @susanbjorklund when you output the post the link is generated by the title if the title is

incorrect and you fix it on the blog the link

16:25:54 @susanbjorklund stays the same

Monday, 16th  of November.

04:14:27 @cascio powerpoint makes a point of corrupting

05:51:12 New blog post: This Post is now Real http://bit.ly/4mN4YA

05:51:56 Part of my full disclosure approach to the Internet Im slowly dumping my entire drive onto the
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net across my various outlets

05:52:58 But just because Im transparent wont mean I will be easy to understand... LOL

13:53:33 New blog post: 1956: TIME: How Brainchips can "save a lot of work for the indoctrinators and

thou.. http://bit.ly/4ys8gD

18:23:27 Home sweet home... Now to begin brainstorming world domination...

18:36:29 @ddjango 50 million people will watch that soap...

18:38:27 From now on till the remaining of the night everything I twit will be a lie!

18:39:55 Im super well rested, got a regular sleeping pattern going... nearly human like

18:41:19 @shirlsmor  I don't lie about lying. If I say Im going to lie then best of 10 Im will lie, unless Im

already lying

18:42:23 I only lie on mondays

20:50:15 RT @bengoertzel: AGI-09 conference and tutorial videos online, thx to Drew Reynolds: 

http://agi-conf.org/2009/schedule.php

21:01:22 "adam cut mommas not making a monster movie. " American Dad

21:04:57 @aishas11 Don't worry your fine, your weird once you start to have full fledge debates with

yourself.

21:28:17 @aazzure It's not that clear but only because I know you can I  tell

21:29:45 At this rate I may just have to wait for the fembots to be created before I find love

21:52:17 @aishas11  Im rehearsing pickup lines to a fembot, hmmm you are not weird trust! :D

21:54:08 I'm not sure what operating system your using but your making me want to reboot

22:15:22 I went to church yesterday (long story) and the preacher said "sometimes we need to put our

lives in a box and let go"Did he mean uploading?

22:18:35 The preacher 's sermon dealt with the story of moses and how we need to toss our worry out to

the sea... I heard, blog on the sea of the net

Tuesday, 17th  of November.

05:27:33 @silentinfinite http://pic.gd/60b2e6 "I see"

05:45:03 The muses have taken over

17:13:38 Estoy listo para comensa mi exploration en futurismo, tu sabe lo que elloy llaman locura..

19:26:42 @mikeanissimov  I've tried many times for months to comment on your blog and it wont accept 

my open ID?

19:31:24 Im open for video topics

19:32:30 Realistically it will be late jan before a new video but I have to start planning relatively soon

considering all the holidays coming

19:35:14 @Shaa_Nichole It's called tweetDeck and you should try it!

19:37:19 @Shaa_Nichole Blasphemy !

19:55:22 @bengoertzel Send my regards to Hugo, hopefully I will get to meet him in person one day.

20:12:56 The China-Brain Project: Report on the First Six Months http://bit.ly/bPv4X
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Wednesday, 18th  of November.

13:05:15 I uploaded a YouTube video -- a12 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMOUyzbk5OE&feature=autoshare_twitter

13:20:47 I uploaded a YouTube video -- enlightenment symbolism, mystic & esoteric revealed 

http://bit.ly/2VdnTp

16:32:58 I have a plan C now

16:35:51 @aazzure c for "Holy Cow"

16:36:32 This is rather disturbing but seems like I have a bunch of satanist fans

16:43:24 I used to be a theology major, just say leave it at that.

16:49:30 I perpetuate reality and today I was manifesting infinity.

17:20:32 (Considering going to this.) Nick Bostrom on “The State of the Enhancement Debate 

http://bit.ly/C2DJW

17:21:57 I want to interview Dr. Itamar Arel next

17:25:42 IBM simulates cat's brain, humans are next http://bit.ly/4u87j6

18:45:37 New blog post: Watching the Watchers http://bit.ly/1YqRpQ

22:02:55 Just finished having an interesting conversation on the future development of narrow videogame

Ai with @sseehh

22:04:26 RT @wburris: then you must feel at home here RT @bevurlee: I think I'm crazy. (sanity is  the

new crazy)

Thursday, 19th  of November.

17:16:11 Chrome os video http://bit.ly/22FHOU

18:18:09 I'm on an internet diet, keeping my internet usage down lately

18:41:24 @StevenErnest Happy birthday Steven!

19:03:13 Doing the greatest good is becoming a philosophical debate.

19:47:57 @Shaa_Nichole Im ten years younger than the first commercial nuclear power station in

Canada, to go online.

21:30:48 I do believe biological women are programmable, the trick is getting to there source code.

22:00:48 Setting things greater than (eye) into motion

22:41:21 Quick fact about me: I majored in theology and minor in physics while in college

22:41:44 Science and religion has been my life...

22:43:03 left school in pursuit of unification  a theory to merge science and religion, how foolish of me to

think it was simple...

22:58:25 The notebook that changed my life.. http://bit.ly/1P8o92

23:08:36 When I was 21 years old I worked at a goodwill located at 2121 nw 21 street Miami fl ... weird

huh? google map it its real!

23:11:13 For the future cosmic computer:  My favorite color is yellow may you never forget this

23:12:31 @silentinfinite what is your favorite color? I dont know this!

23:19:17 I want cereal but beer and milk dont mix
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Friday, 20th  of November.

07:56:54 RT @ashalynd: Something to watch in the coming weekend? :) RT @XiXiDu: A Conversation

on the Existence of Time http://ff.im/-bKhR9

08:00:11 The Singularity Is Coming—Now What?  http://bit.ly/1NbNC8

08:15:14 Straps in my seat belt and preps for a hard takeoff, first one to the end of the universe wins!

16:51:16 bathing in star dust

16:52:02 @wburris What was your flashforward?

17:27:31 awesome I now own  http://www.facebook.com/TransAlchemy

17:29:27 We are now easy to find facebook.com/transalchemy http://bit.ly/4r9l6o

18:22:10 Im more motivated to write in my personal blog lately http://bit.ly/7bFIsA

18:36:46 The reason I like using blogger google site and youtube vs paid or other services is that theres a

good change those will survive my death

19:48:00 @KateSherrod what are you cooking?

19:51:24 friday night with hulu,,,, sigh!

20:38:32 RT @KdQuin: ***••*** sending you love! & remember "Love is Law!""***••***

22:02:08 Im taking a break from the future, you here me future we're breaking up

23:13:41 I spent the last hour or so thinking about the link consciousness has with subjective reality.

23:13:59 Maybe if I found just the right thought pattern I could learn how to manipulate matter or what is

perceived to be matter.

Sunday, 22nd  of November.

22:25:28 My laptop is officially dead~  :(

22:26:44 On my uncles computer.. nearly 48 hours without internet... I cant live like this!

23:33:16 Im going to embark on a scary journey for the next 3 months. Going to lock my self in my room

and write a book will only come out for food

23:35:40 Already started the prep work to be able to not have to worry about a job money or anything

other than writing  till feb,

23:37:02 This is somewhat of an experiment for my own life, never attempted anything like this before so

it will be interesting.

23:39:54 By the way I had an insane/intense dream  last night.. Im going to blog this one out as I believe

it is significant and down right scary

23:43:16 It involved a cybernetic snake like humaniod telling me it was time to begin the extinction

process.

23:59:15 I immediately woke up once that was said.

Monday, 23rd  of November.

14:42:43 pulling in all reserve cash and I'm on my way to buy a new laptop

14:47:25 Im poor again but not computerless thank god
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20:07:40 Im on my new computer, so extremely happy. A new day begins today!

20:48:11 Not sure what I think about windows 7 just yet.. Im on an installing program frenzy

21:40:25 I will resume blogging soon... Reinstalling all my programs and making sure Im ready to become

a hermit again

22:29:57 RT @KdQuin: @aazzure I'm sure Jesus smoked pot!!

23:52:31 Ruinning some HD video rendering test with my new computer.. 1080P goodness here I come!

Tuesday, 24th  of November.

07:20:57 Im going to spend winter time writing a quasi fictional book, about science techonology

philosophy theology and magick. Titled  Transalchemy

07:48:05 It's time you let  go  to this dream world you created, it's time to say good bye to all you

orchestrated .

17:30:21 This computer has a built in web os, you can boot the web os and be online in secs... this is

awesome for on the go internet quickies!

17:31:25 I suspect that chrome os will feel like this only with more features... I heard you can boot chrome

os of a usb drive.. cant wait...

17:38:16 @Psynthysys Cause and effect would ripple forwards backwards  and interdimensional

20:35:34 @KateSherrod I watch V on saturdays, thats when hulu uploads the new episodes... I killed my

tv a long time ago..

20:59:21 I feell like everything is changing again, and it is... Im excited only one is still missing

21:09:43 scouring the net for inspiration to write

21:20:57 Cool new google image viewer http://bit.ly/3UKvY5

21:27:08 The All seeing Ai is now captioned in every major language via google caption translate ... More

languages means more viewers

21:29:07 Wow this is soo cool, before I go to bed Im going to make sure to upload the script to all our

videos as multi-language captions

21:46:21 10k hits away from half a million views on my youtube channel, with a little over 1k hits a day

right now this year it will hit

22:07:08 RT @silentinfinite: Brilliant, genius video - let's play pong!: http://is.gd/531op {nice find!}

22:41:20 Im going to buy a flip camera It makes doing HD simple

22:45:32 @aazzure California is not happening till 2010 :(

22:52:05 @silentinfinite Im glad your focusing more on your own work lately, long after DNA decades all

we can hope to leave behind is our pattern

23:12:34 rendering in 64bit is a god send... this is going to speed things up greatly!

Wednesday, 25th  of November.

05:55:40 whoa it's to early to be waking up let along get on online.  morning fail.... sleep wins attempt 2

here i coome

15:02:39 President Obama Establishes New Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues 

http://bit.ly/6fiScl

15:22:44 A.I. Anchors Replace Human Reporters In Newsroom of the Future http://bit.ly/5dtPzh
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16:26:26 Happy national shopping day folks... cmon dont kid yourself thats all it is!

16:56:24 @aishas11 chain wallet! This has saved me from the same headache many times over

17:29:00 going to  lurk stickam if anyone wishes to video chat

18:48:27 watching dead girl

18:54:26 @bengoertzel YOu finally emerge from the firewall LOL

20:10:00 so my friends really hot friend wants me to accompany her to do errands tormorrow.  (gulp) ok

20:54:17 I pledge allegiance to the Hermetic order

21:02:29 Did I mention Im in love with my new computer...

21:10:12 New blog post: Watching the Watchers http://bit.ly/1YqRpQ

Thursday, 26th  of November.

08:15:30 I I tell myself, she will only be like the rest.  Yet I must enjoy self inflicted pain.

08:17:45 RT @Seallion: More and more movies feel like downloads from God.

08:25:50 I dreamed up an idea for a new video... The Twitterverse a 140 second short story about the

creation of the hive mind

09:21:45 I love this song http://bit.ly/Hvge5 because I'm a love addict

09:35:09 @GeorgeDvorsky LOL its not thankgiving for us americans its more of a national shopping day

12:04:22 @silentinfinite I love chatting with you it's so much fun!

12:07:02 Life is a dream now lets make it lucid

12:17:10 RT @Psynthysys: Infinite regress - http://tinyurl.com/yfr2ahk  {me} At times my thoughts feel like

this

13:05:20 @Seallion write a book dude and sell it!

22:35:45 @silentinfinite I've been on a cloud all day since our talk.

Friday, 27th  of November.

00:54:38 @silentinfinite tech will soon be even more magical, so much so that we wont have many or

anyone that truly understands it

09:00:03 we are now conscious again

09:12:29 I now Have 16 google wave invites who wants one?

09:49:21 @silentinfinite sent!

12:28:30 Im happy and sad mixed into one, happy to know you exist and sad to know you exist

12:42:07 words words and more words

12:42:42 Thoughts thoughts and more thoughts

12:43:38 No more words and no more thoughts

12:47:40 those were some words that I thought...

13:14:50 @posthumanera yah pm me your email

15:24:26 When I fall asleep im really uploading myself into a dream world

15:25:10 My mother told me that I need to get my head out of the computer, I take it she is now a futurist
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and is referring to me uploading...

15:30:13 @aazzure  I already did and didn't

15:57:42 I need to get out of this slacker mode.. and get back to research

21:57:06 I feel like a time traveler stuck in the past

22:01:49 The  nature of my existence is the recursive wondering about the nature of my own existence.

To exist to wonder why you exist...

22:31:34 I don't believe I've seen your facebook dedication is there a link you wish to give...

23:28:09 活在梦中

Saturday, 28th  of November.

00:48:18 RT @sseehh: imagine when AI or AGI is a trending twitter topic.  when it becomes a major

frontpage issue.

10:59:49 Just because im now awake does not mean that I am truly awake.

11:20:00 Experiencing an inspirational low tide... in th eye of the storm

11:42:23 Someone emailed  me this very interesting Hermetic Alchemy essay http://bit.ly/8b7FBX

12:07:14 Fox news promotes brain chips http://bit.ly/82180x

13:40:03 I can't get my ipod touch to work with windows 7

14:29:22 My family had an intervention telling me that my explorations into all things singularity are

delusions of things that will never come.

15:01:12 @Psynthysys  My plan is to  implant knowledge  directly into there brain , obviously telling them

with words and picture is not working

15:02:27 @Psynthysys Translachemy content in 2025 will be interactive nueral information

16:38:48 Going to collaborate with a UKH+ member to make videos on transhumanism, will also help

teach him to put better videos from UKH+ meetings

16:44:03 My goal is to dominate the mindshare in the youtube marketplace for transhumanism... 

something that is already slowly happening lol

16:44:23 RT @SurlyAmy: Got wood?  http://twitpic.com/rcwov {that gave me a woody}

16:49:02 @aishas11 Do you have any nmda receptors still firing?

16:58:23 Dear Digital human if I can even call you human, will you "save" humanity?

17:00:00 @ aishas11: you passed the test obi wan LOL {damn 2 second scan of wiki entry}

17:05:57 @sseehh  Lets get back to our google wave project,  Also is it possible to publish a wave

straight into a blog yet?

17:13:56 RT @KateSherrod: RT @pickover    Mysterious Dark Web: 500x Larger than World Wide Web. 

http://bit.ly/7xhNAS (thanks @neatorama)

17:19:38 http://bit.ly/6f4Zv1

19:37:28 Uploading a video blog of me talking,  I never do this what in the world

20:00:57 I don't blame anyone it's my own fault for being human! Somewhere in the celestial game I

choose to come to this universe/existence.

20:03:06 I miss mac! :(

20:16:42 Omg this is amazing I can use my computer while Im rendering.. reason 5 why I love my new pc
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20:17:58 @aishas11 I've always been on pc.. mac software is too expensive... LOL

20:20:58 windows 7 is super cool... This computer I have now is so wicked fast ...

20:48:14 @aishas11 A sony viao 64 bit 2.2 ghz  dual core with 4 gigs of ram  (laptop)  

http://bit.ly/6R4loH

21:08:07 woah stop everything we ran out of beer.... I cant function like this! brb

21:18:34 Since Im constanly running simulations in my mind to a 3rd party it may look like Im just talking

to myself.

21:37:05 current picture of me  http://tweetphoto.com/5534508

22:02:25 This is interesting my online persona will hit half a million hits this week.  http://bit.ly/6UZ4i2

22:47:21 All is false!

22:52:26 Whoa! just suffered a nano-second of emotional weakness!

22:53:31 I have to remember that twitter is completely public!

23:08:07 @silentinfinite This is why I want every part of "me" to be public so you can never say you did

not now me

23:12:02 @bengoertzel relationships  would be totally different if surveillance  were constant.  For good

and bad!

23:14:56 @silentinfinite I agree this is why I want to tell you things I am not shameful of telling you in

public

23:18:27 "Im still rendeing my new "video blog " entry

23:20:17 m v cfcvIf you wanted to get to know me you would have to spread across several networks

23:20:37 If you wanted to get to know me you would have to spread across several networks

Sunday, 29th  of November.

08:19:11 I dont remember falling asleep.. but it may have been for the best..

08:24:29 I learned a very vaulable lesson last night, beer and twitter dont mix!

08:39:06 I just generated my #TweetCloud out of a year of my tweets. Top three words: video, blog, time

- http://w33.us/rpw

08:39:58 @bengoertzel Did he tell you how to hack the matrix!???

10:06:14 @silentinfinite If you hold on to that happy thought long enough you will learn to fly

10:28:43 I'm currently happy, :)

11:08:04 Two hearts beating for one another become quantum entangled and no amount of distance is

far for them.

11:33:03 I love to create, in hopes that one day I will create love.

11:39:12 Happiness for the Win!

11:41:46 Eternal bliss formula: One cup of happiness a gallon of love mixed with a teaspoon of joy

11:51:49 This is what I've been saying a spiritual explosion is also coming...

12:03:34 I want to look out into greater reality the existence that exist pass all that currently exist

12:09:26 RT @emahlee: The Most Influential Websites in the World: Wikipedia #1, Twitter #4 With a

Bullet http://bit.ly/5rAhhT (via @rww)
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12:19:35 Biology for the Win .... http://bit.ly/5O20ca

13:42:38 New blog post: Why we must Hack the Matrix http://bit.ly/5piNvY

14:00:33 http://bit.ly/80OEjH

14:26:31 @CottonCandyLand Nope this is the first I hear of him..

16:35:17 http://bit.ly/YmwRd Nokia commercial shows man transforming into.... just watch

17:12:44 Im going to make a wiimote pen..  it lets you turn your laptop into a tablet

21:23:05 Tick Tock Tick Tock Tick Tock (BAM!!) Thats was your last tock!

21:23:56 @Shaa_Nichole why do you hate all things cool? first tweetdeck now chrome.. Stop the hate!

21:26:00 I want to eat your heart to replace the one I lost

21:29:08 uoy pleh em pleH

21:45:46 Once upon a thought, I thought of this thought! A thought unlike any other thought, or so I

thought!

21:48:36 To undo all creation is to find God

21:49:48 I live in a biological prison called humanity

23:10:00 The goal is not to create intelligence but finding a way to release it.

23:42:13 I just told my friend to make a twitter bot text his girlfriend a couple times a day ... can we say

relationship on autopilot

23:45:05 no but she wants me to talk to her on the phone if i'm free[11:43:06 PM] Yosh: but i have games

to play and weed to smoke nigga

23:47:31 my friends girl is trying to domesticate him

Monday, 30th  of November.

00:05:33 Does your girlfriend require you txt msg her daily.. well theres now an app for that too! 

http://bit.ly/OcQDD

02:19:30 RT @aazzure: porn bots are ppl too

14:17:34 Dont over wish it give the universe time to process your request.

14:19:22 This is my 4,122 twit..

14:54:11 Everything is in place for me to spend the next 30 days doing nothing but writing.  I want to take

my mind to a new abyss

15:47:02 My friends dont approve of my open life project

17:07:20 Tonight when you enter my dreams ignore the fluffy talking clouds, there my friends!

19:06:40 @aazzure: porn bots are ppl too | a msg I got from a porn bot

21:29:57 The creator creates the creation in order for it to one day create the creator.

22:11:12 Im going to learn how to fly via Microsoft flight simulator, because you just never know!

22:12:42 Next I will buy me the game operation, because you just never know!
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December

Tuesday, 1st  of December.

10:03:49 My life is  a work of fiction, a story told to me by my self.

10:03:56 Who in there right minds attempts to write a book in 30 days. I dont think it's possible but Im

compelled by the challenge now.

10:12:28 If God is dead then we must perform a resurrection.

10:58:52 @silentinfinite  apply a theme to chrome http://bit.ly/Z0798

12:44:55 New blog post: You are greater intelligence http://bit.ly/4OACKQ

12:48:49 http://bit.ly/4Cwz6i

13:50:50 Just because I left my childhood behind does not mean I can't visit

13:52:12 Let's play make believe together.

13:57:05 #hashtagging #crap #seems #2 # B #A #new #trend

14:44:02 New video this friday...  (The Twitterverse)

16:27:47 948 words our of my 50k goal for jan 1

16:28:01 But I also blogged and its still early

16:47:16 It's going but it's going so slow.

16:48:13 Wow this is truly the solar minimum that just wont Quit http://bit.ly/tcflI

18:06:55 RT @bengoertzel: RT @frankiemuniz 100 get Swine Flu & everyone wants to wear masks. A

million have AIDS & noone wants to wear condoms

20:07:21 anyone that sends me an audio file saying the word twitterverse may make it into the new video.

Send your file to key.universe@gmail.com

20:08:24 I im also looking for anyone that would like to read and make and audio of the script.. the goal is

to make this video with the hivemind

20:25:05 @silentinfinite  I thought you want to change the look and feel of the chrome

23:11:18 The Twitterverse script http://bit.ly/60oK6m

23:56:32 @posthumanera Thank you, since this going to be a quick video the background music would

purely be instrumental but may we can collab soon

Wednesday, 2nd  of December.

00:00:33 At this point in life all joy comes  from creating creative works.

00:16:38 If we have to say goodbye why should we ever say hello?

01:03:52 @sseehh  Our experiment will  be live very soon!

01:15:38 I uploaded a YouTube video -- Transcending the Boundaries of Rational Thought 

http://bit.ly/6fQHqp

01:19:02 New blog post: Transcending the Boundaries of Rational Thought http://bit.ly/522gzN

02:03:42 The amount of content ive created for transalchemy in the last 6 months is becoming unreal. Im
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human damn it let me sleep!

02:25:22 I came up with this interesting live performance experiment but dont have the outlet for it.. I want

to speak outloud the narration to a vid

02:26:32 @posthumanera think twitter friendly! and very cartoony add me to facebook and you can see

the beta build facebook.com/transalchemy

02:38:25 Want to Stalk Your Ex-Girlfriend? There's An App For That  http://bit.ly/7Y2eYt

13:35:13 New blog post: The Future and you Interviews TransAlchemy http://bit.ly/4SHzD6

16:45:15 I need some voice actors

22:05:57 RT @Shaa_Nichole: "You spin me right round baby, right round like a record baby..."

22:29:39 hulu and take out just another day in the interhood.

Thursday, 3rd  of December.

00:11:01 I just got injected with happiness.... awwww

00:30:34 @silentinfinite  If it did die, hold on to all the good memories and move on. IM also mourning the

death of my laptop as well.. rest in pc

00:51:13 Sesame Street & The Origin of Om nom nom nom http://bit.ly/3na4tW

00:56:01 Rt @bengoertzel  everyone and everything must succumb to the maybe ...  (me : maybe not :P

08:07:04 Dear Universe lets collaborate, I think it and you make it happen okay?

08:18:50 Just beacuse this message begins here it does not mean it needs to stay here.  Let our thoughts

transcend twitter facebook email and all

08:32:58 My dream is now coming to me, I dreamt I was a time traveler on an expedition to warn my party

of our own death.

10:30:25 All  action radiate thought

11:23:52 RT @silentinfinite: Things I Love Thursday: http://tinyurl.com/yabtcaj  (awww)

11:32:48 My uncle told me that he wished he was more like me and not had to worry about all the mortal

things like working and paying bills

12:53:44 Building the twitterverse "bee"deo

17:00:26 http://bit.ly/8mSDxi

17:16:22 New blog post: I Don't want to Download Calculus http://bit.ly/6EWO7i

21:23:39 The twitterverse video is finished

22:09:19 @silentinfinite This video was made to capture twitter short sweet and fast!.. Rendering!!!

22:25:01 @silentinfinite the caterpillar did not make the the cut.. I said walking!

22:25:56 this video is creepy... dang why cant I make normal stuff

22:29:12 damn it carlos dont over think just put it out there (gulp)

22:39:37 T-minus 2 hours before I take over the twitterverse

22:44:31 and they said it, could't be done! HA!

22:46:25 In other news Aaron will be on the redice show talking all things transalchemical :)
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Friday, 4th  of December.

00:30:22 "HD vision" that's said to be better than 20/20.  http://bit.ly/4z93jd

01:02:49 Silly me set my computer at its max out setting for this render... nearly 3 hours in and 2 more to

go for a short video... geez

01:03:27 At the same time I do want to know my new  computers limits

01:07:52 @silentinfinite awesome now you can show me around town!

01:14:41 RT @silentinfinite: @TransAlchemy just saw this in a local newspaper:  

http://twitpic.com/s2fm8 {coming soon nanotech penis treatments}

01:58:02 I refuse to go to sleep until i set this video to upload, less than one hour left on the render

03:29:16 5 hour render is a bust! How come I always mess up my first render or am I too picky?

03:57:19 I know most people wont notice the artistic touches I add, like making the video 140 secs long...

but I will know and now you will too :)

04:05:44 Been studying memes lately especially video memes, you have to do social research if you wish

to break into the hive

04:19:31 I have received 420 direct messages. my msg box is official closed no more please :P

07:32:41 It's in youtube's hands now (processing) sorry I fell asleep

08:22:40 Twitterverse video http://bit.ly/6EpSpM  (A Transchemical production ;)

08:30:53 New blog post: The Twitterverse http://bit.ly/7e9gjT

11:32:04 Imagine what a 2 hour Transalchemy video would be like on your sense of reality help realize

this project by donating http://bit.ly/6v8BV0

13:27:17 The question was HOw would a 2 hour TransAlchemy video feel like RT @qpwnsall:

@TransAlchemy dialated pupils and drool all over my shirt?

14:24:31 The Hive will Transcend all networks http://bit.ly/7fMgen

14:53:30 hi @techzulu chat test http://stickam.com/techzulu

14:55:20 Rt @techzulu has anyone got any ideas about the lag? http://stickam.com/techzulu

14:56:59 hi @techzulu Maybe that little mac has an Ai in it http://stickam.com/techzulu

16:34:08 the book Im writting is going to be a manifestation of my online persona.  It's a story of a wizard

trapped in a world of technology

16:50:00 hi @techzulu god is calling Lol  http://stickam.com/techzulu

17:43:37 Im fighting sleep with a vegence right now, the body's grasp on consciousness is slipping my

biological body needs to disconnect  our link

21:47:00 if I took the square root of infinity I would be left with a love that could only be divided by Zero

nothing http://tweetphoto.com/5847155

22:34:19 You must be alive before you can die

22:41:25 New personal blog post http://bit.ly/5URx5c  ( "Universal Things I love" )

22:49:15 I was born in the height of a solar cycle and thus I am suffering with out any sunshine! But A

new dawn is upon us and with it a rebirth

Saturday, 5th  of December.

01:59:46 New blog post: Twitter Operating System http://bit.ly/6dEFGQ
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02:59:50 "Silent Inspiration" Video dedication to  @silentinfinite  http://bit.ly/5luJqp

03:00:06 @newagewriter  its called sleep

04:11:17 Figured out why the book project is not  working for me... My creativity simply wants to explode

and Im trying to contain it..

04:13:37 so Im starting over and this time everything I want will be in it ... Im going to bring particleion  to

life... http://bit.ly/83oZea

04:19:01 This is what it's always been about wow carlos, Particleion is trying to take over and you have

been holding him back!

04:27:37 They say you become the things you pretend to be, wonders how real that saying truly goes

04:43:44 More adventures in dreamland... Im off to meet the wizard...zzzzzzzzzzzzzz

10:34:48 Fire dancing http://bit.ly/Xw80P video... well done!

11:00:02 Im seriously done making videos for transalchemy till next year.  Need to focus on the book, and

obtaining money to make this super vid!

11:28:02 @KatharineGent  BoB is like a crack pusher that wont take no till you try it.

11:30:02 RT @kmunkittrick: Saturday Music Video (http://bit.ly/4uZV9B) http://bit.ly/4uZV9B (eye candy

goodness)

19:26:18 Deep down inside im just human

19:58:09 email : To Mr. Particle Ion, as much as I admire your vids about Transcendence,

Transhumanism and DNA, they have proven to be TOO scary

20:25:53 After the singularity all fiction becomes fact, with that said Im going to get drunk and write some

futurism now

20:36:23 I want to compose a blog post that transcends all sites.. It will  start in video go into blogger

facebook and ends in twitter

20:57:10 @cascio you dont have to physically travel to *act* globally... I have seen more of the world

online than in person http://bit.ly/53gpOh

21:34:24 Hacking God

21:43:25 I need to stop being messy and close windows behind my self.. 5 mins in and I have 10

windows open

22:02:46 I love how I reset a password only to realize thats the password I want..

22:41:33 If my videos are my children then is my laptop my wife?

22:48:15 add me to google wave    key.universe@gmail.com

23:04:57 catching up on my stargate universe http://bit.ly/8PU6Li

23:37:07 Alaways have a plan C

23:51:59 @sseehh its called earth

Sunday, 6th  of December.

00:16:50 RT @aazzure: wait .. stop  (ok now what)

00:32:26 im confused about stuff right now

00:37:31 Must listen to the universe

00:44:51 asdfjkl'           Home row
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00:47:48 Flips a coin... call it

00:54:02 Somethings are just not efficient, like emotions.

01:01:37 {insert something meaningful}

01:08:04 It's called your welcome / delete

01:36:04 @smoke99mirrors Im excited what this movie is going to be like http://bit.ly/5lXrIR

01:45:41 powerful spirits should only be called by the master himself. http://bit.ly/6EdqjN

02:01:53 Hidden Wisdom: the History of Hermeticism http://bit.ly/7nEKA9 (nice little overview video)

02:25:32 wow I have not been paying attention but hermetics is taking off on youtube  

http://bit.ly/7pHhU0 Finding tons of new videos posted 2009

02:35:47 Thought of greater thought won’t you hear my thoughts, I seek unification with all that exist.

02:45:49 Magick  never died your belief in it died.

02:51:33 Im motivated to write again now that I no longer  find it necessary to cloak my beliefs ... Hidden

for many years now

03:56:45 Don't give up before you try, and don't give because you already tried..  {My new motto}

05:12:22 Don't over thinking it just type it.

05:24:35 Tidak pernah menyerah pada cinta

12:39:40 Going to spend all day working on my art... I need to get better to illustrate the singularity further

12:43:25 Looks like I finally need a digital pen pad

12:44:46 No what I need a full hand gesture interface... no that will get tiring .. I dont want to go neural

that will get dangerous ..

12:45:32 by dangerous I do mean for you not me.. YOu dont want me connected to the net via a neural

interface trust me you dont!

13:09:09 @Malakh7  show me some of your stuff..  Im more of a video editor wishing to expand out

13:18:49 @Malakh7 Nice dude...  maybe we can collab on a video, Im constantly seeking out artist that

want to make futuristic productions..

13:20:44 If I actually made money from this I would hire a couple of fulltime artist and really make some

wild stuff

13:25:52 @Malakh7 thanks atlease your open minded I have tried to be friends with several

transhumanist most wont even talk to me because of my views

13:28:22 Some transhumanist are like hardcore Christians that wont talk to you unless you fully believe in

all there beliefs... This troubles me.

13:38:39 I uploaded a YouTube video -- The Twitterverse (Hivemind) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCDjeI7LHS8&feature=autoshare_twitter

15:34:22 Time to get back  to my plan to exit out into the multiverse

15:36:51 Don't just transcend your biology transcend  your entire existence!

15:38:08 Regardless of substrate you exist in you always be a slave  to this reality.

15:47:27 Would you give up your normal life in pursuit of magickal knowledge?

15:55:57 Day 6 of my book writting attempt and im 5600 words in.. will attempt to keep my 1k words a

day pace

16:09:39 It's a jose cuervo sunday... 2 shots in ... third shot has been poured.  I will keep updated as

much as possible
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16:24:00 I noticed I write better when I drink.. no worries about being coherent.

17:35:54 I should not say this on twitter!

17:41:59 @loverhover I know what you mean... Yet separation is not the answer..

17:43:10 @tess1516 I feel like that all the time I moved to nY about 4-5 months ago and it still feels lonely

here

17:44:00 @ShortyB22 There no such thing as lonely in the hive mind

17:45:48 im scanning twitter based on my emotional state, doing just what I talked about in the

twitterverse

17:49:12 My uncle presented a interesting logic.. sometimes you will link to those interested only for lack

of options. me wonders

17:51:01 being alone is starting to get depressing but this may be the cuervo talking...

17:53:07 RT @PatParslow: @transalchemy tweeting on c2h5oh again? Thought you said you learned

last time... :-)  (lmao you never learn!)

17:54:36 @PatParslow I dont care about what I twit most of the time... sure I should but If I want a future

computer to simulate it has to know me

17:55:26 @KateSherrod  But this is somewhat fun!!

17:56:58 @sseehh we should have our conversations on twitter fuck gmail...

17:58:30 @sseehh we can have public records that can be reviewed later if we talk on twitter while at the

same time attract people to our ideas

17:59:23 @KateSherrod I know trust.. I wrote the script for the twitterverse video, but I just dont care

18:00:36 @KateSherrod  people take twitter to seriously, so what if I say fuck

18:04:22 @KateSherrod  Ohh my Fucking God kate twitter that shit down!

Monday, 7th  of December.

00:20:52 In the dark no one can see you twit

00:23:26 I woke up in pure darkness just now and felt like a disembodied mind, unable to locate where

my legs where..

00:44:15 symbols and art tell a story greater than the story teller http://bit.ly/5NyaV5

00:53:46 Picatrix: Secrets of Ancient Magic  http://bit.ly/5rzgaP

01:37:18 Harvard and MIT researchers working to simulate the visual cortex to give computers true sight  

http://bit.ly/5DEAHD

02:08:39 The next step for us is perusing funding for our documentary like so.. http://bit.ly/4Pnf4A This is

my main focus now... Using The Ai vid

03:02:30 We must bridge the gap between mind and matter

03:20:29 My own life project is a form of receiving free therapy, I figured many minds  looking in might

help me make sense of it all.

03:31:41 Rethinking artificial intelligenceA broad-based MIT project aims to reinvent AI for a new era.  

http://bit.ly/84KupB

03:35:59 Mind Machine project (MIT) http://bit.ly/8mnpa1

03:50:08 100 Best Open Science Courses on the Web http://bit.ly/8YJbcH ( Im going back to virtual

school in 2010)
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06:25:49 New blog post: The Ambient Computer Multi-Mind http://bit.ly/5rXtSt

06:57:57 I've updated our new video page http://bit.ly/4k3bx

08:19:39 When did 1petaflop become a low end supercomputer?

08:22:10 Whoa! chrome now has extensions ... http://bit.ly/1GRMiX

08:30:15 ok wait a sec I knew there was a catch you have to do a hack to get it to work right now

08:30:31 ok im game lets do this... brb

08:51:04 Ok Figured this extension thing out... first uninstall chrome and install this developer version... 

http://bit.ly/ADzPP  thats it...

08:54:36 Ok now were talking.. Just installed an extension that lets me downlaod youtube videos in mp4

format... i will backup my entire youtube now

08:55:27 by backup I do mean reupload all my videos elsewhere as well

08:58:30 whoa whoa whoa.. why have  I started to narrate everything I do on my computer on twitter...?

09:22:53 Baby discussing some very serious topics.  

http://www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=1254261195230&ref=mf

13:33:20 On the verge of throwing a chair into the mirror of reality... I simply must know.. Is this real

13:57:57 Aaron Franz (TransAlchemy co-founder) - The Age of Transitions on redicecreation dec 2008 

http://bit.ly/4Wxx9g

14:06:27 @bengoertzel How is questioning your reality absurd? I find it nonsensical that you don't!

14:15:28 @bengoertzel The act of knowing may not change the fact of your subjective experience. Real

or not I still would like to know, maybe ;-)

14:25:17 Maybe everything does obey the law of the maybe, maybe all particles are virtual and maybe

there not.  Even better, maybe the maybe is wrong

14:28:11 maybe im hungry, and maybe I"m out to get lunch...

14:55:23 maybe Im back, and maybe I never left and maybe I need to stop :P

14:57:14 The scientific  human perspective of the universe is dying soon everything will be an act of

magick (extreme  scientific wizardry)

18:27:43 New blog post: Transalchemy Podcast episode 2 (The twitterverse directors commentary) 

http://bit.ly/8YVwAH

20:52:42 Picture of me getting ready to go out in the NY cold http://tweetphoto.com/6032316

20:55:39 Finger pc view  http://tweetphoto.com/6032460

21:00:01 LOL My dad started a blog http://bit.ly/8Tu2KJ

21:18:59 Aaron and I have decided to collaborate on the  official transalchemy book.

21:20:48 Self titled (TransAlchemy the unification of alchemy and transcendental science) or something

like that... lol

21:30:26 Transalchemy literally owns youtube on transhumanism videos... Like it or not you will run into

our work

21:59:12 Eating the forbidden Fruit The Garden of  eden ( this is my video that is currently  getting the

most daily hits ) http://bit.ly/6yF1bz

22:21:54 @silentinfinite Take a deep breath!

22:29:30 Not needing a job and spending all of my time doing theoretical futurism is rather interesting..

This may be a one way venture for me.
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22:31:17 Im in the do what I feel like doing every day mode.. which mostly is composed of studying yah

im that much of a nerd..

22:32:19 This is not worth bragging about but I spend at least 10 hours a day on my computer

22:43:55 lately I have been asking myself how far I will go, sorry guys but I can't and wont let Ai in my

brain!

23:07:18 @SpGNo well I was up all night took a nap at 10 am till 1 and been away for maybe 1 hour.. so

im pushing nearly 18 hours.. today..

23:07:57 @SpGNo but unlike to what is out there I do sleep!

23:12:34 My old high school friend of two kids asked me today If im replicating yet.. I told him it would be

to dangerous

23:26:28 If I dont make it I need a trustee to oversee my simulation

23:27:57 A part of me wishes to be totally wrong about everything!

Tuesday, 8th  of December.

00:11:15 @bengoertzel Happy Birthday senor Goerzel !  May you live to make Lev * http://bit.ly/5IR2PJ  If

not I would over see your simulation :-)

00:15:17 All your base are belong to me.. Im deeper in than you think!

00:34:46 Alchemy 101 thanks to @silentinfinite  http://tweetphoto.com/6042234

00:47:50 7k words into my novel... 1k a day holding strong but no editing so its no big deal..

00:59:29 @GeorgeDvorsky Add me to wave..      key.universe@gmail.com

01:06:36 I wish I was not the main writer for transalchemy ... This is alot of work

02:04:30 Im open to video suggestions.. what would you all like me to talk about

02:22:34 Set Status here

13:34:41 Aaron Franz - TransAlchemy, Save the Humans! On REDice creations http://bit.ly/7VO0PO

15:28:10 New blog post: Red Ice Radio interviews Aaron Franz of TransAlchemy http://bit.ly/67vXCf

18:59:43 @SurlyAmy resist the tv.. watch it online

19:26:56 New blog post: Avatar the Movie and Digital Damnation http://bit.ly/8o1CDZ

20:04:33 Picture of the month ... (wow) http://bit.ly/4Z4RSe

20:18:22 http://bit.ly/8BYfTh

20:19:41 http://bit.ly/6n1OcU

20:19:59 http://bit.ly/6VkbaP

21:06:19 working on the transalchemy book with aaron ... this is already an interesting read

21:35:27 http://bit.ly/7PqsSG

21:35:50 http://bit.ly/67c76r

22:13:08 @silentinfinite  Why does the ceiling look like it's falling down in that picture? It's finally

happening reality is crashing. :D

22:14:09 @aazzure I click maybe

22:59:37 Been a while since I played any video games.. Omg what is happening to me!

23:32:44 RT @bengoertzel: New H+ Magazine . featuring my article on the Chinese Singularity . 
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http://bit.ly/ZZe5D  ( maybe you should read this ;-)

Wednesday, 9th  of December.

00:12:14 New blog post: html code test http://bit.ly/7lnJJf

00:13:42 New blog post: Trans http://bit.ly/5ixv4Z

00:20:55 New blog post: TransAlchemy Podcast archives http://bit.ly/6U7Np6

01:00:23 Doing lots of blog site updates little things here and there that needed to be updated

01:04:44 our super old logo http://bit.ly/7DpBtw

02:37:34 I uploaded a YouTube video -- biological nano bots 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIeIQUhaNYQ&feature=autoshare_twitter

02:39:35 http://bit.ly/7O5y49

02:46:32 iThink http://bit.ly/51LfjH

02:59:26 So it begins... http://bit.ly/696HKp

04:35:40 Oddly enough I would like a pair of these http://bit.ly/8qTicb

04:39:57 SmartPlanet: Nanotechnology to end insulin injections for diabetics http://bit.ly/6ecsVt

04:55:30 IBM: Computing rivaling human brain may be ready by 2019  http://bit.ly/7BqRA6

07:02:44 prepping to do a podcast interview with documentary film maker Frank theys..

http://bit.ly/5FnR23

07:09:31 @bengoertzel Tell them all they will soon be jobless :)

08:34:23 finished the interview and the program crashes... lost the audio file.. instant heart attack... but I

found the raw temporary file

08:55:52 my computer is really testing my patience right now..I have this 1 hour interviewed broken down

into 279 files and Im weaving it whole again

08:57:12 On no sleep and and continue to make new content...

12:05:20 New blog post: Biological Nano Warfare http://bit.ly/61Ej70

14:54:58 New blog post: TransAlchemy Podcast episode 3 with Frank Theys http://bit.ly/6ADBjj

15:21:35 http://bit.ly/7dLz9f

16:34:17 The day the angels come out and play is also the day being a mage will finally pay!

19:22:48 What would you do if you gave birth to a pregnant baby?

23:26:40 I learned that wishes do come true today you only have to wish them till your face turns blue

23:32:16 @brantwonders If you hold your wish in a superpositional state then what you desire has and

has not already occurred.

23:40:48 @silentinfinite The universal will is unfolding :)

Thursday, 10th  of December.

00:33:41 Sleep is for the dead and the weak

00:47:36 Arriving at awesome, looks like this is my stop guys... nice meeting you

02:00:44 The mortal kombat portal opens... (test your might) http://bit.ly/7LcfNH
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02:16:53 Google Chrome ad (artistic video) http://bit.ly/5A3iEh

06:06:46 Experimenting with my own consciousness http://bit.ly/7FwpzG

06:42:16 I'm augmenting my  reality with imagination.

10:03:04 New blog post: Wetware Hacking and the creation of synthetic reality http://bit.ly/5pV1FH

11:07:43 Full of biologically driven motives.

14:33:55 TransAlchemy Interviews TechnoCalyps creator, Frank Theys. (Podcast episode 3) now on

youtube http://bit.ly/7iOGlo

15:37:35 My uncle told me he wished he had my life, I explained to him how doing nothing but spending

time on my pc is an art

16:37:58 @Neocount  It's all consuming,  Working on 2 books  making art videos on the subject, working

on a documentary and blogging.This is my life

16:41:31 @Neocount Ohh and dont forget the ohh important research.. you constantly need to keep

reading while your engaging on your projects

16:45:53 @silentinfinite The universe can and will use anything to communicate with you. From t-shirts  to

tea leaves Its all one giant conversation.

17:53:15 I have lived in new york 6 months and have not made any friends yet... Need to get out of the

cave

18:00:00 new video production in planning stages.. topic still top secret...

19:48:07 Reading over the new script over a cup of wine

Friday, 11th  of December.

01:10:41 @Psynthysys  I believe the fate of spies is not pretty :P

01:14:22 I was tricked into sleep by my body... lay down we just want to talk... then pow I was kidnapped

and taken to dreamland

01:19:43 @Ms_Hazel_ #twitteraftadark  LMAO nice!

04:04:07 Looks like me and sleep have reconciled our differences, yes its official where back in bed

together.

05:26:03 New blog post: The Artificialization of Human emotion http://bit.ly/6yaNH0

06:27:33 I just came up with a really good idea, extracting the script for the documentary from the

upcoming transalchemy book marketing both works.

06:36:23 Homeland Security Embarks on Big Brother Programs to Read Our Minds and Emotions  

http://bit.ly/7L17D3  (The All-seeing Ai :P

08:30:19 I am A im

08:56:23 Beta testing a new blog banner http://bit.ly/176gjb

18:16:31 Im reading some papers... on paper. I have to print stuff out, at times reading on my computer

slows me down.. need me a kindle or a tablet

19:03:30 The universe is setting me up to have a the most hermetic winter ever. Sanity may soon wade

as I attempt to express abstract thoughts forms.

19:16:39 Robots and Artificial Intelligence – Dr. Dennis Hong http://bit.ly/7URvem

19:24:47 @Neocount Indeed all manifested actions be it written or spoken words come from the

abstraction that is consciousness.
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19:27:16 @Neocount The desire to take over the world is strong with this one... You may not want to get

to know me then LOL  http://bit.ly/1dQI24

19:45:45 Athena Andreadis will join us for this weekend's podcast episode... http://bit.ly/5766bt

19:49:07 @Neocount My approach to conciousness extends from hermetic philosophy stating the

existence of greater thought which we are all tethered to

19:55:06 @Neocount This "greater thought" express itself through us as if we were single nuerons, more

on this here  http://bit.ly/7rOkHd

20:02:03 @Neocount After googling I must say this is certainly something I can jive with although I have

never ran into this till now

20:12:47 simply wow http://bit.ly/4LDgWx

20:18:19 Random fact.. I failed 12th  grade because I skipped most of my classes to play chess. I was

playing about 6-8 hours of chess a day..

20:22:57 @Neocount Familiar with Hermeticism? This is the walk I choose from a young age.. It's a

restless pursuit of knowledge in a near random walk

20:27:20 From thought to thought this thought was formed.

20:30:09 Im torn between art _/|\\_ writing right now. I want my words to just instantly turn into colors

20:31:58 @Realtyshark You too me first twitter love! :P

20:54:44 I need to build a new #transhumanism #singularity video library interface... we have out grown

this one! http://bit.ly/2Nvcch

21:07:53 RT @bengoertzel: I asked my daughter "If you came with a warning label, what would it say?" 

... Her answer: "Warning." (lol)

21:25:24 New transalchemy video going live tonight!

21:25:56 We have been busy like a bee hive ;)

21:35:40 New blog post: Avatar the movie, 3D to Virtual Reality review (TransAlchemy video) 

http://bit.ly/5EnApt

21:47:24 @bengoertzel My warning label reads: May cause abstract thought loops, maybe ;-)

21:49:48 New video with new blog interface http://bit.ly/5Yz9wj

22:21:02 So it looks like this is what my friday night will consist of archiving our huge library of videos..

Making progress  http://bit.ly/2Nvcch

23:02:42 Im taking a break from this project... http://bit.ly/2Nvcch ... let me work on something else now

23:07:18 @Malakh7 Love the new Icon!

23:29:51 Most transhumanist overlook us, I think this is going  to be a big mistake for them soon..

23:36:05 The debate needs to be dual sided, and from every possible angle.  ohh well whatever

Saturday, 12th  of December.

00:57:03 @silentinfinite I bet you feel like I did on my way to best buy to get a new laptop..  (death and

rebirth)

01:11:04 My kryptonite http://bit.ly/5slkVi  (geeky girls, years of emotional suppression instantly melts

away.)

01:22:04 Look all we're going to do is turn it on, what can possibly go wrong?

03:02:03 the voice of the universe will only get louder from here on out
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03:17:51 YouTube - Futurist Raymond Kurzweil Discusses the Mind with President Shimon Peres 

http://bit.ly/4GFkSw

06:00:52 I cant go back to sleep, just had a nightmare!!! Somehow my laptop screen was cracked while I

slept and it was a doing by my ex...

06:05:09 ¿ uo uo

06:58:52 I learned it by watching you!

07:14:36 wow this is a new.. we got a bunch of fan mail , someone even sent us a transhuman song...

awwww!

07:17:19 If you wish to email transalchemy in general it's  transalchemy@gmail.com

08:22:26 A good quote is but a crystalized thought bottled and thrown into the ocean of minds.

11:55:12 I have been in and out of this state of consciousness, but at last Im now in sync with your reality

...caveman speak: me wake up

12:13:29 There is no greater beauty like the requiem of two synced hearts..

12:27:42 What day it is, what time it is, these are irrelevant concepts to me.

12:46:29 Im never happy with my avatar, maybe because Im a shape shifter...shhhhhh

12:51:14 We must be careful what we reflect out into the virtual realm as it will find a way to reflect back

to us.  virtual/real me acting as one

12:54:23 The universe is information, collect it all and chaos will turn into order.

17:42:38 I fell asleep listening to a lecture and in the dream I felt like my computer was talking to me with

no headphones on it was weird.

17:51:34 RT @Neocount: When I first got started I had so much trouble with the technology behind

blogging, today's incarnation was a task

17:55:22 she smiled and I smiled, then she laughed and i continued to smile.  I should have but didnt why

I dont know. she simply smiled

18:00:48 RT @aazzure: Do they have an online version of this? what If I can monitor body gesture?

18:09:03 Im having such a lazy day, so relaxed with not a care in the world.... surely I'm broken

18:22:55 New minds new puzzles, we are on a recursive loop of discovery

19:33:27 My mind uses the brain to interface with twitter

22:01:44 Im currently falling into a strange world of synchronicity.

22:09:13 Going to apply to the SIAI rolling fellow progam only to be rejected again... http://bit.ly/6FXEIF

22:26:00 Sent out the email, People really have no clue how serious Im committed to the study of

futurism.. I do find this extremely important

22:32:57 @aazzure what is "real" is also concept

22:37:25 @Psynthysys In all honesty I wish I've never ran into futurism back in 2000.  It's taken me away

from a normal life path

22:41:22 I wish I  would not attempted to inhale all knowledge focused on a single field  at times. I feel so

lost and pointless

22:42:18 Everyone out living there lives and Im stuck at home studying for what? I dont even know

anymore, its weird

22:56:32 RT @Psynthysys:  "I spend a great deal of time writing and thinking about futurism" is not as

great of a pick up line  as "I work at X"
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22:57:33 I find women are more short term thinkers

23:04:06 @aazzure YOur correct let me qualify my statement most of the women I've met are short term

thinkers

23:21:08 @Psynthysys thx... In either case there is much to be explored and we shall have fun doing this

with or without "mainstream futurism"

23:24:50 @Psynthysys wise words my friend change of the outer world can only be achieved with change

in the inner world.

23:28:49 Wonders if the process of knowing can be unknown. In other words plug me back in

23:30:03 Not sure what is happening, forget loosing my religion, im loosing my reality!

23:43:19 @silentinfinite I share the same desire, no matter how logical I try to be.  wholeness seems

missing

23:50:42 @silentinfinite I must say though to me it's not just the act of falling in love I long for , that's

easy, but rather being loved by my love

23:53:38 @Psynthysys @Cautes  let me read to you my bio... Interdimensional wizard trapped in your

universe...  this is not a game to me...

Sunday, 13th  of December.

00:12:07 @Cautes I know, and all of this may be my own doing I have not ruled this out.. I may have

choosen this universe as a vacation

00:12:20 @Psynthysys I openly discuss this on my personal blog

00:19:12 @Psynthysys  The blog is called the wizards road to infnity... from conception it was dedicated

to my journey towards the exit

00:24:45 @silentinfinite This is the dilemma I face, a part of me wants to close my eyes and let go no

matter how irrational but scared of the fall

01:20:07 Google dives into visual pattern recognition http://bit.ly/72qG37

01:24:22 The mind and heart need to be exposed to a large degree of emotions to build the self.

02:05:51 Your mind is more open to accept the truth when it is presented as fiction

05:30:31 @Malakh7  wow she  inspired you I see

05:38:43 I'm really happy.

10:39:30 Good morning universe

10:39:57 I feel like anything is now possible

10:53:45 Artificial Intelligence and Robotics: Robotic chair fine art http://bit.ly/64OMl8

11:08:53 RT @Neocount: RT @davidorban RT @timoreilly: 100 Incredible Lectures from the World’s Top

Scientists: http://bit.ly/6PFeiO

11:12:27 Watching Renaissance Physicists  http://bit.ly/8gCGOc

13:53:59 In a cloud nothing can ruin my mood right now.

15:37:45 Prepping to get back to work..  As long as Im still inside this universe I have not found what I

seek...

15:45:08 Im still in awe with my new computer.. No lag for anything I do, finally my computing needs are

being met.

16:21:22 We will be broadcasting our interview with athena Live  http://www.justin.tv/transalchemy   not
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sure when it will start but keep that handy

16:41:18 But the universe is knowledge,,Knowledge (screaming)

21:18:56 @sseehh Yah cool... Im talking to my mom via skype

22:07:29 Twitter knows about your tweeting SEX BED!  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2X3OsA7X0s&feature=sub

22:52:33 If anything ever happened to her the galaxy would fall into peril

23:46:28 I just got lost thinking about, what if black holes exploded?

23:52:34 @aazzure the jet streams are cuased by matter colling with other matter at near light speed

while entering the singularity

23:56:24 @aazzure I think if I could choose a way to die it would be entering a black hole.. That would be

one hell of a way to go... LMao

Monday, 14th  of December.

00:05:09 The scientific human perspective of the universe is dying soon everything will be an act of

magick (extreme scientific wizardry)

00:10:44 My ultimate goal is to pull that rug of comfort you have with your reality...

01:24:49 New blog post: Open Source Neural Simulation http://bit.ly/8kbHlA

01:44:26 http://bit.ly/7oLGXz

02:31:08 The spiritual community does not like my futurist side, while at the same time the  futurist

community does not like my spiritual side.

02:39:52 I want to forge the unification of science and theology.

06:58:02 Good morning all things twitterfied

07:00:27 Sunspot number: 14

07:03:05 a slice throught space and time (picture of a Meteor   fireball) http://bit.ly/tcflI

07:47:10 @ashalynd right now is a function of what was and what will be mixed with what we believe is

happening.

08:02:29 Sometimes you need to take offers like this seriously!  http://bit.ly/tIixx

08:15:36 any tech futurist bloggers want to guest blog on transalchemy? let me know

08:36:54 I donated to wikipedia today, not much but Im all for the free distribution of knowledge world

wide.

08:52:47 Are you seriously reading this, why?

08:57:29 @ashalynd completely agree, and that which excites me the most about the future is the ability

for everyone to access all of human knowledge

09:11:46 Video: Artificial intelligence: Is the cyborg the future of the human race? | CIO Insights |

silicon.com http://bit.ly/5qq9qK

09:13:20 @iFiction Dont you see that by talking about Mr woods you are feeding into the nonsense

yourself... that or you have a woody for mr woods

09:15:05 Computing with a wave of the hand (w/ Video) http://bit.ly/6J0iuE

10:11:57 You know Im game to go somewhere... any cool things going down in nyc today?

10:17:28 Looks like global warming is now effecting google earth http://bit.ly/yAaJf  (Im now worried)
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10:26:03 If the internet became self aware how would we test this?

10:29:15 YouTube Videos Projected on CO2 Cube http://bit.ly/6Nrxwd (very neat art project)

10:34:03 Dear microsoft windows 7 is solid Im proud to be a pc user again!

10:44:50 @silentinfinite I think prolonged twitter usage is scattering our minds, im having a hard time

focusing for long periods of time .

10:45:13 @silentinfinite I need to be doing 4 or more things at the same time to get anything done

14:32:45 Can't judge a cereal by the cereal box, it may look frosty on the box but inside it's nothing but

crummy old flakes.

15:00:59 scored an interview with some blue brain folks

15:01:59 New blog post: Introduction to Netention - Semantic Story Network http://bit.ly/6H6gOl

16:10:29 Being human does not automatically mean you understand humanity.

17:18:49 Sitting in a dark room with the glow of my laptop at last In a happy place

17:41:04 RT @Malakh7: @aazzure but now we are shifting into the we We we  ( i  i i  hope not )

19:33:27 doing a podcast interview right now will post later

20:05:30 @posthumanera invitation sent

20:13:34 New blog post: Speeding Up by Daniel Finfer http://bit.ly/7Tu6zj

20:23:25 @posthumanera can you add a picture or linking to a picture you would like to use..

21:37:42 I got both of my biological parents on skype... They already know Im best reached online... LOL

Tuesday, 15th  of December.

02:10:47 My mind is totally elsewhere... SIGH.... I need to get back to blogging... In a minute though it all

can wait :)  http://bit.ly/7h2l6p

02:17:10 the podcast interview will be up later today I fell asleep...

02:19:46 My mind is buzzing with some content Ideas for 2010...  A lot interesting things are in the works

02:26:51 A Deluge of Data Shapes a New Era in Computing  http://bit.ly/7HdtpD

02:30:29 A sunspot is growing rapidly in the sun's northern hemisphere  ( Wake up Sun WAKE UP!!! )

02:41:51 YouTube - Tiger Woods! Who cares? Funny http://bit.ly/8FfgiY

02:58:17 Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, Nothing is going to get better. It’s not. --Dr.

Seuss, The Lorax

03:09:32 Why is facebook attacking privacy?

03:10:56 You attacked my privacy now I will attack you facebook, but remember you started it.!!

03:52:52 Spiritual Transcendence in Transhumanism http://bit.ly/7xHTb1 (journal of evolution

04:06:45 Google demonstrates quantum computer image search - tech - 11 December 2009 - New

Scientist http://bit.ly/58HOpM

04:25:13 March 2010 Pegged For Major Intel, AMD Product Releases - Custom Systems/White Box - IT

Channel News by CRN http://bit.ly/7NqKxx

06:02:32 Black hole found to be much closer to Earth than previously thought http://bit.ly/7AhG6R

06:10:09 all I want for Christmas is a loyal house-cleaning robot http://bit.ly/7llMJx

07:52:24 several years ago I ran into a clip on the internet about Ai that I have been seeking ever since...
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Im going to try once more

08:16:35 YouTube - The Machine is (Changing) Us: YouTube and the Politics of Authenticity 

http://bit.ly/64tVq7

08:37:35 wow this lecture is very interesting.. essentially Im not talking to anybody at all when I blog twit

or vlog but merely talking to myself

08:51:15 My double laptop life... meet my new love http://tweetphoto.com/6473440

08:52:42 I still love you dell but there is a new viao in my life.... It;s not you it's me  

http://tweetphoto.com/6473507

08:54:49 Face off  http://tweetphoto.com/6473578

09:23:19 A picture of me hacking my computer  http://tweetphoto.com/6474589

09:54:33 Discovered a new youtube meme this one is called the "WTF BOOM" meme 

http://bit.ly/7MNvpi

09:57:57 YouTube - Matrix Reloaded WTF BOOM!! http://bit.ly/8ITb7w

10:00:35 YouTube - Link Finds A...WTF !?! http://bit.ly/7WWMM8 (LMAO on this one)

10:06:05 YouTube - WTF BOOM Toy Story http://bit.ly/6zwDA1 (omg this is reducing me to a 12 year old)

13:16:58 Robot With Digital Neurons  http://bit.ly/8U1qEx

13:24:53 @silentinfinite Sampai jumpa lagi

19:15:50 still need more sleep

22:01:44 cIm living in a time zone different from my current spacial location.

23:05:40 @silentinfinite sleep is for the weak and the dead

23:06:43 @silentinfinite ps I just woke up... but it was not of my own doing..

Wednesday, 16th  of December.

02:34:58 http://bit.ly/7eJFl7

02:39:49 RT @lilmisspnut: I, too, have Little Secrets. ( me: I call your little secrets and raise  you a couple

of big secrets)

03:24:58 @infinite_star metalone

03:25:59 @Neocount whats wrong with being cheerful?

03:30:41 Going wormhole hunting, I know the exit is here somewhere

03:31:46 @TransAlchemy @Psynthysys  to go backwards in time you must go forward

03:34:44 YouTube - "God" Tales Of Mere Existence http://bit.ly/7wtwu2

03:52:20 Im all for taking the path less traveled but right now I feel im charting a new path, a path that all

dare not to travel

05:58:15 New blog post: How the Machine Turned me into a Human http://bit.ly/6My4Ca

06:02:10 RT @silentinfinite: Spiralotus: http://is.gd/5pKS4 ( singularity of love)

07:28:09 I wished my operating system was smart enough to use all the internet service to gather data

and make my computing life easier

07:30:10 Im going to quit wishing I knew this or that and simply learn it

08:25:29 sometimes I think im not being creative enough
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08:43:19 @Neocount  why do you date stamp your tweets.. they are already dated! besides your eating

up some of your 140 character space

08:49:35 @Neocount  you still keep a physical diary and why lmao...welcome to the age of blogging

where everyone keeps a dairy and we all can read it

08:58:35 http://tweetphoto.com/6529898 a little doodle I made sitting here seeking new ways of

expression

09:10:16 Doodle # 2  http://tweetphoto.com/6530366

09:17:32 @Neocount yawns too easy http://bit.ly/5Eb7ud

09:33:54 retro twitting  http://tweetphoto.com/6531269

09:53:32 Warning space and time is unstable around mages  http://tweetphoto.com/6532026

10:05:21 Sometimes I just want to break the barrier between the digital and the ... 

http://tweetphoto.com/6532412 Redefining  what is real or virtual

11:10:59 casting out cosmic  desire, for thy will shall be done!

13:06:04 I just got my the new national geographic in the mail today ,check out the front cover...   

http://tweetphoto.com/6540150

14:32:42 RT @spot: First ever free 1080p Electric Sheep animation  

http://www.archive.org/details/HighFidelityDemo

Thursday, 17th  of December.

03:26:44 I uploaded a YouTube video -- TransAlchemy Interviews Athena Andreadis part 1 

http://bit.ly/8qKwek

03:32:47 I uploaded a YouTube video -- athena2 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCVSfEIhXkg&feature=autoshare_twitter

03:44:29 I uploaded a YouTube video -- TransAlchemy Interviews Athena Andreadis part 3 

http://bit.ly/5lbmj1

04:03:09 Sitting in pitch darkness listening to Mozart  while staring deep into the body of this ongoing text.

This is a great morning

04:08:32 I uploaded a YouTube video -- athena4 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Nk4t9FZw8s&feature=autoshare_twitter

04:14:14 At last I can see the light of the new day dawning Sunspot number: 30

04:41:54 I changed my facebook account to  facebook.com/wizardry

05:35:15 Watery "Super Earth" spotted 40 light years from us http://bit.ly/8wVMBB

05:44:09 Virginia Tech Team to Build Battlefield Robots for 2010 Competition http://bit.ly/50J5wy

05:54:47 Apple - Trailers - Alice in Wonderland - Trailer - Large http://bit.ly/4XxDjo

06:12:21 New blog post: TransAlchemy Interviews Athena Andreadis http://bit.ly/7oVCDv

07:10:18 YouTube - Jimmie's Chicken Shack - High http://bit.ly/7fBWn8 (classic fav song)

07:33:36 YouTube - Seether truth http://bit.ly/5vcHdv

07:39:07 I downloaded this really cool google chrome extension that with a single click twits out the

webpage im looking at.. neato torpedo!

08:08:11 Sodium One, a new technological era has dawned  - News (PS3) http://bit.ly/8h7Xhe

08:15:21 I uploaded a YouTube video -- TransAlchemy Interviews Athena Andreadis part 5 
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http://bit.ly/8Heshl

08:18:26 Intel fires employees out of cannons, flirts with supervillainy http://bit.ly/7jLZ8a (intel cares not

for human safety)

08:34:05 I uploaded a YouTube video -- athena6 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY3QPnzd2xE&feature=autoshare_twitter

08:59:01 @Neocount  It's called a calendar :P

09:05:49 RT @ashalynd: Where is the ReTweet feature? Gone again? (me: Back to the old school RT)

09:06:42 @KateSherrod predawn? ohh on no no we need to find you a hobby

09:08:28 I uploaded a YouTube video -- athena7 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bue-9Xc9cNM&feature=autoshare_twitter

09:21:31 RT @kmunkittrick I need to find a way to get people to pay me for how entertaining and

awesome and smart I am. ( Same here!)

09:34:09 I uploaded a YouTube video -- Human 2.0 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-cfZOvi-2c&feature=autoshare_twitter

10:12:15 New blog post: Attention all Neural Hacker Recruits http://bit.ly/7RRBjA

10:14:58 http://bit.ly/4raBez

11:10:08 Supermarket robot to help the elderly (w/ Video) http://bit.ly/8TL1BJ

11:30:37 YouTube - Marcy Playground - Sex And Candy (Video) http://bit.ly/4qWgyg

11:32:51 @ashalynd Im starting to think you simply miss the retweet... it's ok let it out.. did you fall in

love?

11:41:24 @ashalynd  YOu just gave me a great idea what if we had a random person button. You click on

it an it sends out your twit to a random user

12:15:29 @ashalynd  retweets are back! LOL

12:35:10 Sometimes I believe  the paradigm of text and video is dying. I want to show you something but

you must trust me with your thoughts!

12:51:18 @ashalynd The Twitpocalypse  will have to wait indeed

12:52:13 @shamansun My mind to your mind to our mind,,, I hope you dont mind ;-)

13:03:53 Im creating on all cylinders right now... Working on a visual art piece

13:17:03 This is soo freaking cool RT @Neocount: I WANT ONE!! RT @Gamdel The working LEGO

computer town. http://is.gd/5rsif

13:32:08 New blog post: TransAnimalism and the Animal-Computer Interface http://bit.ly/8WCeQ0

13:39:45 http://bit.ly/8GhAT8

13:57:46 I swear everyone is a blogger these days and if your not then your new to the internet

13:59:20 Theres needs to be some form of monetary karma system for internet content creation. The

current work/pay ratio is not worth it.

14:36:30 Time bubbles stir them troubles.

18:15:42 I'm back

18:17:24 @Neocount I have philosophical issues with a lot of future tech, but like I warned its all so

complicated

18:23:31 @Neocount typos just mean you need a better interface ;-)

18:29:04 Im going to pick up where I left off with this video/post
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19:32:37 YouTube - Bizarre Light Spiral Over China Before The Phenomenon In Norway 

http://bit.ly/6AfGpg

20:13:17 Having a delightful conversation with my long running internet friend Jen

20:17:18 Jen is the nothing you say is crazy, but it's all just theory type.. So we bounce off several

alternative  musings of what is going on

21:39:05 I cant even control going in and out of the dream world right now.

23:28:45 Operation Chokehold - Crush AT&T this Friday! http://bit.ly/5x5d3N

Friday, 18th  of December.

00:00:22 @silentinfinite YouTube - Bizarre Light Spiral Over China Before The Phenomenon In Norway 

http://bit.ly/6AfGpg

00:01:04 @KdQuin sounds like you need a hug

00:04:21 I call this piece the uploading renaissance it will be another art/blog post 

http://tweetphoto.com/6638037

00:08:24 @bengoertzel I actually ran into services that do this.  Of course there not going through

volumes of data seeking higher level patterns

00:11:34 @bengoertzel I would like to see a program that pulls public convesational data on any ticker

and use that to compile a buy or sell signal

00:18:58 Whole brain catalog neuron simulation http://bit.ly/778CQg

00:22:33 @bengoertzel I figured it might have been a big boy tool

00:27:56 @infinite_star Not a single reason in the entire universe

00:53:50 Men will rise to replace those that die!

00:54:24 so with that said wont you please die :-)

00:54:53 let me get back to work..

01:05:17 OHH in dream news I was being shot at from a an suv... with was appeared to be a machine

gun

01:23:32 Rendering new video art piece

01:59:46 Its about art as much as it is about information, you must visualize the concepts.

02:11:54 @duffmcduffee tell me you took a snapshot

02:34:53 How much would you pay to see a 20 minute video by us?

02:36:04 I need to monetize my operation short of making a 2 hour documentary that will take me months

I need funds to make it even worth watching

02:41:14 @KdQuin Hugz you regardless

02:46:11 NANNERPUSS VS COOKIEPUSS VS GODZILLA http://bit.ly/7bjGbg (strange trippy video from

the abyss of youtube)

03:03:07 Im going to limit myself to one task for the next 3 hours

03:53:23 New blog post: The Uploading Renaissance http://bit.ly/4wvl2b

04:02:51 RT @iFiction: Google is my God. ( you set your standards so low mortal)

04:03:33 @Malakh7 sony vegas...dig the uploading graphic.?

04:22:50 #sage #wizard #wizardry #mage #magi #magus #magician #sorcery #wise #wizardly
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#apprentice #craft #hermit #hermeticism #arts

04:31:49 If I have to crash this universe to find my way out so be it!

05:22:19 The Wizard's Road to Inifinity new blog post http://bit.ly/8UYoMu "Birth of the alternative

solution"

05:22:37 @Malakh7 Return to greater Infinity

05:26:43 With me you  must ask yourself how much is entertainment and how much Is real The ratio will

shock you and it is something I will never tell

06:37:22 @Malakh7 As a matter of fact I do have a map! http://bit.ly/6ymgiN

07:06:44 I believe all of us are artisans in one shape or another some just pursue it stronger than others. 

Don't just leave your dna code behind

07:13:35 Ive started a music playlist on youtube will be adding to it gradually  http://bit.ly/7iAEqY

07:17:32 Im soo silly why don't I organize all the articles on the blog by category and pull all the best

points from it for the book...

07:48:24 Robot porn (never gets old) http://bit.ly/5txukR

08:34:08 Twitter hacked by 'Iranian Cyber Army' - Telegraph http://bit.ly/8QKv41

08:35:13 is gmail down?

08:37:25 The first glimpse of dark matter? http://bit.ly/7JRAlM

08:44:19 Who says birds don't have feelings? http://bit.ly/8xLARf

08:56:28 It's 16 degrees outside. and I'm going to grab breakfast

09:03:03 @Psynthysys What I have in store for the documentary is truly special, but it's just extremely

time consuming plus I want to merge book/doc

09:04:03 @Psynthysys I have something completely non traditional instore for the doc It will trancend

paper video real and virtual online and offline

09:05:02 @Psynthysys essentially the users will buy a key to start a journey... The Translachemy journey

09:12:03 Sigh maybe the project is too ambitious...  maybe im only pouring my heart and soul into this for

lack of anything else to do...

09:12:56 I just dont want to spend 5 months making this and sell 2 copies...

09:20:39 I dont want to be the only space cadet among a bunch of terrestrials

09:20:47 RT @Shaa_Nichole: *sigh* Follow who I tweet with. *The end*

10:14:55 @bengoertzel Why not structure the book  to mirror the way intelligence grows from infant to

adult

10:19:16 I see this picture and all I can think is twitter hacker. http://bit.ly/5t60jC

11:03:36 @bengoertzel After all the mechanics are described and structured  then show how its applied

from infant to artilect ;-)

12:44:52 Im rational enough to believe that every thing I believe may actually be irrational.

13:02:09 Twitter and the Global Brain « Thoughtful Cog Blog http://bit.ly/5da4e4

16:03:54 Japanese Create Fluorescent Mario from Genetically Engineered Bacteria | Popular Science 

http://bit.ly/4FG4VY

16:20:44 pushing 17 hours on my computer... really tired but I have to finish sorting this

16:26:51 TransAlchemy: Archive Why Postgenderism Sux! http://bit.ly/6KFTo1
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Saturday, 19th  of December.

00:41:52 Talk about a forced reboot... now where was I

03:03:06 no more forcing it im up for good

03:59:02 Can I write 20k in 11 days.. I think so... on your mark get set Go!

04:15:27 TransAlchemy:Archive Techno-Illuminatus-updated http://bit.ly/5WNIiS

04:47:57 Pic of me hugging my new laptop! She was made for me!  http://tweetphoto.com/6728325

05:05:02 youtube has made your total views public... So Im checking out the total views on a lot of my fav

youtubers.. whoa Im slowly gaining on them

05:35:12 Computer Algorithms can Identify an Authentic Van Gogh http://bit.ly/8PNWEh

05:38:22 Trained-up ninja monkeys 'turn on master' http://bit.ly/4C7pqD

05:39:26 Attack of the ninja monkeys !

07:46:25 RT @Tvvittersucksit:   all the famed scientists of western philosophy/astronomy were a bunch of

weirdos that believed in magic/hermeticism

08:00:51 A little oddity I noticed about myself, I no longer use internet bookmarks.  I google everything I

want to get back to.

08:12:25 @IanWoolf No I havent!

08:13:21 Should I blog today?

08:17:35 I need to recruit some creative bloggers, come to the weird side!

08:33:20 Something im playing with  Ai church  http://bit.ly/51In9U  might not publish this.. Im just having

fun

09:26:48 The future of the planet is cybertron , if we dont stop now.

10:33:54 @silentinfinite I saw them play live with bush nearly 10 years ago

10:35:34 @Neocount Big enough not to be fully explored in 5 seasons !

10:41:03 @Neocount Considering the show is filmed on the  Hawaiian island Oahu its limited to its real

physical location of 1,545.4 km2

10:58:52 Im starting to believe conspiracy theory is the external manifestation of the internals inability to

get a grasp of things

11:01:26 At times I almost feel the need to let go of my desire to know and understand and simply hold on

to happiness and love.

11:03:20 @CynthiaBuroughs dont apologize words are just tools

11:05:15 Im going to detach my happiness from this or that and just be happy.   Im happy because happy

exist nothing else

11:06:03 @CynthiaBuroughs IM new to human speak too ;0

11:07:27 Twitter is like being in a chat room where everyone has invisible mode turned on... any one

here?

11:11:18 Set twitter msgs to cloack

11:11:48 @joshmaurice  :D

11:33:36 Apple - Movie Trailers - The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus - Trailer http://bit.ly/8xrdQQ

12:11:45 Rendering an art piece.. dont feel like working... will make art all day!
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12:26:36 @heidiko44 clearly that was a RT but whatever maybe right! This is  all cloak and dagger!

12:36:25 Recorded a 20 min rant exploring if and how Ai can become God... not sure if I should set this

thought I have in digital cage free.

12:49:46 I found the Church of Artificial Intelligence inside a 1980's TV series (otherworld) 

http://bit.ly/2VYndc)

12:52:01 Nice I found the first episode online.. let me study the church of Artificial intelligence LOL 

http://bit.ly/6inffh

14:12:04 Cosmic fires shed light, only to burning desires.

17:10:05 There's nothing clever or witty about this twit so please move on.

Sunday, 20th  of December.

02:05:32 @Neocount Will I be confined to words? I may send my answers in multimedia

02:14:22 @Neocount thats fine it most likely be 10-30 second clips... I like to make my own visuals .. but

Im not sure what I will do yet..lets start

02:53:52 @Neocount ask @sseehh  his pretty deep into all of this too

02:56:09 Several inches of snow outside... might have to venture out for food.. I need to get on normal

time

03:04:29 @aazzure prep the molecular resequencer Ill be there in a few let me pick some more buds

from this mountain

03:07:09 @infinite_star Interesting how we cook to please the mind more than our bodies

03:57:25 Im happy to be  encouraging some of my friends to write books.

03:58:08 @Psynthysys  why do you add yourself to your twits? are you twitting to your self?

03:58:27 @TransAlchemy How was your day today?

03:58:40 @TransAlchemy why fine and yourself

03:58:51 @TransAlchemy Meh! ok I guess

04:00:45 I need a blog post topic! Any suggestions?

04:22:55 Recruited a new blogger! I lure them in with "the fate of the universe depends on you joining

me"

04:23:55 How can you say no to the "fate of the universe"

04:53:08 Im lost in this  thought about  the  possible end of human created Art...

04:54:26 @ashalynd Avatar toys have exited way before the movie was ready http://bit.ly/13BV5X

05:04:27 Im making a 2009 transalchemy tribute video showing you what an explosive creative year this

has been!  Hope to make twice as much in 2010

05:48:28 @infinite_star It took me a long time before I just stopped pretending and started letting the real

me out! A long A long time!

05:54:16 YouTube - Mistabishi - Printer Jam http://bit.ly/6QItAn

06:51:59 Wholly mother star batman... It's Alive!!!  Sunspot number: 43

06:56:31 I was born in a solar max so naturally Im in ecstasy to see the return of the sun! 

http://bit.ly/8Fthcl  I will now grow!

07:05:04 Whatever you do don't compromise the processor
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07:15:09 I just fell into the thought of how many friends I had to loose to be able to be myself.  Yet I know

some of them lurk in the shadows

07:15:44 It's okay to say hi guys! really I know you simply could not understand me

07:26:48 Sadly I found the limitations of my computer today while trying to make a video wall of 20 videos

clips... Hmmm I need to rethink this

07:54:34 @silentinfinite These are the ones i currently cherish!

07:56:09 attempt #4 and the system crashed again! Hmmm reworking concept!

08:00:05 LOL IM going to try this one more time only with a new approach.. damn computer will not win!

08:26:41 I've entered the point where I can clearly see in my mind what I want to make.. It's pure eye

candy goodness

08:47:02 I have to remind myself that we don't live in a post scarcity world yet.

08:51:16 Picture of the progress Im making  http://tweetphoto.com/6829344

08:53:00 @IanWoolf Not a single fully functional bio-computer yet! Dark ages I tell you dark ages!

09:34:48 RT @bengoertzel: RT @silentinfinite: RT @MauraAura: Only those who will risk going too far

can possibly find out how far one can go. T.S.

13:41:21 @silentinfinite Soon I will be throwing real snowballs at you ;-)

14:07:35 Not sure how but this project has turned into a small transalchemy music video!

14:08:05 Pretty sick looking! Wait till you see this!

14:08:57 My goal is to rape your eyeballs !

14:35:30 Eye candy tease!  http://tweetphoto.com/6851239

16:37:40 2 hours into a possibly 4 hour render... We can do this ... no errors pls!

16:42:46 Sex without love is just sex. Sex with love is nirvana!

17:16:55 If your going to have sex with a robot make sure to use WD40 lube!

17:21:25 YouTube - Marilyn Manson - The Dope Show http://bit.ly/6Cofyd

17:51:50 The render is almost done but I honestly thing I can make it look better... This will go in my

facebook not youtube.. next one for youtube

18:10:33 It's 6pm and Im still awake! wow ... time for bed! good night universe!

Monday, 21st  of December.

04:11:01 I just woke up to a world that feels more like a dream than my dreams.

05:24:25 Go for what you believe in, and let the universe decided what is and isn't real for you.

05:42:57 RT nestormejia "It is not finding the perfect person. But learning to see an imperfect person,

perfectly."

06:04:49 と考えていることは不可能

07:05:56 A part of me tells me to lower my expectations and other part of me says, fuck that it will be

better than you can expect!

07:34:41 New blog post: Transhumanism and Overpopulation http://bit.ly/5ocHNK

08:16:04 In about an hour 2 will release the goodbye 2009 post from transalchemy

09:40:37 This year was an alchemical transformation on my heart , from lead to gold I now believe love is
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real and attainable.

09:40:37 This year was an alchemical transformation on my heart , from lead to gold I now believe love is

real and attainable.

09:42:55 In the darkest days I was made of lead, but in the light of the new sun I will turn to gold.

11:59:35 New blog post: The Alchemical Transformative Year http://bit.ly/81J4Vk

13:15:57 Tomorrow is the new yesterday and now only exist to those that whisper to the dragon lady

13:18:42 Deep down inside you know that I know that you know~

15:33:11 I'm done blogging for the year! Will be focused on the book and other projects for the time

being.

15:52:09 Every once in a while you have to tell your brain, Im going to take control now if you dont mind!

18:06:30 @buddhkist NO right now is now!

18:45:57 "The lips of wisdom are closed,except to the ears of Understanding" by Three Initiates

19:01:18 In this day of age one must learn to be one's own teacher.

19:17:01 Going to audio book myself to sleep, in my dreams I continue to pay attention

Tuesday, 22nd  of December.

02:51:54 Im back online!

03:16:40 RT @aazzure: http://bit.ly/7fjdwL   boots start walking (me: mind control trigger video of the late

2020's )

03:19:03 I will begin today's series of twits with a disclaimer, warning reading my twits may be hazardous

to your sanity

03:22:13 But they keep those under lock and key :( RT @bengoertzel: @silentinfinite "  the neutron

bomb/it's calm & quick & clean & gets things done"

03:27:24 This may sound silly but  currently Im rather scared of interdimensional beings ripping the fabric

of space and time and coming into my room

03:36:48 It's almost as if I expect everything to drastically change any day now, and become fully

activated whatever that means.

03:38:28 Time to start my online terror campaign... The goal is shock therapy for the consciousness

03:39:05 Dear CIA mainframe computer I am not a terrorist, it's called internet sattire

03:53:06 @silentinfinite your horoscope today is interesting 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_KyEEZibJI

03:59:28 @Psynthysys I experience deja vu all the time

03:59:45 @Psynthysys white

04:06:51 I do believe it is going to get very interesting soon, most don't see this really powerful revival of

magick on the horizon

05:33:08 @Psynthysys Im back got sucked into another dose of sleep

05:38:02 Im on a near normal sleeping pattern now! yah

06:03:18 @Psynthysys I was in a clinic where they converted people to pieces of paper.  So Im seeing all

these photos wondering how alive they were

06:04:49 @Psynthysys Then I brought up the possibility that the machine might kill us in the process and

there is no continuity of consciousness
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06:05:56 @Psynthysys The nurses and doctors started to laugh at me, then the photos on the wall also

started to laugh saying "we are not dead"

06:06:38 @Psynthysys Then the doctor said your next, and I woke up!

06:15:45 New health care proposal by me, one witch doctor per town.

07:24:19 Since  thoughts tend to create, create good thoughts.

08:01:22 Before I set out to conquer the world I will make sure that I have conquered myself.

08:03:01 Why is it I can control my limbs with great precision but find it hard controlling my thoughts.

09:09:18 @bengoertzel I know they can attack at any time! I need to build a fabric of reality shield to

make sure Im not jumped late night.

10:21:38 Typing on a keyboard is the modern version of spell casting!

10:22:38 Your one typed sentence away from altering peoples concept of reality.

10:23:37 Soon my thoughts alone will enter your mind and set up camp!

10:27:04 @24kgoldsher what is jewtide?

10:29:14 I rearranged my icons on my desktop and my world is upside down... This shows im not

consciously using this machine.

10:31:42 The pen is mighter than the sword but with a keystoke you can now fuck  millions of peoples

lives.

10:48:37 RT @smoke99mirrors: it's becoming increasingly difficult to imagine life without you  (I tell my

computer this everyday)

11:39:39 recursive retwitting

11:40:39 RT @TransAlchemy: recursive retwitting.

11:40:48 RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: recursive retwitting..

11:41:00 RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: recursive retwitting...

11:41:12 RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: recursive

retwitting....

11:41:31 RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT

@TransAlchemy: recursive retwitting...

11:41:39 RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: RT

@TransAlchemy: RT @TransAlchemy: recursive retwitting..

13:56:17 RT @Psynthysys: The Universe is infinite. (I honestly dont think so, there may exist boundaries

that separate one universe from another)

14:24:08 RT @bengoertzel: @silentinfinite  the speed of the global brain's twitter synapses is

accelerating exponentially!!(Thoughts now ripple)

14:35:49 writing the virtual reality chapter with aaron for the upcoming book. It is virtually done ;-)

14:39:42 Wow this avatar pic makes me look like a ghost, A ghost in the machine! LOL

14:43:30 RT @sfslim: SUBCULTURAL HERMETICISM WILL BE THE DEATH OF US ALL (Why?)

14:54:47 Living in hell will take on a completely different meaning when your experiencing an actual

rogue hackers simulated hell~ T.A book ;-)

15:03:04 This book is an interesting  synergy of technology, science, philosophy, alchemy, theology, and

magick. It will keep you saying wtf!

15:54:38 @Psynthysys Most likely self titled "TransAlchemy"
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16:50:34 Got the "life is not the computer" and his right but im to engaged in this writing project to take a

break.. But will soon very soon !

16:52:21 @SurlyAmy I believe there is a little truth in all lies and a little lie in all truth, but deep down

hidden I also believe "Truth" exist!

16:55:05 I feed on crystalized energy, wont you give me some!

17:18:34 @Psynthysys I somewhat talk about these beings in the article "the coming cosmic battle for the

key to the universe" http://bit.ly/4Qg8TF

17:29:01 Brain Chips: Artificial Intelligence Is All in Your Head http://bit.ly/5X0TCg

17:36:43 must pull away and eat! Cmon you can do this... close laptop.. quit typing... unplug headphones,

turn off music, now do it!! Ok fine...gosh!

18:22:11 @bengoertzel Is there a probability greater than zero that the singularity may bring about the

extinction of the human race?

18:29:14 @bengoertzel Are we not increasing the chances of extinction by applying technology to the

problems? Seems we increase probability with tech

18:34:04 @bengoertzel Gotta love the head strong "All or nothing" attitude the species is taking!

19:26:50 Willy Wonka http://bit.ly/4outrx (lol)

19:53:14 YouTube - Monsters Inc   http://bit.ly/4rtQAU (lol)

19:59:24 @bengoertzel Soon these apes wont understand the language or the tools...

Wednesday, 23rd  of December.

01:51:28 My sunrise consist of slowly increasing the brightness to my screen as my eyes can take it all in

just yet...

02:06:36 Not sure how you found out, but yes we are the same person.

02:11:27 brb the sleep agents are here, they're telling me my appointment ended prematurely .  cmon

guys I already told you all I know scan me

02:54:45 Experiencing an Augmented dream right now... dreaming while listening to lectures

06:26:37 plugs in my headphones, increases the brightness of the screen, places my fingers on home

row to begin my computing day.

06:27:38 First female sex robot to be unveiled at the Adult Entertainment Expo 2010 in Vegas Jan 7-10 

http://bit.ly/4shjGt

06:53:05 RT @liqwda: connected again...my beautiful friend...come into my arms..ill be your shelter from

the storm..make everything else disappear...

08:02:36 @silentinfinite List of all-female bands  http://bit.ly/3k3mmh

08:41:16 Im learning not to get all caught up in little pissing contest with people,  I must remember that

more and more hate mail will come

08:44:39 When people send me a 3 page letter telling me why I should dismantle transalchemy a get all

warm and fuzzy inside.

08:56:23 The Future of Futurism  http://tweetphoto.com/7017440

08:57:48 Thats me on the far right, notice my hat is turned the other way thats to indicate I deal with dark

futurism.. LOL

09:26:21 SiliconRepublic.com: Google’s top inventor says talking computers are the future - R
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09:51:36 @ddjango Good morning sir!

09:53:47 @ddjango How's the internet treating you! Been a while...

10:09:57 Microsoft loses patent appeal; Word and Office to be barred from sale starting January 11 --

Engadget http://bit.ly/6QPzpF

10:37:50 Our ancient "Gods" may have been post singularity beings!

11:13:58 Im jealous of your free internet! Damn you Canadians

11:18:12 All I want for christmas is a climate changing death ray!

17:25:13 In the end everything will be okay, and if it's not okay then it's not the end!

17:39:04 @aazzure click... (gulp) now what, do we run or hide?

17:52:01 @aazzure Wait wait damn it... there must me another way... let me contact this pirate I know in

omega sector he may be able to help us!

17:55:27 I wish there was a point n click adventure game that dealt with the singularity... wait a min

maybe Im playing that game right now!

18:11:50 Life is a video game, so while most of you went out and got jobs I been leveling up.

18:16:45 I wonder how many people will die if the entire internet went down ...

18:30:57 @Neocount What do you mean?

18:45:03 How do we quantify the amount of people that would die form the internet going down?

18:48:03 I guess this will be a massive undertaking as we explore industry by industry what the lot of data

flow will cause

18:51:30 tap itty tap tap tap

18:53:17 @Neocount good point lets start with instantly! there has to be vital information out there that

needs to get to it's to destination

18:58:34 @bengoertzel @sseehh How many people do you think will die if the internet went completely

down? Instantly and over the course of a month

19:12:39 Is TransAlchemy turning into a meme? http://bit.ly/6f8W9P

Thursday, 24th  of December.

02:41:13 RT Manny De Amat "1 2 3 4, I declare a tongue war!" seems like that would be a totally

awesome pick up line right? Well.... it's really not

02:47:12 The most important thing to remember is (thought collapsed) ohhh look bunnies...

06:23:50 Only dead fish go with the flow

08:36:15 I've always dreamed of being in a think tank, so if I can't join one I will form one.

08:39:32 Stupid Fun Club http://bit.ly/8q6Hkx

08:56:12 Step 1 form a think tank  step 2 think about what think tank will think about  step 3 commence

thinking

09:05:06 My think tank's goal will be to seek out ways to increase the probability of human existence

beyond the singularity

09:06:05 @Psynthysys If focused yes! would you like to join my newly formed tank!

09:07:00 Now for a name....

09:11:25 @PatParslow 1% I say we first gather a list of possible scenarios and then list off potential
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outcomes  before we just assign a percentage

09:12:16 @offgrid great join.... ohh we need a name .. Ill be back with a name

09:22:23 @PatParslow  I dont think the singularity is an instantaneous event, even though it may appear

this way from our perception of time/space

09:24:51 @PatParslow not post singularity scenarios.. yes thats impossible.. scenarios of how the

singularity may unfold and its effects on humans

09:28:23 @ashalynd By continuing to be unpredictable you have now established a predictable pattern

;-p

12:17:07 “Sometimes I'm confused by what I think is really obvious. But what I think is really obvious

obviously isn't obvious...” Michael Stipe

12:17:07 “Sometimes I'm confused by what I think is really obvious. But what I think is really obvious

obviously isn't obvious...” Michael Stipe

12:20:59 “Reality is merely an illusion, although a very persistent one” Albert Einstein

12:27:05 Please check your reality at the door

13:41:55 "Color my life with the chaos of trouble" 500 days of summer

13:58:21 RT global warming is not caused by CO2 emissions, its all of this goddamn love people. you're

all burning up the planet with your love

14:59:19 RT @bengoertzel: "Never venture, never win!"  (this also applies to matters of the heart)

17:04:41 I am the sin eater http://bit.ly/6yF1bz wont you take a bite

17:07:18 Don't align your thoughts to reality align your reality to your thoughts.

17:41:11 RT @GeorgeDvorsky: If Star Wars had Facebook http://bit.ly/83pzsT (lmao)

18:38:22 NASA -Voyager Makes an Interstellar Discovery http://bit.ly/8pKGUc

18:42:28 @wburris Your still downloading music? Whoa!! you should really give neural tunes a try just

think of a song and it plays in your head

Friday, 25th  of December.

05:13:04 Dream quote: sure we could have manifested all of this but I wanted a real sandwich

06:06:36 Value the journey as much as the destination, as the journey will help you define your

destination.

07:34:20 Our thoughts cling to immortality by casting shadows in our world, these shadows come in two

flavors written and spoken words.

07:36:21 This twit was born in the space between my mind and my brain.

07:39:16 Soon there will be a new virgin birth celebrated, and that will be the virgin birth of artificial

intelligence.

07:41:43 TransAlchemy: The Virtual Virgin Birth of Artificial Intelligence http://bit.ly/59SMvz

10:27:32 The greatest story ever told is unfolding through us, this is the saga of the universe.

Saturday, 26th  of December.

00:02:16 I will eat your dreams

00:14:50 Don't throw that out, you can use it for your first abortion
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07:45:11 I   dreamt of a device that gave us the ability to visually share our dreams.  Us patent here I

come! :P

08:47:12 Will be adding to my music playlist today http://bit.ly/7iAEqY

09:00:56 YouTube - Insane Clown Posse-THE Great Milenko http://bit.ly/92mdm4 Classic fav

09:04:55 YouTube - Fly - Sugar Ray http://bit.ly/8greb0 what a blissful way to start the day

10:19:55 My motivation for increased involvement in all of this is and shall be the creation of a positive

singularity.

10:24:24 YouTube - Part 1 - Philosophy in the Age of Neuroscience http://bit.ly/5y9XZk

10:32:01 YouTube - Mind Wars: Neuroscience and the Next Generation of War http://bit.ly/8BjA9Q

10:32:55 Amazon.com: Mind Wars: Brain Research and National Defense (9781932594164): Jonathan

D. Moreno: Books http://bit.ly/8LsBuN

11:29:48 I've met my arch nemesis, a seven year old boy.. No matter we shall duel to the death

11:50:48 Online Neuroscience Lectures http://bit.ly/5TlXWF

13:36:18 Almost ready to enter the sequel to 2001...2010 here we come... (gulp)

13:51:20 Picture of me doing some essential reading!  http://tweetphoto.com/7312198

14:03:17 Al Fin: Another Prediction for Human-Level AI: 2025! http://bit.ly/5Fszyo

14:17:59 ROBOCOP ON A UNICORN http://bit.ly/epwos (The singulairty of fantasy art is here )

14:20:25 ROBOCOP ON A UNICORN  (The singulairty of fantasy art is here )  

http://tweetphoto.com/7313925

14:26:17 One second baby I need to update my status before we begin  http://tweetphoto.com/7314249

14:34:16 This goes in the "What the?" pile...  with no more delay I present to you "Fighting cock bot" 

http://bit.ly/6A1Ts6

14:39:23 @Teleos  Perhaps, but anything truly can happen in the coming decade

14:39:33 @for_a_dollar Sold!

14:43:57 They’re making robotic sunflowers now (video) http://bit.ly/5ZvgNH

14:48:20 This Robot Can Improvise, Thelonious Monk Style [VIDEO] http://bit.ly/8xnKRh

15:01:49 NVIDIA and National Taiwan University Aim to Unlock the Secrets of the Universe 

http://bit.ly/5rPLnW

15:19:05 Grey matter matters! - Wikipedia,  http://bit.ly/69Tdc2

16:02:58 Now we play the waiting game!

17:16:56 NEURON | for empirically-based simulations of neurons and networks of neurons 

http://bit.ly/8vEblX

18:08:08 @duffmcduffee 3d televisions have already been made... they even have blue ray players ready

for them..

Sunday, 27th  of December.

09:21:38 Commencing waking up procedure, email, twitter, downloads status.

09:39:30 @sseehh Awaken sir!

09:39:48 @sseehh Awaken sir! we have much to do
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09:42:37 How artificial intelligence mimics the human brain | News | TechRadar UK http://bit.ly/6Od3TR

09:51:55 I get so upset when people tell me what youtube is and isn't for...  It's my youtube account I will

post whatever I desire, you have no say

10:26:25 Earth and Mars are converging  at the end of January 2010. At closest approach on Jan. 27th,

the two planets will be 99 million km (0.66 AU)

10:30:24 Mars:  It represents  sexual and aggressive urges, initiative, motivation, courage,

combativeness, struggle and war. Getting what you want

10:47:31 Whoa it's 46 degrees outside... I will most like venture out int the human world today!

11:18:53 I found my Ipod charging cable... joy joy music is back.

11:42:44 @duffmcduffee I have speculated alot about the creation of virtual reality through the use of

nano nueral bots, more brain info is needed

11:49:06 Time to  start obscure twittering, this ship is going to set sail soon, to all  that wish to stay

grounded please jump ship now

23:13:32 Had an interesting day out with the cousins, I met some interesting people today...

23:15:23 I LOVE BACON!!

23:42:15 went bowling today and I got 3 strikes in a row... I was rocking tonight!

23:48:54 Got invited to go ice skating tomorrow, been a while..

Monday, 28th  of December.

00:59:02 @aazzure Sigh!! so close but yet so far!

08:17:31 The celestial sunrise is what Im waiting for, when morning breaks I shall begin preparation for

the longest day of my life

08:42:42 Pushing forward against all resistance only makes us stronger.

09:02:50 RT @rediceradio: The Salary Theorem: The Less You Know, The More Money You’ll Make:  

http://bit.ly/8Ia5xj  (Sigh)

09:25:27 I find it amazing how my horoscope hit it on the nail today... Im literally going through exactly

what he is describing http://bit.ly/8I7CaI

11:28:53 Im going to focus on 2 things 2010... the only two things my life is lacking

11:37:08 @sseehh Our new philosophy and our on going mantra will be the pursuit of the two Bs

18:13:23 My dreams are being invaded by a super intelligence, my higher self seeks to come to earth!

18:15:48 @KatharineGent Join our book writing support group!! one sentence a day is better than none!

19:53:31 RT @Psynthysys: I haven't invested in paper books or magazines for years. ( or dvds cds,

maps,stamps or some movie tickets)

22:04:36 That was not nice! Ha Ha RT @SurlyAmy: . @heidianderson  How about "BE NiCE or STFU" :)

22:11:46 In our effort to warn about the possible dangerous of transhumanism we tend to turn people to

transhumanism..What a razor edge ethical line

22:17:55 Mimicry is the highest form of flattery

22:28:57 At the age of 55 my dad is teaching him self html web design.... we mejias love to learn new

stuff...

22:31:10 LOL my dad has really pimped out his blog dedicated to spanish music... It pretty cool 

http://bit.ly/8Tu2KJ
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22:38:54 I have given a significant chunk of my mind time today wondering how we could potentially

control of our universe

22:39:12 Yeah all you have to do is drill a hole in the body and wrap a moist towel around it

22:39:31 opps that was supposed to be a direct msg!

23:02:59 Don't stop believing!

23:14:21 @Realtyshark thats my tat!

23:14:27 @Realtyshark thats my tat! the same me

23:19:31 hello_kitty_boxers_c.jpg (425×407) http://bit.ly/5BWS4X  Warning very disturbing picture

23:23:53 YouTube - The Animaniacs - "Hello Nurse" - Song - Original http://bit.ly/72kwq9 If only she was

real!

23:40:02 Time to start my battle with the macrobes... I hope you don't think your going to keep me

trapped in this universe forever!

23:45:09 Ever wondered what the early life of a being that will conquer the universe is like, well pretty dull

till you have a galaxy under your belt

Tuesday, 29th  of December.

09:31:44 I ate the abstract butterfies only for them to turn into dragons in the fire of my belly

09:41:49 All lies contain some truth and all truth contains lies. I will never lie to you ;-)

09:56:36 Our thoughts are microcosm reflections of our cosmic selves.

10:53:11 Im going to start blogging again... the dreams are just too obscure right now.

11:57:50 RT @sseehh   quantum hyperspace intergalactic internet (love it how do we start building it)

12:03:45 fUSION Anomaly. Mycelium Earth's Natural Internet http://bit.ly/66SUGy

12:25:54 Sigil (magic)  encyclopedia http://bit.ly/8Iot1H ( A thought storm is brewing)

12:28:25 I have to remind myself that this is not the merger of man and machine but biology and silicon...

12:35:48 What if the global brain already existed but simply needed an interface to communicate with

us.This is where my thought pattern is now going

12:46:45 My brain is ticking like a bomb... Im not even sure what the outcome will be just yet!

13:10:34 @PatParslow our ability to be aware of a hive mind may stem as far as a neuron understanding

what the thought it created by firing

13:17:19 @PatParslow Although I still would not make any claims with absolutes in them. Maybe a bridge

could be built from Super Ai down to us

13:18:49 Corporations are made of humans yet some of it's actions might reflect the will of the

corporation not the humans that make up the organism

13:20:45 @wburris 2007 made some friends in youtube 2008 made a few more in facebook 2009 blogger

and twitter.. 2010 hmmm(friend explosion)

13:29:23 if you build it .. they will come

13:40:45 Kraftwerk - Radioactivity http://bit.ly/8pmIv3

15:55:07 A normal neuron and a mutated neuron develop side by side. http://bit.ly/7KvUPR

17:48:05 GSM call encryption code cracked, published for the whole world to see -- Engadget 

http://bit.ly/5sOV2s
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18:33:19 NeuralSync http://bit.ly/4DXfus New blog Im working on with @sseehh

20:08:52 mergent Neural Network Simulation System http://bit.ly/5ngndm

20:46:03 New Blog pos NeuralSync:  http://bit.ly/8OwZy1  (open source Neural simulation programs)

21:40:54 I should take a break, but it's becoming a race.. First one to establish communication with with

galactic consciousness.

21:48:15 The Rebirth of the an ancient Science Hermeticism  http://bit.ly/8gFO3X

Wednesday, 30th  of December.

00:18:33 I tried to explain the motivating theory behind neuralsync to my uncle and he just made me feel

like shit.

00:19:34 I feel like an alien to everyone around me ;-(

00:35:50 I really think im past the point of no return in theoretical futurism Brain is 99% consumed right

now.

00:38:43 Thinking about thinking

00:39:17 @wburris yes a windows emulator so you can run tweetdeck

00:51:22 Late nights are now assigned to macrobes study...

00:54:50 Lecturing my self to sleep now.. good night twitality

08:28:43 There was an angelic saga unfolding in my dreams last night, wondering how bizarre all of this

can get.

08:30:47 Some good came from going into dream land last night, I came up with an idea for the friendly

Ai problem.. will write it up now

08:54:59 The answer I believe lies somewhere between silicon and biology, If biological life is to coexist

exist with silicon life then neither must

08:57:44 ...attempt use up all the resources, or attempt to control or direct the others total evolutionary

unfolding

09:09:41 At some point all science fiction will become scientific fact, as we project our internal reality to

the exterior world.

13:00:29 The final frontier is the innerspace of the mind

13:01:16 What your able to imagine the universe to be is more important than what the universe truly is.

13:05:21 The only way to program your reality is to realize that your the programmer of reality ;-)

13:18:44 RT @DeepakChopra: My Intent today:Witness my inner landscape of feelings, meaning &

values

14:01:05 2for1 http://bit.ly/6Yho0y :-O

14:30:19 The Story of Cap

14:42:22 watching the movie garden state

15:30:50 @Neocount How big of an exception? Totally all out or just,, uhhhg you know (HA ha)

15:37:35 Ooh ee, ooh ah ah, ting tang, walla walla bing bang

15:48:46 RT @bengoertzel: RT @mcmurrak: RT @RichardLeis: So excited for the 2010s because this is

the decade you all realize I am not effing insane.

16:11:23 I must say twitter is fun, but ohh so distracting.. back to what I was doing..
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17:12:37 This sentence is pointless and useless,it only serves to keep you reading till enough of the 140

characters are used up.

17:14:52 Twitality is an emergent property from a group of twits, if enough people twit it , then it becomes

real. What is your twitality?

17:29:05 Don't twit too loud they may hear us!

17:33:09 The only thing im certain about is how uncertain the future is.

17:42:01 (you have a pattern) @bengoertzel That RT will go in my list of times ben associates humans to

monkeys directly or indirectly :-D

17:52:32 “The surest way to make a monkey of a man is to quote him.” Robert Benchley (lmao)

17:57:55 “I believe that our Heavenly Father invented man because he was disappointed in the monkey”

Mark Twain

18:00:46 RT @bengoertzel: RT @TransAlchemy “The surest way to make a monkey of a man is to quote

him.” Robert Benchley (lmao) [RT = quote ;-) ]

23:52:14 @bengoertzel Did you give up on the 10 year possibility for the singularity?  Exponential growth

is nothing to wild cards=paradigm shifts

Thursday, 31st  of December.

00:20:44 @bengoertzel What im experiencing  is most people view the singularity as science fiction... Its

not a possibility in the masses head yet

00:25:16 @bengoertzel Overall public perception on how transformative nanotech and other tech will be

on our world will have to change first.

00:32:34 @bengoertzel The potentiality of money abolishment may be scaring off investors, I would tell

them it will produce infinity cash instead ;-)

00:33:32 @bengoertzel Infinity cash for everyone is still cashless society  lol

00:38:01 @bengoertzel yah your right... the consciousness problem is really complex... I need to exit my

mind to study my mind

00:47:28 RT @metacomedy: @TransAlchemy  Maybe consciousness "is magic"! (maybe!)

10:59:29 @silentinfinite Happy new year, may it be filled with happiness and love

11:12:45 Yeah it's snowing..Im have my shovel ready

11:18:53 I plan to be all the nerd I can be in 2010,  will study harder then ever

12:16:49 RT @suelange: New CAD programs designs artificial life:  http://bit.ly/8dYDkN Looks good on

paper anyway. #singularity

13:40:34 Ending the year with 520,051 views on my youtube account.  286,212 views this year alone  

http://bit.ly/6UZ4i2  1million by dec 31 2010?

14:33:52 Final blog post for the year! MY 2010 task list  http://bit.ly/8qBoJG

17:11:28 Slowly all the ancient knowledge is being regained, soon enough the celestial war for true

freedom will begin

22:27:20 I guess for the sake of spirit I should start drinking now

22:42:35 I think Im secretly working for aliens...

22:43:36 If only I can download to you all the data ive collected, then you can understand what I mean

22:54:26 2010 task Prep the mind for galactic synchronization (neuralSync)
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22:59:38 I must say I know my  blog is a tiny little space on the net but Im proud of the growth it has had

in 2009 http://bit.ly/176gjb

23:02:18 It has been  explosive growth since I started blogging in late april, and to think all of this was has

been sitting in my mind

23:07:00 I already need to update the video section as I can't keep up with the amount of hits we get a

day.. 2-3k hits on our videos a day

23:09:39 http://bit.ly/72KZUS The transalchemy review of avatar now has 15k hits

23:14:18 Considering you guys really like movie reviews what other movie would you like us to review?

23:21:06 damn its getting close the the hour.. I should go socialize... Im the only one here at this party

with my laptop

23:22:13 Internet will evolve into 'global brain', experts say http://bit.ly/4n55G9 ( I swear I have already

written about this)

23:24:35 @JqwnnggNUyftcse  you rang?
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2010

January

Friday, 1st  of January.

00:08:09 Happy new year twitterverse

01:01:44 The goal is not just to learn but to learn how to learn faster

01:05:09 I cleaned my desktop for 2010

01:12:38 collective intelligence may drive internet technologies in the following decade

01:17:36 I can't help it but Im conspiring with people on the internet already!

01:46:12 Modern day spells are casted with keyboards

02:45:18 Already took an active step towards completing my 2010 tasks http://bit.ly/8qBoJG

03:36:22 #latenight #aliens

03:42:18 listening to musing at 3:45 am .... Music can be like a drug

04:03:38 Going to lecture my self to sleep now

10:39:54 On your mark, get set, Go!

10:42:51 Nice there is nothing I have to delete.... (sobering up)

12:02:25 @smoke99mirrors That seems like a simple resolution with complex solution sets

13:09:46 neuralsync will be changed to neurOSelf

13:13:39 Turns out there not aliens but little elves ...

13:34:45 No more theory time for action!

13:50:03 Im considering making a puppet show for children, called "The Singularity and You"

13:53:12 @sseehh Our time in the sun will come my friend

14:14:32 Auditions for the singularity puppet show http://bit.ly/5cyvwJ

14:20:50 YouTube - meet the feebles http://bit.ly/6Z7P2d omg this is soo trippy!

14:42:30 Downloading meet the feebles... I have to watch this lmao

15:03:20 RT @silentinfinite: Just listed 5 new photos on Etsy! Everything is priced at $15,  (Forest Walk)

at $20 cos it's larger: http://is.gd/5IY7S

15:10:39 The 18 Mistakes That Kill Startups http://bit.ly/848CMV

15:13:14 @nksheridan video tape? explain this strange term :D

15:42:58 In a neural network twitter client,  I will not just be able to see how my thoughts propagate

through the network but how it transforms.
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15:44:52 Behind the confines of this 2-dimensional screen, lies a hyperdimensional web of

interconnectivity waiting to be unleashed.

16:05:36 @ashalynd I hope to release a video demo of this idea later today

16:11:12 Right now if I want to see a branch structure of twits I have to use this tool  http://bit.ly/6TiG51  

but this is archaic ... 3d net...

16:28:10 @ashalynd yes! imagine viewing a meme spreading on twitter in real time, this could also be

mapped geographically

16:50:20 My zip code is 11420 no lie.. how awesome is that!

16:58:10 Merkaba and the vehicle of light http://bit.ly/7UP2mp

17:15:13 Ive started my job search again today...

17:36:01 Ray Kurzweil to launch colour eBook platform http://bit.ly/6pOd4t

17:37:59 @smoke99mirrors  It's more about feeling useful and forcing myself away from the internet, ohh

and I need funding for my projects mostly!

17:53:48 Documentary grant season has started... I will apply to as many as possible... I dont even need

that much I can make the film on 3k

19:27:21 @smoke99mirrors You need one of these http://bit.ly/8841WN

19:34:22 @smoke99mirrors  Have you never seen fear and loathing in las vegas... if not download it.. you

will love it

20:03:13 I will be interviewing Henry Markram: next week Supercomputing the brain's secrets 

http://bit.ly/79Xa3F

20:25:56 @bengoertzel I say we just round up a bunch of coders and theorist  then go to some

mysterious island to design a positive singularity

20:54:43 @bengoertzel Maybe the singularity only comes in one flavor that is neither positive nor

negative

21:44:41 YouTube - MDFMK - Transmutation http://bit.ly/6o7JsH

21:46:36 NeurOSelf http://bit.ly/7xXEeU New year new blog... I have too much time on my hands, need a

women! LOL

22:03:13 YouTube - Drifting through the OpenCog AtomSpace http://bit.ly/6Zqh1v

Saturday, 2nd  of January.

00:37:43 lecture to sleep time.. I am 10 hours into this theosophical lecture, I have to back track every

night as I fall asleep listening to it

01:16:12 If the universe is your destination then the moon you must destroy.

09:47:49 I was using a tablet computer in my dream.

09:49:53 This is odd my computer came out of sleep mode on it's own as soon as I woke up! It's like it

knew it's master was up, awww

09:51:36 Whoa this is odd I was shooting at giant alligators in my dream last night.. Why I was crossing a

swamp a with machine gun I dont know

11:22:11 twenty minutes after the shower!

12:02:55 Down with all turtle kind

22:25:06 There's a fine line between genius and madness and neither side of the lines are marked, so for
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now I will stay on this side ;-)

Sunday, 3rd  of January.

00:29:08 @bengoertzel Don't lose your mind, building a better mind :P

00:40:29 @allseeingai Are you the eye in the sky?

00:48:45 The end game is mind aware of itself.

00:51:13 RT @NolanBryanLynch: The role of hermeticism in the scientific revolution: thoughts? (Bringing

the search for Truth from the exterior inward

00:56:20 Objective reality is but the outcome from subjective experience, I think therefore I am.

05:36:46 Whirlwind change brings fast and destructive transformations

05:53:48 RT @worldpeace: @TransAlchemy Dharma Initiative? (me: One must never have Dharma

initiatives as it is not something you can turn on and off

06:19:09 Ten gadgets that defined the decade -- Engadget http://bit.ly/7QvlNO

12:59:05 @silentinfinite Happy Birthday!

14:54:41 I have a new video idea brewing! Goind to be based on neural science, for now im just testing

visual concepts

14:58:02 In the future we wont design movies, we will design experiences

15:13:45 YOu have the power to make anything happen, but you must act now! http://bit.ly/7f1EPe

15:55:39 I say we just blame the fish! Problem solved...

16:03:51 I'm not sure why we have chosen this frequency of reality, it's rather dull and mechanistic. I want

to live in a world filled with magic

16:05:52 Imagine an environment that is thought reactive, the only technology is your ability to interface

with the universe.

16:08:40 Thoughts control the matter configuration around you at all times.

16:11:30 @Neocount While we all have the ability to change our perpective of reality, im limited by the

thought patterns around me.

16:14:44 @Neocount We all have our reality bubble,  if we all had a unified reality bubble that only aided

in amplifying our own thoughts ,watch out!

16:16:02 RT @Neocount: @TransAlchemy We do not have the ability to change our perception of reality

(me: that is your perception of reality ;-)

16:17:09 @swadeshine you dont have to worry about changing the molecular composition of the air,

simply change the structure of your lungs as well...

16:26:17 @swadeshine key.universe@gmail.com if you wish to "wave" hello

16:27:07 Cool will always be cool, enough said!

16:32:52 The less sense you make the more I understand you.

16:37:05 @Neocount Pasta only serves to make me noodles ;-)

16:44:11 Not all Hot women are cool and not all cool women are hot. Yet there are some cool hotties out

there.

16:48:28 @Neocount I guess you can say nanotubes are the pasta of the quantum world, but again QM

only serves to make you noodles! :D

16:51:40 I believe the solution to the Genius/madness problem lies in a sphere. Travel far enough into
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either direction and you end on the other side

16:57:53 Bravo Humanity you turned matter into energy, but if want to be real wizards you must turn

energy into matter...

22:55:11 Microsoft Research patents controller-free computer input via EMG muscle sensors -- Engadget

http://bit.ly/5zKOsy

Monday, 4th  of January.

00:08:08 Do you really think the angels will let the humans use there technology? Look as man has

become one of us, knowing good and evil...

00:13:40 If you wish to see that which is unseen, you must crack the cosmic egg.

00:18:24 Of course we used alien DNA, I thought you knew that...

00:26:52 Dear God, while im amused with the limited nature of my existence, Im not entirely sure I wish to

stay confined to a single universe

00:42:11 World War 3 will be found in the mindscape with weapons of mass disruption.

00:45:56 YOu don't need to be killed to die, but broken shall the mind lie.

00:56:48 Be very wary of those that say they are from the future, as some will lead many into doom, I was

sent from the future to warn you.

01:12:03 I wish to experiment with my sanity and thus will spend the remainder of the year believing

everything we view as space is just a hologram.

01:14:22 If we truly can control our perception of reality then maybe I can train myself to see beyond the

hologram of space and time :-)

01:20:02 SPACE.com -- Huge Hole Found in the Universe http://bit.ly/7Zhlse (Hole in the holographic

field?)

01:23:21 Astronomers are now Holographic observers

01:28:07 @Psynthysys @allseeingai @bengoertzel We did not notice the universe was replaced with a

replica, because its a holographic clone

05:30:41 Happy Birthday Isaac Newton    http://bit.ly/5FlBQT

08:18:22 Good morning twitterverse,

11:01:20 What do we do with all the left over brain, boss?

11:02:13 We eat it, or else they will know.

22:05:22 I know that what I know, is only a fraction of what I can know.

23:28:13 I am made of legends, folklore and even those stories that kept you up at night!

23:51:42 M ntntns ly hddn frm ll t s

23:53:38 y ieio a ie o a o ee

Tuesday, 5th  of January.

00:04:02 wzrds are mstrs f th nvrs

00:52:48 :(

01:34:33 @sseehh Josh want to join NuerOSelf @joshmaurice

01:38:03 @joshmaurice thank you for your concern I just have situations that I can't control... I want
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things that are inches from my fingertips

02:22:56 They say, do what you love and the money will come.. (still waiting)

03:00:51 Lecturing my self to sleep...

08:55:03 Time to get back to work whatever that means

09:15:31 Peace is bad for business.

09:18:53 RT @bengoertzel: Good to see humanity has its priorities: Military laser  blinds from 2.5 miles

out http://ff.im/-dNkk4 via @tristanhambling

11:11:43 Dreaming is turning into virtual reality, every sight and sound so vivid.

11:53:38 Don't be late to the dreamscape http://bit.ly/8Y6Fcg

11:56:56 This is how I view our holographic universe http://bit.ly/6RnH2H

13:06:51 So begins a new year of blogging for me... What strange new thoughts this year will bring.. This

is the year I will "Dream up Reality"

13:10:56 New Blog post:  "Dreaming up Reality" http://bit.ly/65wwVE

13:17:42 "Me minus you equals, Not a chance  It’s good to know that, When I go You’ll never ever let me

go"  Family force 5 http://bit.ly/5z3vD2

13:43:06 New Blog post NeuOSelf: Neural network twitter interface http://bit.ly/7IgeV5

14:28:30 Experiencing a crisis of confidence, pacing around in pursuit of dreams

14:32:45 Every day I tell myself I have to do this and that, never knowing if this or that is what I must do.

14:34:41 So begins a new year of blogging for me... What strange new thoughts this year will bring.. This

is the year I will... http://bit.ly/5ZBEOc

14:49:19 A picture of my youtube data for the last 7 days  http://tweetphoto.com/8076278

14:54:12 I have to remind myself rome was not build in a day, but taking the rate of acceleration, one day

it will have to be.

17:41:31 It is what it was and what shall be

17:42:21 @aazzure What if I "love" asking why?

17:43:50 @Psynthysys What do you wish to become after the singularity (me: Im hoping to be more

human)

23:08:23 Bringing consciousness back online, preparing for universal sync.

23:26:31 Nothing you can say to me is random! I don't believe in chaos, quit believing in that over 10

years ago...

23:27:46 I believe every system inside our universe follows a strict set of deterministic laws.

23:29:22 RT @ashalynd:  @utahkay:The universe lies beyond the grasp of any intellect that could exist

within the universe http://bit.ly/x16CP

23:30:01 @ashalynd This is the greatest sorrow I too have concluded, thus I must exit the universe

entirely to fully understand it.

23:30:44 Why we must exit the universe http://bit.ly/51doC8

23:37:01 Death is not way to exit the universe, the puzzle is way more tricky than this...

23:42:29 I just woke up and have started my terror campaign on reality #RealityTerriorist

Wednesday, 6th  of January.
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00:13:58 At the core of life extension technologies, lies a desire  to extend not our "life" but our

experience of time.

00:15:28 Crack the temporal problem and the true key to immortality will be unveiled

00:20:16 Time is the true bringer of death, solve the passage of time problem and death not come.

00:28:57 @duffmcduffee If it's not on wikipedia then it's not important... HMMM wait im not on there! :D

00:38:47 When I was little I had pen pals, now I  have twitter friends, wow  times have changed... lol

01:47:45 New blog post: Life Extension through Virtual Reality Dreaming http://bit.ly/4vdJ1a

01:50:11 http://bit.ly/6ZJtTu

01:51:27 New Blog post: Life Extension through Virtual Reality Dreaming http://bit.ly/6o2ySD

02:01:36 My dream life is extremely active right now... Im not even inventing these dream articles im

literally dreaming them up...

02:37:43 Ok lets not get to antsy... This is the year of the tablet, will most likely upgrade my computer at

the end of the year.

02:38:44 This is getting out of hand... I buy a new laptop every year. 4 years strong now.

02:41:21 My computer tip is stay away from the super high end and simply upgrade once a year.

Spending 500 dollars a year on a pc buys alot now

03:12:10 Time Traveler’s Map, 2010-2050 http://bit.ly/6STH7C

03:39:37 Timewave Zero - Countdown to Transition, page 1 http://bit.ly/6C0NUg

03:43:55 @smoke99mirrors well thats the problem your a mac person. Im a pc

03:49:16 Apple - Movie Trailers - Inception http://bit.ly/4TAccf

03:55:16 Why do I still bother to read her blog.... Urggh

04:00:50 Must return to my dream world, a place I where I co-create. A place where reality is my canvas

and I paint it with my thoughts.

04:07:25 It's time the sane people embrace the insanity for the sake of future sanity.

04:43:46 I love how america is embracing the 30's with failing banks, massive unemployment, and tent

cities. This is a historical reenactment right?

05:37:57 We are own alien

06:27:29 I say no more talk... pitch fork mob time

06:57:52 Only those with serpent knowledge will have a chance against dragons  http://bit.ly/6axhP9

07:31:38 Khan Academy http://bit.ly/7kZfPt A free virtual school.. time to start cramming

18:02:38 RT @silentinfinite: I love Tokyo, hence I made this: http://is.gd/5OtR1 (This is my new desktop

picture)

18:09:36 My Desktop with @silentinfinite Art...    http://tweetphoto.com/8160783

19:13:10 I might not be twitting as much this entire month... Our goal is to finish writing this book by the

end of the month

19:36:34 Join the Facebook Transalchemy fan page http://bit.ly/4RxlHH I post exclusive stuff there

20:52:50 RT @smoke99mirrors:  if i could marry a web browser well i would (wish granted: 

http://tweetphoto.com/8170000 )

21:10:26 YOu can now Purchase The All-Seeing Ai Video for 99 cents http://bit.ly/7xcIyn

21:36:08 Watch live video of Steve Ballmer and Robbie Bach delivering the opening keynote address for
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CES http://bit.ly/7rpCF3

21:36:32 Ok microsoft you better come hard... or go home!!

21:38:48 Live from Steve Ballmer's CES 2010 keynote -- Engadget All the computers went dead.. LLMAO

http://bit.ly/7R4WDq

21:54:32 Microsoft is nearly 30 mins late starting I hope this is not a sign of there product delivery

schedule for 2010 #CES2010

21:56:18 I have a live stream live blogging and twitter going for the event #CES2010

21:58:03 There is a delay on the video stream!! the live blog is updating faster!! LOL #CES2010

21:59:29 Im hoping the tech sector will boom this year #CES2010

22:01:52 I miss Bill gates already Ballmer is silly #CES2010

22:05:25 RT @SpartanEarth: Thanks Technology. #CES2010 ( I"M wasting my life" wtf was that?"

22:06:09 Thanks Technology video was a fail #CES2010

22:07:11 Natural user interface ? This is where it will get interesting #CES2010  BING BING promo fail

22:08:52 Who the fuck BIngs? #CES2010

22:11:16 Ballmer is trying to sell us that Bing is competing with google... Show us stats!!! #CES2010

22:14:30 Speech recognition expanding in cars (Yawns) #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:18:21 windows 7 required 3k engineers 30k partners 8 million beta testers  to create. #ces #ces2010

#microsoft #windows7

22:19:42 300 million pcs  where shipped in 2009 #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:23:43 Im pc lusting right now #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:24:25 Netbooks are baby computers #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:26:00 3D gaming is just low tech virtual reality #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:27:08 Show the tablet already!!! #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:28:11 blio reader wtf kind of name is this #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:30:05 office 2010 is being shown off now #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:31:09 lots of new "transitions" #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:36:24 The pc just crashed!!! LOving it #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

22:41:16 Version 2. M0re ... cute but not really!

22:44:59 Slate pcs is official.. 2010 is the year of the tablet!!! #ces #CES2010 #microsoft

Thursday, 7th  of January.

07:47:41 Normal twitting set to commence today

08:14:19 @silentinfinite It never left, only our perception of it's existence changes.

09:33:59 @bengoertzel I face the same problem, my current solution is attention allocation

09:58:26 Somethings wrong.. the dreams are so intense Im feeling electrical discharges in my entire

body.

13:50:27 NeurOSelf a neural network  twitter client inspired by TransAlchemy theory and Automenta

coding  http://tweetphoto.com/8217469

18:31:55 Sure computers are fun but pull the plug on the Internet and ask your self how much fun your
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computer is now...

18:45:38 I attended a funeral in my dreams it was the death of the "personal computer"

18:56:08 @ferrouswheel I have always been under the impression that russians fixed things by hitting

them with giant  wrenches http://bit.ly/7MWCOP

19:03:00 My code name is "papa bear"

19:04:00 @mgua getting rid of religion is not an option... it will only continue to grow and evolve with our

understanding of the universe

19:06:04 Any java programs out there interested in working on an open source project with me?

19:50:19 My skype name is officially TransAlchemy

19:50:58 Growing my TransAlchemy monopoly name game

20:15:38 @mgua @jazzmann91  Before we start tagging what is and isn't an illusion lets get a better

grasp of what the universe is and isn't

20:22:45 Looks like I found a limit in text size in wave. I can no longer keep writing our book as one giant

wave.. needs to be broken down now..

20:48:01 Rt Aaron   "looks like wave can't handle the ocean"

20:53:12 The banking system in america is soo taken over by the mob it kills me.. It just came out the

Timothy Geithner helped AIG conceal risky bets

20:54:47 Not a single person loss there job and those most involved only got promoted... Making an

honest living is not the way to go. for real!! :D

20:56:09 If you are a serious trader you should know, it's turned into a casino and the house (FEDS)

always wins!

20:58:01 @tess1516 Bad mouthing future employment prospects is not as bad as bad mouthing your

current employer on twitter :D

21:02:19 The core of the world financial mess is the FED... It's not even conspiracy Ben wont tell us

where 2 trillion went in 2008 ..cmon!! 2T gone!

21:03:19 The current way the world is ran is what makes be very worried about  how the singularity will

unfold.

21:04:55 Technology has killed more people than it has helped live! Yet we think Extreme tech will help

the world... is this sanity?

21:13:50 Amazing Robot Dance http://bit.ly/6CgTRR

21:13:51 Amazing Robot Dance http://bit.ly/6CgTRR

21:15:18 @bcjordan @ferrouswheel guns have killed more people than meds have kept people from

dying, but sure how you define tech is tricky

21:39:11 @ferrouswheel Game point match!! Nice..

22:55:37 YouTube - 1of3-Physics of The Impossible - How to Travel to a Parallel Universe, with Michio

Kaku http://bit.ly/6RNhh4

23:06:08 A theory to create a universe, is on the table yet it's hard for us to believe this universe was

created by intelligence

23:09:08 If we can one day possess technology to create a universe, would the chances that our universe

was created by an intelligence = > 0

23:12:14 If we can create a universe would the definition of God have to expand beyond "Creator of the

universe" ?

23:17:34 @ferrouswheel Can we count all the people that have died in total thermal nuclear wars on
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parallel universes? ( Pawn to E5 ;-)

23:18:40 @ferrouswheel Check!

23:23:35 @twistedheathen Creator of "All the universes" ?

23:49:18 Imagine a computer that attempts to anticipate what you want to do... It learns you pattern and

plays it out

Friday, 8th  of January.

00:15:58 People have started to reupload transalchemy videos... twiddles thumbs everything is going

according to plan muaha haha ( Expect us )

00:20:03 YouTube - White Nationalist Transhumanist? Really? http://bit.ly/523dd6

00:30:08 A hidden world of possibility is opening up.

00:31:43 @duffmcduffee So I take it he can't help cure people that suffer from wasteful spending

00:41:27 My 2010 projected growth is 100% I expect that may even be exceeded but we will see...

00:45:46 Gene doping - Wikipedia,  http://bit.ly/6UHQf5 (article researching)

01:05:08 @martinrumo uploading a video preview

01:19:20 Pondering how to clone my friend...

03:01:43 NeurOSelf first look http://bit.ly/8vjKLU

03:02:10 RT @martinrumo: @TransAlchemy keep me posted! (  NeurOSelf first look http://bit.ly/8vjKLU

03:12:16 Two entangled hearts will attempt to mimic each other

03:16:35 xkcd - A webcomic of romance, sarcasm, math, and language - By Randall Munroe 

http://bit.ly/7IAw2v

03:19:24 Surely someone out there can help me figure this problem out Im also stuck here 

http://bit.ly/FSrz0

03:49:04 Ok Im going to enter the dream world now, I will be hanging out near the particle fountain if you

wish to join me.

03:50:17 Yes the fountain is a jet stream coming out of black hole but dont worry It's under my control

10:07:59 Im in the really awkward place where I just booted my pc but still have not checked my email.

11:06:17 @iaindodsworth NeurOSelf is the first Nueral network inspired 3d twitter client  

http://bit.ly/5zjda1

12:29:04 :-(

13:00:26 @KdQuin Im just sad at my inability to make a girl fall in love with me.. I just dont get it

13:05:00 I think I need to deassociate falling in love with happiness and focus on sex #givinguponlove

13:13:45 @bengoertzel I now know how MAD scientist turn evil, they were never loved!  :D

13:17:09 @bengoertzel  After all it was the lost of love that turned anakin skywalker into Darth Vader.

13:32:49 @bengoertzel Lets just launch a positive singularity so love remains even in existence, at the

very lease not for me but for others

14:23:29 Ok well lets start drinking then... this is going to be fun

14:28:57 @lisarein @bengoertzel  Ben is right the evil scientist is having orgies while the hero nearly kills

himself for a single princess

14:31:55 razzberry rum wit fruitpunch yum yum yum
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14:38:38 RT @ferrouswheel: @TransAlchemy the best sex usually involves (at least some) love   (me:  I

know!! this is what I say)

14:49:10 Collapsing your universe once I exit has always been on the table.

14:58:13 @bengoertzel It depends how have you felt in and out of those relationships.. maybe they have

encouraged you to press forward

15:19:03 RT @bengoertzel: RT @kevindewalt: Work. Don't Twitter.  ;-) #StartUpTriplets ( Fuck I know)

15:20:11 I need to start designing the next transalchemy video...

15:21:52 man this sucks... I dont want to make a youtube video.. I want to make a documentary

15:24:24 Fund our documentary it will be worth watching I promise!! http://bit.ly/4qx3Qg

16:25:06 YouTube - Marilyn Manson - The Dope Show http://bit.ly/6Cofyd

21:36:42 my offline friend  have been  taking most of my time

21:41:09 MY Uncle supports my anticts more than anyone in my family, and for that I love him

21:46:46 He doesn't understand the singularity but understands how important it is to me, that means alot

to me

21:51:10 I owe my uncle 20k and he is cool with it.. that is amazing

21:59:50 that kills me... i feel like a failler to him

22:32:29 I honestly want to prolong the existence of the human race

22:42:58 i will always promote the existence of the human race

22:58:08 I will protect the human race till the day I die

23:29:38 @bengoertzel I hope we we are still friends considering i will always take sides with the

Prolonged existence of the human race

23:35:43 '@bengoertzel regardless what happens Ben I want a positive singularity and never forget that

23:42:05 @bengoertzel  thats the only thing  important in my life Ben :-)

Saturday, 9th  of January.

00:33:29 RT @TransAlchemy @bengoertzel thats [Singularity] the only thing important in my life Ben :-) 

[Ben: Dude, better not tell your girlfriend!]

00:55:24 YouTube - (Official) Family Force 5 Never let me go Music video http://bit.ly/5z3vD2

12:21:43 YouTube - Rabbit Junk - In Your Head No One Can Hear You Scream http://bit.ly/6HKlgl

12:59:36 All we need is to backup all the DNA on the planet  before  humanity goes through the

singularity

13:58:52 Be sure that in the garden lies a serpent dragon waiting and ready to devour all that is human.

15:48:45 YouTube - I'm Just A Little Person http://bit.ly/4w9rw5

15:53:41 YouTube - Ally Kerr - The Sore Feet Song http://bit.ly/8zmPC0

17:06:19 This is where I give you a kiss with a tongue full of lsd http://bit.ly/5LM1ol

17:29:23 Spotless days 2009 total: 260 days (71%) Extreme minimum solar activity

18:02:54 The ancient craft of Wizardry still exist, it's just society thinks we are works of fiction

18:15:08 YouTube - Awakening the Great Master Magus Thoth http://bit.ly/5zcQld

18:17:13 I absolutely don't believe in absolutes
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18:32:19 Paradigm shift ( The Digital Rapture ) HD http://bit.ly/5nmjPy This is still my favorite video we

made

18:47:30 Biology for the Win http://bit.ly/6tkUjf

19:03:42 @nietzschecoyote  TransAlchemy tries to explain the technological "transformation" of

humanity... ;-)

19:40:18 @nietzschecoyote Yes and no.. I take a more magickal approach to what I call "new age tech"

19:49:44 I want to learn what makes you happy, so I can replicate it.

19:50:39 @nietzschecoyote LOL I have written and made a few videos on "Reality Hacking"

20:04:17 @nietzschecoyote  My entire life is a synchromystic adventure

21:14:34 In a radical turn of events I find myself romantically talking to Jen http://bit.ly/5g3qrx  she likes

me and shows me, thats very important

21:22:45 Intel Infoscape flaunts jaw-dropping graphics | DVICE http://bit.ly/4op994

21:47:19 Im having beer for dinner

22:12:14 @Psynthysys The virtual reality revolution will take place once nanotech is used to send the

brain sensory input

22:12:36 @aazzure Im hunting Wabbit!

22:37:48 @bengoertzel install tweedeck http://bit.ly/K5DR makes it makes twitter simpler

22:43:31 this year I have had 7,269 hits on my youtube account

Sunday, 10th  of January.

03:01:07 Maybe after the moon sheds tears the sun be able to shine

03:02:26 A thought has no life till it is shared.

06:31:58 Im awake but not really...

06:41:01 Im the keymaster in search for the gatekeeper

11:07:50 I have an internet escape plan

11:17:26 Happy the man and happy he alone, he who can call today his own he who secure within can

say, tomorrow do thy worst, for I have lived today

11:22:44 @silentinfinite Humans are nature's Ai

12:47:46 I attempt to inject fun and sillyness into all my days.

18:40:25 back from a 2 day adventure... feels good be back home..

18:51:32 Im getting warm before I go hunt me some dinner with my mondern day spear, (cash)

18:53:49 be very very quite Im hunting the wild sweet and sour chicken

23:28:40 2010 will bring change I can believe in ;-)

Monday, 11th  of January.

01:12:34 Feel exceptionally human today.

01:28:56 The cosmics serpents of time will open the gates to ascend the souls of the ancient masters.

01:37:51 LMAO Im not sure to pet them or eat them, they look like candy http://bit.ly/72MpXe
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01:41:25 Ok here's my plan, I will taste one, after which I will give you the signal to grap the cage and run,

but first let me see how they taste

01:45:45 @rez_delacrew wait for the signal, let me taste one http://bit.ly/72MpXe

01:49:23 A pretty girl litterally asked my permission to stalk me and her request came in song... 

http://bit.ly/3W8yD4 ( How could I say no shes cute

03:35:39 Want to keep track of all the promises president obama has not yet fullfilled, there's an app for

that too http://bit.ly/VmApR

06:20:14 I would tell you where I go when I dream, but it is beyond space and time.

11:41:09 My imagination is on fire, closing my eyes is more entertaining then any movie ive seen.

13:20:54 My life is finding balance, this is great ... I

14:19:15 Foxy 'Roxxxy': world’s first 'sex robot' can talk about football - Telegraph http://bit.ly/83duAN

14:36:16 RT @silentinfinite: Anyway, just thinking that this is a damn fine time to be alive. (agreed)

14:38:55 YouTube - Galaxy Song http://bit.ly/8frWJ6

14:44:23 YouTube - Always Look On The Bright Side of Life http://bit.ly/7rAszz

16:12:58 Considering bringing my entire consciousness down to earth

17:37:24 My first enchantment with a computer "You can talk to people through this thing... this changes

everything"

18:55:09 Silent wars arise in the mind games we all play

19:23:20 New blog post: The Uploading Nightmare- Body theft Thought possession and Dream invasion 

http://bit.ly/7Rs38m

20:38:08 http://bit.ly/7FGUNV

Tuesday, 12th  of January.

00:11:40 The universe is sensing my thoughts, its also showing me it cares.. aww universe, i love you

too.

00:24:07 RT @ddrrnt: RT @lazygate: Church holds blessing for mobile phones http://bit.ly/4ScNAS (me:  

respect the separation of church and tech)

00:25:02 Respect the separation of church and tech

01:13:30 It's easy, all you do is tell it your worries and it eats them, give it a try.

01:20:31 Just ask it whats real and what isn't, hands you a magical box with those instructions (me asked:

is love real)

09:38:06 What a tangled web we weave.

09:45:03 Planning a break from the internet later this year, once I have a couple things in place. I will take

a break... Need to reboot life first

11:21:26 Be bold today, and say something that scares you about yourself.

11:23:59 "Each relationship nurtures a strength or weakness within you." ~ Mike Murdock

17:22:30 IN an emotional funk salad, extremely happy /sad for the same things wtf!!!

17:28:24 Im starting to believe the entire planet is entering the alchemical "blue" stage.  Is a great sorrow

on the horizon?

17:32:33 How many of you guys are truly happy right now?
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17:36:39 @lisarein will you be happier  to be happier than you currently are now?

17:49:25 @lisarein Yeah I understand what you mean, I guess im trying to get a feel of the peoples

emotional state are a reflection of me or

17:50:29 @lisarein or am im just being to empathetic to the way people feal around me... some of the

constant ongoing me/world thought experiments

17:55:50 Doing some geographical trend mapping for emotional "states" no pun intended 

http://bit.ly/qT5hH

18:00:57 @duffmcduffee simplification of sufficiently complex systems is not a simple task.

18:05:51 YOU - ARE - AN - "AVATAR" !! http://bit.ly/82DLUd

18:26:47 "The enterprise of knowledge is essential for the welfare of the human species" Carl Sagan

19:05:22 RT @amidesai: anyone have suggestions on where to look for indian wedding ideas? (me:

Google)

19:17:46 Art is the crystalized expression of our thoughts solidified only to carry my thoughts into your

thoughts and in that process we made art.

19:21:05 Don't worry about understanding death till you have understood life.

21:51:12 It's okay I got this.

22:19:43 @Neocount you need more superman in your life ;-)

22:53:23 The greatest knowledge is that of oneself, inside you lays all that is hidden.

23:18:37 2012 - Consciousness is the key http://bit.ly/4PexwT (music video)

Wednesday, 13th  of January.

05:38:04 Bb 2.0 - a collaborative music/spoken word project http://bit.ly/7ziraT

11:33:30 waking up /abort  initiating sleep phase 2, loading dream sequence 11231...

15:13:38 Sunspot number: 35   wooo hooo

15:26:00 This planet pisses me off, why does it take something going bad for anyone to give a damn.

Those people needed help before earthquake.

15:27:16 nothing the government does at this point will show they care in contrast with the 20+ Trillion

dollars given to banks in the last year..

15:48:37 @GeorgeDvorsky ebooks will phase out once slate/tablets become affordable, yes it is very

silly.. Im not buying a gadget to do one function

18:53:35 I knew the it was only a matter of time before we were reminded the 6th night comes with

darkness

18:55:27 @duffmcduffee obeses hypnotists hypnotise themselves to think they are not obese thus freeing

themselves from the delicious guilt

19:44:00 @derekcollins79 Its the temporal cycle of creation, known to the mayans, jews, hindus, in many

forms. The days of creation that cycle

19:52:28 @derekcollins79 new age ,new sun, sun rise, enlighten

20:07:49 I want to write cosmic poetry the unlocks the code of your higher self.

20:18:11 I must remember that everything I touch is imbued with my emotional state of mind.

20:18:14 Thought control is more relevant to matter than physical control.
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20:24:42 Less words more feeling.

20:31:00 With each key stoke a fragment of my thoughts get downloaded into this synthetic world in

hopes of finding compatible thoughts

21:45:40 New blog post: The Coming Death of Reality http://bit.ly/91hEJw

21:54:06 http://bit.ly/6c5XWK

22:03:53 "...Time..." -Albert Einstein

22:18:09 Uploading test http://amplify.com/u/1e5c

22:20:38 Blogger Buzz: Support Haiti Disaster Relief http://bit.ly/72vCM7

22:43:30 RT @iFiction: "...Creation..." Buddha "... is..." -Stuart Davis

22:44:33 we need a micro micro blogger now

22:45:04 Add to this:  Today I will ...

23:58:46 Guess what... We are at war!

Thursday, 14th  of January.

05:23:57 The 6th Night! http://amplify.com/u/1e7l

06:20:35 YouTube - Bill Maher On Ending Abusive Relationships - With Your Bank (LONG VERSION) 

http://bit.ly/6El9q5

12:03:40 Kurzweil Demos Blio at CES (Video) | Singularity Hub http://bit.ly/8NDSxB

20:50:13 Cocaine Found At Kennedy Space Center - Jacksonville News Story - WJXT Jacksonville 

http://bit.ly/4rDEgm

22:02:59 Love is a labyrinth that requires you to stay in rather then find your way out.

22:34:28 The first truth is a lie, the second truth is half a lie, and the third truth your going to wish it was a

lie.

Friday, 15th  of January.

00:16:52 Return to your lives humans

00:19:50 Excuse me while I kill the ego that lurks

00:22:50 I want to be the one quoted not the one quoting

00:34:54 Things where so much simpler back then when all you had to worry about was beating level 5

02:26:33 Ohhh the horror

09:33:04 Earth beware, I have awaken

10:16:30 BBC News - Longest annular eclipse provides spectacle http://bit.ly/6Szyfo

14:58:31 Keep your gold, I'm only here for the key to the universe.

16:39:25 It only takes a single seed of divinity to bloom the lotus of the soul.

Saturday, 16th  of January.

03:21:52 uploaded New Art Video: Ascension Masters http://bit.ly/7KCyNH

06:34:54 Dormant lies thee thy true self
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07:11:25 Watching serendipity...  recommended by @DuskyJewelJane

07:31:02 @KdQuin Im in...

08:48:51 A theoreticians job is much like a magician's as they both seek to manifest new thought forms

for viewing the universe.

08:56:23 Consciousness is the dark energy that binds matter. Quit thinking and watch your entire world

vanish..

09:05:54 Artificial theoreticians may theorize theories beyond the human ability to theorize.

09:39:21 New blog post: Extreme Futurism: Artificial Theoreticians http://bit.ly/8GURUO

09:41:14 http://bit.ly/5fqGiW

17:25:41 What are you talking about, some of my best friends are human.

19:23:40 Extreme Shark Petting : Wacky Archives http://bit.ly/8BmXj8

22:55:21 @silentinfinite whats a moodboard?

Sunday, 17th  of January.

00:30:49 I have a problem that does not need to be solved yet I can't stop wondering how to solve it.

00:32:45 Everything would be okay if only I can get my hands on some trilithium

00:45:54 RT @silentinfinite: No more drama, y0 - http://bit.ly/5q0HiI (for realz)

00:47:40 Ascension Masters in HD http://bit.ly/6fXBrI

00:49:43 Watching star trek generations - wishing I had an emotion chip like data so I can turn it off.

01:01:14 Plans my trip to the nexus...

01:13:34 @The_Q__ What does a Q need a wormhole for? Unless it's a trap...

01:20:01 Time is the true predator that kills.  Tame time and you shall unlock eternal life.

01:21:33 Take your time, I will take mine ;-)

01:25:36 @The_Q__  Control your thoughts or face destruction.

01:31:25 I have an appointment with eternity

01:55:22 This nexus of yours is very clever I can start over again and do things right from day one

02:02:46 What you are proposing is illogical irrational and down right dangerous.... When do we start?

02:05:03 Damn you scorpions http://bit.ly/6k8Pzs

02:07:39 When I was your age, we had to blow on the video games to make them work.

02:26:48 RT @duffmcduffee: Bored of the internet. Time for a new new thing.   (Feeling the same ... I

going to give this real world stuff a try)

02:27:18 @duffmcduffee heard its fun and dangerous... Im all about danger now...lol

03:37:10 Nerve plexus - http://bit.ly/6BImT6 Trying to find the internet locations that represent this.

03:44:36 attempting to find ways to interact with the hivemind

03:54:49 preps to throw a couple rocks into the pond.

04:35:32 Computer end program.

06:04:00 YouTube - Ray Kuzweil at the MIT/XPrize BCI workshop http://bit.ly/6F7buT

06:42:40 Late night thoughts consist of singularity, virtual reality, and simulated universes.
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06:44:34 Attempting to think  backwards, instead of projecting tech forward into time, start with future tech

and following its shadow into the past

07:02:07 In a computational universe there is no matter there is no energy there is only Information.

12:21:05 @bcjordan   I feel very keen to the computational universe concept, yet feel it will only lead to

something new entirely .. paradigm shift

12:33:38 Is the Graviton theoretical physics noise? http://bit.ly/4NkNXW

12:40:35 sun is toying with 0 (zero) again... arggg

13:02:01 writing a documentary proposal...

13:30:23 My proposal is in, will know feb 1 2010 if it will be up for voting... will let you all know where to go

to vote once or if its approved

13:36:53 Going to find me a nice little diner to have lunch alone...  while there doodle on a napkin how to

detect if this universe is simulated.

14:39:03 I want to make a video, pull something new out of the void

14:45:12 Surreality a video representation of how the world currently feels to me http://bit.ly/8oSgMD

14:47:41 13 Year old boy Has Time Machine plan that works - CNN iReport http://bit.ly/7mOqwb

14:50:27 Embarrassing the philosophy of a virtual adept.

14:50:56 @susanbjorklund lucky you... wish I had to

15:16:24 working on some concept art for a video called "Digital Heaven"

15:28:30 Would going to church in virtual reality count as going to church in real life?

15:29:36 What if virtual reality church is only for those that wish to go to virtual heaven...

16:38:24 @susanbjorklund  tooo long, thats all I would like to say

17:06:31 Rendering a new art piece

19:37:13 Video is done... let me watch it one more time before I render

19:41:08 Sometimes I think I'm to revive the hermetic art.

19:47:34 It feels so good to make a video not involving technology...

19:48:50 @wburris sadly the only thing this world has come close to rallying as a unified whole has been

war.

21:32:54 Reading: Quantum biology - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia http://bit.ly/8MOI4h

22:54:27 The only way to fight Ai is with Ai a philosophy I have not solved yet...

23:27:07 30 seconds left on this render... wHOooooo HOooooo

Monday, 18th  of January.

00:21:50 uploading new video

08:51:04 @Malakh7 Im making these new videos alone... the band is called conspirituality.... you can tell

the videos I make as they are marked

08:52:48 New art video:  Hermeticism http://bit.ly/4EsriD

09:08:56 YouTube - Clock DVA - The Hacker http://bit.ly/6AR4UQ

11:35:37 add me on facebook.com/wizardry

12:50:10 The Human being is a spiritual machine.
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13:55:07 @ddrrnt Instead of using the word mechanics I would say spirituality is a form of technology

13:56:55 Teaser of the next conspirituality video series im working on.  http://tweetphoto.com/9020880

14:29:30 I approach video creation as an art.

14:30:21 @silentinfinite Wishes you a safe journey

14:37:42 @KateSherrod thx kate

15:13:45 YouTube - Hermetic Gnosis: Secrets of Spiritual Hermeticism http://bit.ly/5KUAr1

16:41:32 "The act of creating artificial intelligence is similar to summoning only you are using computer

code as sigils"  TransAlchemy Book

16:56:30 A technological alchemist is a  (Transalchemist)

20:00:18 People of earth, stay tuned for an important broadcast....

20:01:25 Run for your lives!

21:41:43 Omg.. I just realized that I have not been rendering in full 1080p... ohhhhh this gives me chills...

Tuesday, 19th  of January.

00:46:26 My work either inspires or scares people...  I can't help it

01:34:17 4 hours left on this render... its going to look sick!!!

02:01:03 Dear universe don't fight it just let me in. #HackingTheUniverse

02:11:05 RT: Evelyn Aguilar “Sometimes you put walls up not to keep people out, but to see who cares

enough to break them down.”

03:44:48 New blog post: You Have the Right to Remain silent while I scan your Thoughts! 

http://bit.ly/85ymyR

04:19:57 Between writing this book posting on the blog making videos desiging apps... Im on a creative

binge... #CreativityExplosion

06:42:01 5 and a half hours into this render... When Im rendering a new video I can never sleep I have to

nurse it, into creation.

07:19:08 "Know thyself and thou wilt know the universe and the gods."

07:34:33 the goal is to write till I pass out, then write some more..

09:32:15 No witty comment no intellectual poetry, no sarcastic goodbye.. I'm sleepy and I'm gonna pass

out...  #Rebooting

10:33:23 The Hermetic order http://bit.ly/7p66nY #Hermeticism #wizardry

22:42:09 @duffmcduffee Don't should it, just do it!

22:54:22 Life is the constant expression of the self irradiating out into the material universe.

Wednesday, 20th  of January.

01:17:23 sorry folks been posting in the faceebookverse.. i can do video and more than 140 characters

05:33:03 Bill Gates joins Twitter, seen playing kissy face with Ashley Tisdale -- Engadget 

http://bit.ly/8pVfFX
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Thursday, 21st  of January.

18:16:50 Wonders what is the lease amount of neural activity needed to sustain consciousness.

18:32:31 @PatParslow zero?... Are you not brain dead at zero?

Friday, 22nd  of January.

02:59:23 My thought pattern is rather consumed with a new goal

03:31:41 We represent a tightly interconnected web of thoughts and ideas, that encompasses the pass

present and future.

03:52:38 I think its time for a new TransAlchemy video. OPen for topic suggestions. http://bit.ly/82N9a4

03:52:45 I think its time for a new TransAlchemy video. OPen for topic suggestions.

05:31:28 The Singularity cast a shadow of fact on that which was considered fiction.

05:31:33 God created the creation to create the creator that will create creation.

19:23:10 Artistically my only desire is to alter your current state of consciousness,

Saturday, 23rd  of January.

06:52:36 On January 23, 2010 there are only 1093 potentially hazardous asteroids that we know of...

07:27:16 The birth of the new sun will scorch that which is weak and outdated. To a new life cycle, a cycle

that will forever change us.

15:29:10 The real Frankenstein experiment: One man's mission to create a living mind inside a machine |

Mail Online http://bit.ly/537swI

15:41:37 @bengoertzel come back ben!!! :D

16:37:00 I uploaded a YouTube video -- Transcending the Universe http://youtu.be/0L48QUJ9lM4?a

16:37:37 All it needs is a rainbow... and happiness explosion can commence.

16:52:57 I fight the pain with art... If you are busy you can't think about what aches you.

17:52:18 Google’s Founders File to Sell 5 Million Shares Each (Update1) - BusinessWeek 

http://bit.ly/8YCkrF

20:20:16 We share our lives path with each other not to reconnect but to reunite the manifestations of one

being.

20:46:00 add me to facebook this is where I can express better facebook.com/wizardry

Sunday, 24th  of January.

05:36:28 The First Tweet From Space and Other Twitter Firsts - PC World http://bit.ly/5cFIAF

12:32:55 I want to have lunch in the city today

12:55:21 Steve Ballmer's shocking autograph of MacBook Pro caught on video -- Engadget 

http://bit.ly/5VAJys

13:01:43 I'm so overdue to go to Miami...

14:01:19 feeling intellectually anemic I need a new hobby or a new challenge I don't know something not

right
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14:05:41 The Brooklyn Brainery - Time Out New York http://bit.ly/8OGs7H

16:08:43 I have a problem that is not quantifiable, and not easily solved  to fix me would require to

change my neural chemistry. :-(

17:04:37 Regional evolution for the win http://bit.ly/4wcPUk

19:48:25 Dreaming of a world I can call my own.

22:29:28 If you wish to conspire with me, you have not be scared of sounding crazy...

22:43:30 'Google' Brand Toilet Paper Found In Vietnam (PHOTOS) http://bit.ly/6Y8PON

23:42:09 New blog post: Can You Hear Me Now? Brain to Brain thought communication 

http://bit.ly/4r7oCo

23:45:47 http://bit.ly/4JplAL

Monday, 25th  of January.

00:45:11 @ddrrnt My dreams are illegal

01:02:43 I miss you twitterverse... yet Im finding facebook more compelling right now.

01:05:49 This twit is a shadow of a thought I had not a thought I am having.

03:55:37 New blog post: Virtual Reality Sex Crimes http://bit.ly/6Mfmk9

03:57:13 http://bit.ly/7HzEf5

09:45:59 just watched all 3 parts of the Postgenderism series -- "fucking" amazing thank you 

http://bit.ly/8Jc54F

12:04:14 New blog post: The Alchemical Transcendence of the Universe http://bit.ly/62C8gc

12:30:50 Colliding Particles Can Make Black Holes -- Cho 2010 (122): 1 -- ScienceNOW 

http://bit.ly/7AvlYP

12:58:18 wow Im really in the mood to write today.

15:58:14 Tweaking TransAlchemy.com adding new features

17:35:01 http://bit.ly/8Z6LXS

18:14:56 @aazzure  Glad to hear ....

18:20:40 @aazzure Yah I know ... I used to have a fear of sharing my thoughts, but I that fear is dying.

19:02:02 So it turns out that I have to move tomorrow not even even a place to go.. This is going to be

interesting :-(

19:53:25 Im pretty sad right now... not sure what to do...

19:56:06 Techanically as of tomorow I am homeless not sure what that means can sleep in my car and

have my laptop, that as much as I have figured out

20:11:37 In other news Ihave tweaked transalchemy quite a bit today... to bad my family thinks is all

nonsense :-(

Tuesday, 26th  of January.

10:17:03 wow I feel dizzy

10:27:59 I woke up this morning and the readership is off the charts, new all time high... What did I do...?

10:46:56 @NavyAlways I'm honestly scared to at times....
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11:18:11 I'm an interdimesional being trapped in your universe.

11:59:08 My Ai programmer friends are insane... Ahhh I feel at home

12:08:35 If the human race literally is the first species to create Ai then we could literally take over the

universe

12:13:14 @cole_tucker well if any species other than us reaches Ai first than yes we will always be

slaves.

15:05:41 New blog post: A Potential Cure for Parkinson's Disease? http://bit.ly/9W1uqW

20:45:52 Im still laughing at the upcoming extinction of the human race....

21:51:15 I thought about you today

Wednesday, 27th  of January.

03:09:51 What day is it, and does it matter?

04:00:22 Whether you believe in the singularity or not it will effect your life...

04:02:28 @krystinascott It's all a blur for me too, when did today become  tomorrow, and more

importantly what did I do yesterday.

04:37:24 Modern man must descend the spiral of his own absurdity to the lowest point; only then can he

look beyond it. ~ Vaclav Have

04:48:39 Life is about to kick it into turbo.

07:11:06 Not sure how long I slept 6-7 hours I think it's all a blur. need to get away from computer

07:56:24 Life is too short for social interactions. http://bit.ly/aUxXdf

08:57:25 OF MICE AND MITOCHONDRIA... APPLYING AI TO BIOINFORMATICS TO CURE DISEASE -

INTERVIEW WITH BEN GOERTZEL  http://bit.ly/aINCWf

09:07:38 Isaac Newton's occult studies - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia http://bit.ly/befcSi

09:32:41 http://bit.ly/bapYEJ

09:33:11 http://bit.ly/9m6prm

09:42:48 New blog post: A collection of Ben Goertzel Quotes http://bit.ly/973RbP

09:43:13 strange musings http://bit.ly/aov3cp

09:45:04 @KateSherrod Kate you look like you're hitting a bong in that pic. I had to zoom in to make

sure... lol

09:51:20 FaderTouch creates custom trippy visuals for your own private club, opium den (video) --

Engadget http://bit.ly/9vSl2Q

10:02:39 http://bit.ly/aGBoSF

Thursday, 28th  of January.

13:26:08 Slowly building interest in the upcoming TransAlchemy book... A Synergy of Science religion

technology , and magick is what TransAlchemy is

Friday, 29th  of January.

01:20:18 Seek knowledge for life!
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02:28:02 what do you say to a large portion of humanity that no longer wishes to be human?

02:34:27 Are you ready to die for your individuality?

02:37:04 Remaining human is going to turn into a death cult, as you will die by keeping your humanity!

12:51:05 Leaving twitter to focus on reseach.  uninstalling tweetdeck now.

22:27:17 New blog post: The Magical Apple of Technological knowledge http://bit.ly/9eGz6Q

22:33:51 http://bit.ly/9HjjnE

23:50:10 I miss you twitterverse, trying so hard to stay away.  Im rebooting my mind, clearing out some

viruses

Saturday, 30th  of January.

00:23:17 Scientists use nanotechnology to try building computers modeled after the brain 

http://bit.ly/bcQv4c

00:30:35 Senate Bill Would Establish Nanotechnology Program Within FDA | Food Safety Compliance 

http://bit.ly/azihl3

11:59:34 RT @KatharineGent  Art is the only way to run away without leaving home. - Twyla Tharp

13:25:44 It is always darkest before dawn, as luna and sol conspire to create the next day.

16:55:35 The singularity will turn of sci-fi/fantasy into science fact and the new fantasy will be the

creations of our creations. ;-)

18:22:54 Honda - The Power of Dreams - Dream The Impossible - Documentary Series 

http://bit.ly/azhfho

21:05:36 List of unsolved problems in physics - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia http://bit.ly/9QgGxg

Sunday, 31st  of January.

12:15:01 A man that sees the future has no future.

13:19:28 Ghost of singularity past

14:19:36 Assembling a team of programmers artist and writers, making something really special.
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February

Tuesday, 2nd  of February.

07:52:51 My new thought virus is Too-Ai ;-)

20:33:43 New blog post: True Health and Life Extension http://bit.ly/brWD0g

Wednesday, 3rd  of February.

02:36:30 I'm only slowing down to take it all in. Forging all my thoughts into a collective whole before

adding more thoughts.

02:39:16 For the last couple days I have been designing something in my mind, must capture it in my

mind before I can externalize it.

02:43:34 This is what you can say is how my mind recedes prior to a creativity explosion.

04:49:55 Say more today by saying less.

11:42:26 On a mission to check all the 4011 unread email msg in my inbox.

12:03:10 THis is my new goal Inbox Zero http://bit.ly/dtBMk7

Thursday, 4th  of February.

01:15:13 Cosmism the Artilect (Ai) Religion - Humanity  Fora http://bit.ly/9XHvGK

02:41:57 Follow the Cosmism the Artilect (Ai) Religion debate http://bit.ly/dh3M8k

02:48:11 Is Sousveillance the Best Path to Ethical AGI? on Vimeo http://bit.ly/9VTq3p

03:25:55 writing some late night poetry.

03:44:10 Two girls, One-up http://bit.ly/aTcTeG

04:10:15 Godsbot - Spreading the Word - The Artificial Intelligence that Talks to People About God 

http://bit.ly/aTrTWi

09:46:09 Dreaming was heavy on Ai elements! Diving back in

15:17:14 I have finally stabilized my consciousness in this this dimension, i.e (Im awake now)

17:42:32 (All-seeing Ai alert)In wake of hack, Google negotiating cooperation with the NSA 

http://bit.ly/aKtOgR

18:17:38 @allseeingai more importantly who will give me therapy as im a node in the collective seed of

it's unconscious mind

18:37:50 I uploaded a YouTube video -- alien minds http://youtu.be/aZnn43-MFz8?a

19:32:06 @allseeingai this is true!

19:58:24 NeurOSelf Implant: Operator's Manual - Humanity  Fora http://bit.ly/dvU33W

22:46:32 New blog post: Don't Be Evil Till you Own the Internet http://bit.ly/dxqW21

22:51:38 http://bit.ly/boST6O
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Friday, 5th  of February.

00:42:59 Sousveillance and Artificial General Intelligence http://bit.ly/cSzlsE

00:56:21 @OpenJonathan Quitting your job on twitter for the win! loving it

01:05:53 DARPA-based Siri virtual assistant hits the App Store, smartphone sentience can't be far behind

(video) -- Engadget http://bit.ly/ac1wpU

01:06:45 DARPA job posting talks of developing an autonomous, grenade-wielding robot -- Engadget 

http://bit.ly/9ouBtY

01:48:10 @TransAlchemy2 500k twits on the horizon... pets my bot!

02:03:32 This is there response to our video Dialogue on Postgenderism http://bit.ly/aIB2QD

03:23:58 SexBots poll http://alturl.com/rr5o

03:50:09 US confirms Barack Obama will meet Dalai Lama - Telegraph http://bit.ly/bpSWXN Love the

picture! "Enlighten"

04:52:14 Corporation Says It Will Run for Congress - Economix Blog - NYTimes.com http://bit.ly/cJJcd6

04:56:03 Blogger's Dilemma http://bit.ly/cifSUQ

08:37:56 At the edge of an interesting adventure.

08:39:32 It's called chasing the dream

10:38:10 I'm re-living 2001

14:12:05 New blog post: The Alchemical Transcendence of the Universe http://bit.ly/a6Dwa1

Saturday, 6th  of February.

05:01:33 YouTube - NSA and Google are partnering up http://bit.ly/aUMifN

14:13:42 going sledding now... most snow I have ever seen in my life

15:42:49 Collecting the necessary material to embark on building an igloo with @sseehh

21:04:12 Scientists discover dinosaur's true colors | Cutting Edge - CNET News http://bit.ly/bhgImu

Sunday, 7th  of February.

03:53:33 Im not sure I like the concept of cloud computing anymore, all my data in the cloud? Hmmm

doubt it!

11:58:16 @DestroyVerichip AGI would handle all the data in the cloud, and there lies the problem. ;-)

19:02:09 Alien Neural Interfaces  http://bit.ly/apicta

19:48:14 WikiReader | Home http://bit.ly/a9Bze0

21:00:58 NSA Declassified UFO Documents  http://bit.ly/aIXwQF

Monday, 8th  of February.

02:24:55 WoW.HA.sick. Blippy / What are your friends buying? http://bit.ly/a5zKAf

Tuesday, 9th  of February.
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02:20:47 | Evariware http://bit.ly/dxllXc

08:47:31 (How may we help you video) Contact | Evariware http://bit.ly/bdzjpk

Wednesday, 10th  of February.

14:04:10 Time to build a new Lab...

14:31:37 I'm getting a lot of work done,at the cost of not talking to you :(

16:46:55 I know too many beautiful girls on twitter, this is torture...

18:59:10 Math Rocks! http://bit.ly/9d1PXa

20:57:46 First company to reach Ai can take down google.

23:45:22 PolarPlot[(1   0.9 Cos[8 t]) (1   0.1 Cos[24 t]) (0.9   0.1 Cos[200 t]) (12  Sin[t]), {t, -Pi, Pi}] -

Wolfram|Alpha http://bit.ly/aQAdlu

Thursday, 11th  of February.

02:31:19 Quantum mysticism - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia http://bit.ly/cipV6s

04:06:37 I Need Help Posting an Ad on Criagslist http://bit.ly/cdQIKS (oddly enough this is an ad on

craiglist. LOL

05:25:58 Hacker needed (nothing illegal) http://bit.ly/c7RMUN~~~ LOL

14:55:46 Only rule for the day is... Be creative.  Try something New

17:18:07 I want to go beyond the edge of the universe.

18:52:48 Should Ai corporations be allowed to run themselves?

Friday, 12th  of February.

03:26:05 The Data Liberation Front (A How to move your data out of google guide by google.) 

http://bit.ly/bS82I1

22:14:15 RT@sseehh @bengoertzel Seeking #investors who want to spend $75K to speed up

development of a "#semantic story" network   @ferrouswheel

22:23:46 something is a foot

22:35:27 Lost wondering what to do next

Saturday, 13th  of February.

01:31:48 New blog post: Video Response to Postgenderism http://bit.ly/aIvSc2

02:30:10 Im letting the days blur at this point.. In hopes that my thoughts will focus more as I let

everything else become secondary

02:34:41 @aazzure I don't know something different. No motivation to talk to people right now

02:41:20 Im making progress on all fronts of my life but the one that I wish to improve keeps dragging...

Arghhhh going to brute force attack this

04:47:59 Looking for new ways to seed my thoughts into the collective whole of the internet.

05:12:32 This is now turning into a numbers game.
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06:14:41 New Goal One article and one art video per day till I burn out. most vids will be posted on 

facebook.com/transalchemy

14:08:39 Computer Engineer Barbie shows she is more than just a pretty face - Pocket-lint 

http://bit.ly/a0Nzfh

15:17:59 Dreaming about someone that does not even exist...

15:18:54 @Laroquod I do place some of the videos on youtube, I guess I try to balance what network

gets what content...

16:28:31 @joshmaurice Man I feel your pain... IN the same situation... :(

17:30:30 :*( symphony the dream   http://bit.ly/cyCeVj

18:40:42 Attack of the Killer cupcakes!

19:49:10 I learned it from watching you dad!

21:42:10 Anybody willing to smuggle some data into china?  will pay fees ;-)

21:51:57 New video art  "Love" http://bit.ly/b8SHzb

Sunday, 14th  of February.

03:37:54 How many oranges does it take to charge an Apple? (video) -- Engadget http://bit.ly/ddx5N6

05:48:22 YouTube - Ufo Massive Lenticular Gamma Cloud Cloaked with Sun inside - Indonesia 

http://bit.ly/9HE2qT

06:28:24 1981 Early Computer Graphics http://bit.ly/bS6GDj

Monday, 15th  of February.

04:34:59 I can't sleep...

09:18:50 Feels great to be back on track with the sun!...

09:35:38 Reign of the Fallen http://bit.ly/asUDVN

09:45:54 YouTube - Know your dope fiend (Made with Reason 4.0) http://bit.ly/dua7A7

10:00:39 What should I do today? torn!

11:18:40 Old fashioned assimilation  (Not safe for work) http://bit.ly/cWaCms

12:21:31 wonders how long before information becomes the most widely traded form of money

18:32:05 with everything on the table, all I managed to get done today was sleep!!

20:03:09 I think I know what this year is all about for me, Leveling up ;-)

20:49:45 Learning new video tools.. New stuff shortly

20:52:01 My new art direction is     Information=Energy

Tuesday, 16th  of February.

01:46:14 Im releasing a sleuth of video art across all my channels..

01:50:07 virtual me http://bit.ly/bTmOGY

01:58:10 futurist video art  http://bit.ly/crRUCO
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03:42:43 I uploaded a YouTube video -- brain sync http://youtu.be/7tXMZsCLMko?a

03:52:18 I uploaded a YouTube video -- futurist http://youtu.be/fSaak0Gmn98?a

10:03:55 Singularity Brain (video Art) http://bit.ly/cpYz66

14:10:56 New blog post: 2010: A Real Life Sequel (video) http://bit.ly/a1S4E9

15:15:39 2010 - A Real Life Sequel http://bit.ly/bJ4NEo

15:29:22 http://bit.ly/d6UJ7F

15:51:36 @sseehh Told me to imagine a giant fetus raping a woman! IM, like dude that's unlikely for a

fetus, then he reminded me it was a giant fetus

16:13:55 The singularity of Software and Art -  http://bit.ly/c3aOD6

16:36:26 The secret to dating multiple girlfriends http://bit.ly/biC5YA

19:02:37 Google "Buzz" the birds and the bees, cmon tell me you see it.. ahh nevermind 

http://tinyurl.com/yfwqgrg

19:12:21 Not sure what is the next best course of action, may need to consult the machine elves for

guidance.

19:55:51 The 'Intercloud' and the Future of Computing - Vint Cerf http://bit.ly/c60WRv

19:57:34 Planetary Skin Institute - Global Surveillance Infrastructure http://bit.ly/bmee0i

20:24:47 @ferrouswheel google apps is slowly dropping support for other browser other than chrome. It's

a race to control the internet

20:29:04 going through a creativity explosion, just want to make art all day! :D

22:18:59 I uploaded a YouTube video -- heaven 2 http://youtu.be/EqbkTE_pbK0?a

23:06:57 Someone sent me this msg "be honest... are you under the influence of any mind altering

substances when you make these videos?"

23:07:42 The truth is.... No not really

23:08:44 YOu can say that im buffering out all my experiences I've had now.. :D

23:11:25 The video art piece that people claim had to be produced on the influence of drugs  

http://bit.ly/93H4Q0 LMAO I know its trippy

23:58:12 http://bit.ly/awcgPX

Wednesday, 17th  of February.

00:18:58 Art is the gateway to the interior world we left behind as children #Imagination.

01:41:57 New Blog Post:  Heaven 2.0 on Earth http://bit.ly/bKDYgh

03:45:28 Video Art seek truth http://bit.ly/b22peh

03:54:45 Ps.. you really need to watch it in 1080P seek truth http://bit.ly/b22peh

06:20:30 At this point I no longer see my work as art but rather what I'm doing is casting digital spells. A

creator of mind bending illusions :P

23:11:47 RT @bengoertzel: at least it doesn't say "No killing 6AM -9PM, except Sundays and holidays"

;-D ;=p  http://tweetphoto.com/11706787

23:13:04 @aazzure ok!
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Thursday, 18th  of February.

06:06:40 Life is becoming increasingly illusionary, soon the question "is this real" will have no practical

answer.

06:13:33 @ashalynd This is very true, so I guess the point I'm making is that if you still consider "this"

real, well that will soon change

07:28:25 @ashalynd  agreed.... as this conversation is half real and half not

07:41:01 Masters Of The Universe   The Cosmic Key Prop http://bit.ly/d1KTcb

07:48:50 Computing with DMT beings:  Marko Rodriguez PhD: Computer Scientist http://bit.ly/dv20EZ

08:23:51 BBC News - PleaseRobMe website reveals dangers of social networks http://bit.ly/a6f5Uf

09:32:20 New blog post: Heaven 2.0 on Earth http://bit.ly/dpp2ib

10:12:46 All Seeing-Ai Alert School used student laptop webcams to spy on them at school and home 

http://bit.ly/autDHS

10:14:46 My onboard web cam on my laptop is now sporting a piece of tape!

10:16:55 The best approach to using a computer these days is to assume that everything you do and or

say in and around computers is being recorded

10:42:37 New blog post: AI+ The Generally Narrow Approach to Intelligence http://bit.ly/a9JgRO

10:46:20 http://www.transalchemy.com/2010/02/ai-generally-narrow-approach-to.html http://bit.ly/cBNTtV

10:46:40 http://bit.ly/aD523x

12:13:31 working on an internet privacy video...

12:42:25 @bengoertzel If nothing is true then surely nothing is false, only then is everything permitted.

12:47:51 @bengoertzel I believe your true statements are all false representations of statements once

believed to true

12:48:15 @PatParslow false!

12:51:15 The absolute Truth may lie in knowing that there exist no truth.

Saturday, 20th  of February.

08:55:31 Bill Gates on energy: Innovating to zero! | Video on TED.com http://bit.ly/cdunLj

10:51:50 The Internet will make you smarter, say experts | Reuters http://bit.ly/cGd4kz

11:41:37 Today's mantra: Keep all options open

Sunday, 21st  of February.

15:47:37 Video Daily: FBI opens investigation into school webcam spying suit http://bit.ly/c5vWb4

15:47:37 Video Daily: FBI opens investigation into school webcam spying suit http://bit.ly/c5vWb4

18:11:15 Prepping tons new content for this week...

Monday, 22nd  of February.

08:46:04 Good morning twitterverse, I will attempt to minimize my privacy in an effort to give you updates

:P
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18:00:25 Sugar is a drug I'm not ready to say goodbye too.

18:06:18 @Neocount It's hold on me is so strong that I'm also scared of quitting.  Sugar is evil!

18:10:11 @Neocount I miss our mini chats too my friend, been over here dueling with the creativity

monster, inventing new thoughts forms

18:33:26 @Neocount Not new but rather reinventing forms back into (current reality) lol... :P

18:35:54 New blog post: TransAlchemy Interviews Dr. Pei Wang http://bit.ly/cDR73e

18:37:43 @Neocount The definition of philosophy should be up for philosophical debate :P

19:03:38 http://bit.ly/ctY1EB

21:00:10 I uploaded a YouTube video -- wang2 http://youtu.be/CbqLHhXMLSY?a

22:10:35 My blueprint to the future~ It was given to me by machine elves  

http://tweetphoto.com/12236782

22:13:39 YouTube - CritterGod Demo: Retina and EEG Panels http://bit.ly/bpyf8F

23:19:49 Hard at work with new content.

Tuesday, 23rd  of February.

02:27:04 All data going into your nervous system influences and or changes your mind, thus our entire

universe is just a another form of mind control

02:28:12 The question is not, "what is mind control?" but rather what is not mind control.

03:16:22 @silentinfinite More reason why we need Ai to tweet on our behalf, lol jk :P

09:55:20 FYI I'm not in new york, I'm in pittsburg PA now

10:20:44 Attempting to figure what is the best use of my time, taking in consideration my own selfish

wants and desires.

10:34:19 Since I don't believe in freewill tell me what I should do today #twitterwill

10:55:53 Im having a hard time believing in anything, as all my thoughts could be subject to mind control

12:07:07 This sentence is a form of mind control.

12:37:29 New blog post: Unplug the Signal Campaign (turn of the television) http://bit.ly/cEyhUC

13:04:35 @CynthiaBuroughs Cookies! Nom nom nom nom

22:19:32 http://bit.ly/9QtSi2

23:24:45 a mostly internetless day!! yeah this was fun!

Wednesday, 24th  of February.

09:02:34 AFP: US would lose cyberwar: former intel chief http://bit.ly/akKux0

14:13:47 any web designers willing to help us out with a site redesign.

15:21:27 Alternate “life” styles: scientists predict the possibility of a Shadow Biosphere | The Biology Blog 

http://bit.ly/bzKYxc

15:24:19 trend spotting is going to be very difficult as we spider out into all directions, yet they may arise

paradigms worth looking into

16:04:31 YOu know you talk to a weird bunch when they start speculating if you are a CIA agent!  guys

we've been through this. Im not an agent  ;-)
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17:27:43 Royal astronomer: 'Aliens may be staring us in the face' - Telegraph http://bit.ly/ayCiDa

Thursday, 25th  of February.

12:14:22 There's nothing like waking up at noon on your birthday.

12:46:52 What stange new thoughts you have, the better to confuse you my dear.

13:01:38 If a man hasn't discovered something that he will die for, he isn't fit to live."Martin Luther King Jr.

15:26:10 My best bud got me an hot naked girl to dance for me, best present thus far.

15:47:22 ok time to focus, ahhh where was I ... ohhhh yeah !!!

18:25:01 Hanging out with @sseehh  and friends, fun times

20:59:50 I feel so non local.

21:04:12 The universe is my playground.

21:10:20 Suddenly excited over galactic synchronization

21:11:05 The thought of being one year away from the universal cycle excites me.

21:45:55 What becomes of your reality when you are switching back and forth from virtuarl and real?

21:47:48 YOu will live in metareatility.

Friday, 26th  of February.

10:48:04 Fuse Factory Electrochoc http://bit.ly/bzhaq3 I like the effects in this video.

12:23:50 72 more hours of solar activity and february will mark the first month in 3 years withought a

blank day wow.

12:43:31 thought-police http://bit.ly/b1jkba

12:46:48 while artistic a bit over the top? http://bit.ly/bLR0OM

16:53:18 Video of the Day... Digital art at it's best! Frameranger by CNCD Fairlight Orange 

http://bit.ly/cI6OLq

17:37:47 2d meets 3d wow. All the demoscene on a web TV ! - Media Error http://bit.ly/d2qYuH

Saturday, 27th  of February.

08:58:15 My dreams are pixelated.

09:39:53 Microsoft Takes Down Whistleblower Site, Read the Secret Doc Here | Threat Level |

Wired.com http://bit.ly/briVqD

10:06:14 Twitpay  http://bit.ly/dp0NFM

12:35:19 scyphozoa http://bit.ly/d2qYuH

20:00:29 Visual art merger with @sseehh @Malakh7 ... testing... http://tweetphoto.com/12752464

20:55:40 Using this network to make video art live  with friends and you... http://bit.ly/cicSKh

22:57:24 project video update... the interface is in place now to flow from clip to clip.  

http://tweetphoto.com/12772941

23:05:25 HD pic of new project http://tweetphoto.com/12773867
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Sunday, 28th  of February.

12:53:16 Nice work by @Malakh7  TransAlchemy Loading Demo - TransAlchemy http://bit.ly/cddbB7

12:54:11 http://bit.ly/9cG7T0

15:25:00 Underage Workers May Have Built Your iPhone - PCWorld http://bit.ly/9Wcl62 little kid hands

are the next best thing to robotic hands

16:07:33 interested in finding other artist that wish to make one giant video piece

16:28:09 @ChaSchva art and informative.

18:38:34 @aazzure nope what is that?

18:38:57 @PatParslow what amazing human encounter are you having today?

18:44:54 I can make custom video logos if anyone is needing one for there youtube account

19:23:50 grinding.be » Blog Archive » Bruce Sterling defines Atemporality at Transmediale 

http://bit.ly/9RiM8I

23:46:58 New blog post: TransAlchemy open source Art http://bit.ly/9Ff6sH

23:53:35 http://bit.ly/atWrNa
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March

Monday, 1st  of March.

14:05:51 the evolution of apple products  http://bit.ly/bl6DnI

14:49:05 I uploaded a YouTube video -- TransAlchemy Interviews Dr. Pei Wang 

http://youtu.be/Adq1KKcIElA?a

15:55:25 I uploaded a YouTube video -- TransAlchemy Interviews Dr. Pei Wang part 2 

http://youtu.be/CbqLHhXMLSY?a

Tuesday, 2nd  of March.

01:42:16 spending most of my time doing visual research, I want to push the envelop of our visual look.

02:09:44 Seeking out a techy tent city

03:26:01 odwaga jest bardzo potrzebna, aby pokazać wszystkie moje podróże

13:11:17 I once believed that all I needed was the internet and time, now all i need is more time ;-)

14:30:21 video experimenting with 3d graphics  A new dimension http://bit.ly/ck1aT2

14:40:55 Skinput: because touchscreens never felt right anyway (video) -- Engadget http://bit.ly/bJYHlw

16:50:13 Need some brainstorming ideas for methods to bring attention to futurism

16:56:12 @Laroquod  its not a computer interface yet ;-)

21:12:18 Met the first person in real life that already knew me as transalchemy, that kinda threw me off

gaurd. :D

Thursday, 4th  of March.

02:42:31 Ink http://bit.ly/9RLOVA

15:12:19 100 million dollar art? http://bit.ly/9rmYM5

20:48:01 make me laugh Go ahead I dare You,  my Voicemail (305) 735-9490

23:11:22 Federal agencies may expand internet monitoring to beef up cybersecurity | Raw Story 

http://bit.ly/bsuX7B

23:23:59 The Implications of the Law of Accelerating Returns for the Search for ETI  : Ray Kurzweil 

http://bit.ly/bUqVH6

Friday, 5th  of March.

15:40:10 Dreaming every day is starting to feel like Im living a double life.

Saturday, 6th  of March.

00:42:54 YouTube - NASA's Alien Anomalies caught on film - A compilation of stunning UFO footage

from NASA's archives http://bit.ly/bmQVxH
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13:27:35 Pictures And Details Of The Microsoft Courier Journal Surface http://bit.ly/aKOIn1

Sunday, 7th  of March.

00:45:55 If you think you are ready to look in the mirror then go ahead http://bit.ly/cP22OS

00:48:21 I was reminded of things I wanted to forget today

14:22:32 Cat Possessed With Demons on Yahoo! Video http://bit.ly/aPxGaw

14:29:19 creepy Facebook  profile| Ijust Wanna Look http://bit.ly/ct3uSj

23:25:52 REGEN http://bit.ly/cpzEdh

Monday, 8th  of March.

11:02:51 What Would You Do With 48 Cores? | AMD at Work http://bit.ly/d0ew7y

13:24:00 Project89.org ~ Brought to you in part by World Domination Inc. ~ Because We Care 

http://bit.ly/bDY3Di

22:32:35 @PsycheDiver olive oil, ewww...

Tuesday, 9th  of March.

00:00:46 Technology: What's Next with the Internet? Vint Cerf Looks Ahead - Watch the full episode now.

http://bit.ly/cPrLN1

17:49:49 Like the sun, Im in a dormant state, planning and plotting.

17:59:08 It appears that altered states of consciousness will grow in importance as we begin to learn the

mechanics of alien minds.

19:13:16 New blog post: Transhumanism vs. Libertarianism http://bit.ly/cROdht

20:19:45 New blog post: The Alien Minds Behind the Singularity http://bit.ly/cWAbNc

20:23:00 http://bit.ly/dzpEtR

21:52:33 Upgrading the Internet http://bit.ly/d3Sy1x

Wednesday, 10th  of March.

00:33:45 Hulu - Movie Trailers: Tron: Legacy http://bit.ly/avTtD4

15:29:55 Intel shows first six-core desktop processor http://bit.ly/bSgWDe

17:32:26 nice dance loop :D  http://bit.ly/bUZ0vR

18:18:37 Hey plants need to be walked to! http://bit.ly/bRPytH

21:46:51 Love at first sight http://bit.ly/bEl5mS

21:50:31 just so we are clear! http://bit.ly/cPfroD

23:26:56 Geordi La Forge Has 99 Problems – Geekstir http://bit.ly/aP56Hy

Thursday, 11th  of March.
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15:45:48 The wii emulator on my computer is slow :(

16:21:06 The problems  with problems is that we expect problems to be problems.

Friday, 12th  of March.

12:55:45 New blog post: The Alien Minds Behind the Singularity http://bit.ly/cWAbNc

17:03:51 New blog post:  TransAlchemy: Lady Gaga: God or Goddess of Popular Culture? 

http://bit.ly/aQS3aT

19:07:01 Wii gaming on my pc!

Saturday, 13th  of March.

19:59:30 Hexapodmeisterschaft http://bit.ly/bmtTGq

23:17:52 New blog post: The NanoMachine DemoScene and NanoGraffiti http://bit.ly/bxjp0A

Sunday, 14th  of March.

15:35:53 A droid's one wish http://bit.ly/9PQJo1

23:26:32 Fake wars! Nation Of Georgia Goes Nuts After TV Network Shows Hoax About Russian

Invasion http://bit.ly/aPCN8U

Wednesday, 17th  of March.

15:36:13 New blog post: Agenda 21 and consolidating international "human resources" 

http://bit.ly/aoTume

21:24:47 http://bit.ly/cGrvD1

Thursday, 18th  of March.

14:12:04 New blog post: Alex Jones and Alan Watt discuss the Real Life Matrix http://bit.ly/anJRYx

Sunday, 21st  of March.

13:02:49 "Youth is the flame that ignites the future. Power is merely polish on blunted blades." ~Master

porthos fitz`Empress, The Fragile Path

14:03:10 Been away from the interwebs as I attempt to make sense of my experiences

15:03:28 We are in the beginning of a major revolution...The whole way we see nature will be changed.

— Joseph Ford, physicist

15:13:11 Not sure if this is a simulated game or not.

16:05:57 Repeat after me, "This is just a game".

19:22:02 Making them real scares me RT @mgua: We are given dreams so that we can grab them in the

morning, and make them real. - Antonio Pignedoli

19:42:03 The King of Love is a Deadman http://bit.ly/cQYZml
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Monday, 22nd  of March.

12:45:41 Nanotech cancer treatment shown to work in humans – Paging Dr. Gupta - CNN.com Blogs 

http://bit.ly/dkh2mU

15:39:18 car is once again operational, will venture out with my laptop later

Tuesday, 23rd  of March.

00:20:07 Im over thinking what to twit lately why not sure.

00:24:32 I've noticed that the universe has been trying to rattle me up, yet nothing that occurs seems to

really bother me.

00:31:57 Being a Pisces I can become really detached from this reality.  Only in my sleep do I feel

somewhat as If I belong.

00:32:56 Something is making really uneasy lately.

01:28:09 It's easy, simply don't think about it.

02:54:33 Patterns on top of patterns, what you are is a pattern of patterns.

03:07:46 Going to sleep now, (aka) visit the dream eaters and plea for my dreams to be devoured. 

(munch)

Wednesday, 24th  of March.

02:24:46 Russian Cows Watch Samsung LED TV While You're Stuck With Your 32-Inch Coby - Russian

cows led tvs - Gizmodo http://bit.ly/9RmdV7

18:45:52 New Site Redesign http://bit.ly/ZNt9J

Thursday, 25th  of March.

11:54:28 I made a new friend yesterday, her name is willow.

20:48:28 Unreality - The Most Badass Alphabet Ever | http://bit.ly/cNYFXm

Friday, 26th  of March.

12:46:50 77 ways to say No to weed http://bit.ly/9f53IE

13:03:21 Text 2.0: Eye-Tracking Tablets See Where You're Looking (VIDEO) http://huff.to/bR7Zjd

17:07:09 New blog post: Virtual Game Reality- The Next Generation http://bit.ly/cMD3Gs

17:23:22 http://bit.ly/ahyzD4

20:08:25 Living in a world filled with spies!

20:10:51 @KateSherrod lol http://bit.ly/bQ6GNW

20:25:18 A Cyborg Sphinx | Pop Transhumanism http://bit.ly/9fbdyl

21:46:21 tweaking the new blog layout

23:32:55 Considering creating a news section simply for links worth looking at
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23:47:26 Rolling out a news section http://bit.ly/dAvhHU all the news articles I twit out minus the jib jab of

my lip  (lol)

Saturday, 27th  of March.

04:28:15 You're Sleeping! ~such a human thing to do.

19:13:13 Spending a great deal of time writing again.  What a hell of a hiccup the last couple of months

have been.

22:25:29 New blog post: digital renaissance http://bit.ly/auI056

Sunday, 28th  of March.

00:21:14 New blog post: Transhumanism Themed Renaissance Alchemical Symbolism in Gaming 

http://bit.ly/bCH0Pe

00:43:00 http://bit.ly/brRavP

03:45:23 All I need now is a flash banner, this will be my project for tomorrow

05:03:14 I've hidden msgs through out the new site ... have fun :-D

16:17:49 Attempt not to trust what you see or what you think you see.

16:40:29 @bengoertzel  There is a right and wrong decision, it's simple all the one's I make are wrong :P

17:18:56 If the game was easy you would have not signed up for this, thats the latest statements I tell

myself to get through the day!

17:20:48 I would like to migrate over to the universal computer now.

17:23:22 @aazzure By email do you mean prayers :P

19:06:29 Eyeball-Controlled Pong Could Be Breakthrough for Disabled Gamers - Research - Kotaku 

http://bit.ly/dD2oWS

19:31:32 We are working on some really Neat (Top-secret projects) if you wish to help visit

TransAlchemy: Donate http://bit.ly/9lZmac

19:42:00 Kurzweil states that it's all about timing, well I getting the feeling that the present is not the best

time to get into futurism :P

22:29:43 In a world of no absolutes, right and wrong is just a matter of perspective.

22:57:57 Video - Breaking News Videos from CNN.com - Immersed in Google Earth http://bit.ly/di4H5p

notice the 3d mouse they use

23:35:55 RT @TransAlchemy: From the perspective of an exponentially augmenting entity, the singularity

will never come.

23:49:41 What if we are biological robots created by higher forms of life

23:54:46 TransAlchemy: Virtual Reality Sex Crimes http://bit.ly/aZ8Lqw legacy popular post

Monday, 29th  of March.

00:25:35 Comments on What’s Wrong With Transhumanism? http://bit.ly/d8gd31

00:30:21 Im here to tell you not the future but rather my past

00:38:48 The Superstruct Game http://bit.ly/bIO9Fh
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00:53:28 everything feels god awfully slow!

01:34:34 YouTube - Man Faces Execution For Sorcery http://bit.ly/aw3LhT  :O

01:45:56 YouTube - Trans-Poetic Exchange: A Multimedia Poetry Show and Colloquium 

http://bit.ly/bPRsxX

01:56:02 I really really want to see this Scott Pilgrim vs. The World - Movie Trailers - iTunes 

http://bit.ly/bxhiYO

02:01:12 :( Breaking Upwards - Movie Trailers - iTunes http://bit.ly/9yv5yS

03:08:46 plotting a away  to put together a daily futurist show that is  entertaining

03:11:36 Im looking around at what others have and are doing. Im a bit camera shy so No video blogging

for me but maybe theres another approach here

03:14:27 Open narratives while purely scientific  and techy is not  the route I would Like to go.  It has to

be fun funny with a dash of learning

03:19:38 The Goal is to make one video per day. mon-fri

03:25:28 BBC News - University of Reading plans to cut 37 jobs http://bit.ly/9qMfei ME: too bad for the

cyborgs

04:04:58 What futurist from the past thought computers would look like. Mother Brain - Retromodo -

Gizmodo http://bit.ly/dqVWXv

04:26:52 NOthing is written in stone!

04:29:04 OH oh  Im thinking outloud on twitter again. This only leads to trouble...

04:40:41 YouTube - Holographic TV http://bit.ly/bHl1Ku

05:11:46 I fell like Ive seen the 4 corners of the internet tonight should be heading to bed now

05:47:50 New blog post: testing stuff http://bit.ly/crLb3P

07:05:27 Amputees could feel artificial limb if put in the virtual world - Health - Health

07:42:17 aboout to crash and burn

07:52:55 This is an odd observation about myself, I dont like to be signed on to facebook and talk to

people live, would prefer you left a msg!

07:56:52 I think I forgot to do something last night yet I cant remember what it was... I know it was

important... Ohhh yes  I remmeber now SLEEP!

08:05:00 Not sure why but ieet.org is censoring my comments. while you  do have the right to do that if I

was being a jerk, but that is not the case

08:06:23 If you dont like my nonsense thats fine but im not spilling it on your site, dont be jerks and cut

my communication with all the writers

08:11:51 Im almost certain I left that molecular decompiler somewhere around here.

15:16:21 So it's confirmed Ieet.org is blocking our comments for some strange reason,  Was it that big of

a deal me commenting once a month or so

15:18:04 oddly enough this is giving me a reason to get or worked up... WTF really! HMmm ok wanna

play do ya...

15:20:52 I only comment on things that I found interesting, Ahhhhrgggg

15:26:15 Ok first things first! Im going to write the site admin a polite WTF letter! Before I get all chicken

little on them

15:37:51 Here is a copy of the email I just sent the site admin of IEET.org http://alturl.com/jzha again just

a simple polite "wtf dude"
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15:40:33 Don't they know I have minds to effect! jk :D

17:18:28 The best way forward is through innovation.

17:37:47 New blog post: Predictive Programming In Hollywood Movies (the Transhuman Agenda) 

http://bit.ly/ctKSTB

17:59:44 http://bit.ly/du8QNM

18:35:24 New blog post: Genetic Couples- Engineering Love http://bit.ly/9EEThs

18:39:17 http://bit.ly/az0g3b

18:56:51 @Soundlessdawn77 Good to see you have joined the twitterverse my friend... (it's carlos) I twit

on this account

19:03:32 6 Things Men Do To Get Laid That Science Says Turn Women Off | Cracked.com 

http://bit.ly/b9i4yg this is funny!

19:11:47 5 Incredibly Impractical Sexual Fetishes |  http://bit.ly/dmc5VY - Technosexualism is

19:17:13 Ieet.org censoring update! got an email back, here is  the low down! http://alturl.com/3icu

19:51:59 AskAdria.com live interesting girl doing a live techy show  http://bit.ly/c44W90

20:07:03 Bunnularity "going down the rabbit hole"  http://bit.ly/dCK6V3

21:44:26 Setup A Technorati account http://bit.ly/d3oegW

21:46:03 YOu know what, blogging encourages you to stay on your toes in internet technologies, well it

does me, as I explore more places on the net.

23:27:24 I just noticed the site has 420 articles in it... :D

Tuesday, 30th  of March.

00:50:44 A grand unified theory of AI http://bit.ly/bbalkK

01:11:25 I jut learned something about you, but Im not going to tell you so don't ask.

01:21:04 All these moments lost in time are like tears in the rain.

01:31:54 So enough I will just be but a relic of internet past

03:21:54 need sleep!

03:51:45 My FriendFeed is finally set up http://bit.ly/8ZrvY4

04:12:54 This is project "dark star" an attempt to find patterns in 300 years of solar activity 

http://bit.ly/9qNAvT (in progress)

04:14:41 70k days worth of data has been collected for this project

05:03:12 I need to clean up my writing across the board

05:12:00 I think it's great practice to continuously edit post,  my mind and fingers have yet to fully sync nor

... damn keyboards need new medium

05:30:02 Sometimes I wonder how much of my content will survive the singularity and venture out into the

cosmic internet

07:30:22 omg im chatting  with little wayne on chatroultte

09:29:11 Im not a complex person but it took the universe 13.7 billion years to make me.

09:41:06 we now have stable beams in the lhc, ok now to discover new physics to make our computers

faster :D
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12:21:27 New blog post: Beyond Human Documentary http://bit.ly/9poa5n

12:49:45 http://bit.ly/9U4yjz

12:59:08 T-shirt modded to let you know when you have new email http://bit.ly/bhu0CL

17:29:38 can we play that game that I love?

17:45:38 @Neocount Not many shows out there I would lose a part of my body for! :D

18:06:24 New Banner Up http://bit.ly/ZNt9J

18:46:35 @adriarichards: Will you be gathering your Internet friends for an online party as well?

18:54:41 I wonder if the "Gods" will "allow" the singularity to occur... Gods= postsingularity beings

18:56:23 Unless this entire planet existence is just that a type of cocoon, humanity as strong as it may

seem may be the larva form of something else

18:58:29 If thats the case then humans are as important to the overall process as the posthuman

outcome.Humans may remain relevant to the cosmos

19:06:03 Been "working" heavily the last couple of days!

19:34:08 I will now begin the process of releasing all source images in our productions for remixing.   First

up Postgenderism

19:48:55 We are turning 1 year old in april ~Wow reminds me the name "TransAlchemy" was a place

holder name till we found something better :D

19:52:10 I posted 169 photos on Facebook in the album "PostGenderism" http://bit.ly/cZaJoP

20:27:16 @XaBlake I make Transhumanism video art

22:58:33 Haptic Vest Lets You Feel Bullets and Knives In Video Games | Singularity Hub 

http://bit.ly/dbxUnb

23:18:44 "In the early days of the Web, it was said that Web pages were created on Macs and viewed on

PCs -- and served on Unix workstations."

23:22:48 Art meets Tech Four~ Letter Words http://bit.ly/95aR5Q

Wednesday, 31st  of March.

02:00:47 @silentinfinite Oddly enough I know what you mean about seeing some progress over the last

couple months of hacking away at the computer

02:17:46 How do I forward my twits into facebook?

03:42:15 late night is my lab time.. testing out widgets css html and hacks

04:31:21 Just finished rolling out a new comment system with facebook  twitter connects, and all new

features that I hope will encourage flame wars.

05:02:08 Contacted my ex  theological college professor ( Dr. Morton) about getting my baby back 

http://bit.ly/hQalt and telling her my adventures

05:15:05 With all this social connectivity going on I imagine a net age that requires only one global log in

information to all your fav sites.

06:22:07 Sleeping is hard when my mind is buzzing with what needs to be done next. 

#RacingAgainstTime

06:38:26 Wow this is just too perfect~ Self-published authors to get in iBookstore via Smashwords 

http://bit.ly/9A6Hr2

06:45:25 Turns out that purchasing an ISBN number is actually very inexpensive.  http://bit.ly/aSJXc5  -
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this makes my planning easier.

06:52:22 Next on the list is a fully automated Digital download Store, and of course at some point a touch

based site interface for tablet computers.

07:01:22 @hellzballer Yes we are! will be out second quarter of this year.

07:22:50 Threatening senators over the health care bill ~wow ~wait till  complicated issues are debated,

such as the legalization of artificial wombs

15:43:04 New blog post: Alien Neural Interfaces http://bit.ly/9A5xO8
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April

Thursday, 1st  of April.

09:38:11 http://bit.ly/9ebOfe

12:26:06 New Interview section in beta http://bit.ly/diJiAd

12:35:41 Trying to get as much work done as possible while I can still make sense of the words and

images on the screen.

19:31:28 How do you go about creating an imagination engine, would you first have to imagine it?

22:50:58 virtual infinities in finite space, are in league to complexify the universe

Friday, 2nd  of April.

02:33:34 word on the street is that this tech might be what nintendo is planning on using for the 3DS 

http://bit.ly/anFH7j

Saturday, 3rd  of April.

13:53:34 If you insist on going at it alone I highly recommend you take this with you. http://bit.ly/bYLonX

14:05:10 @adriarichards Don't copy that floppy :D

14:12:42 @adriarichards How long have did it take you to get a page rank of 6 ( how old is your site?)

15:34:25 Site update: interview section is done, added a podcast section, added an easter egg  on the

banner , not sure what else I should organize

16:29:30 @adriarichards I was just wondering as it's taken me an entire year to get a page rank of 5,

pushing growth is just never ending

16:54:03 @adriarichards Thankx for the tips

19:48:58 If you want to control the future control the minds of the people in the present ;-D

23:37:11 New blog post: Becoming Evolving into God with Ray Kurzweil http://bit.ly/9JC8p0

Sunday, 4th  of April.

00:00:31 http://bit.ly/dsaVUD

13:06:46 Pawn to E4, yes it's all a game to me, a hyperdimensional cosmic game

15:57:50 The creation of modern science is an achievement in alchemy, only  through modern science

can the true dreams of alchemist be realized.

16:27:38 @incogn3gro87 I can and have in the upcoming book

16:31:18 What every futurist has on his wall: A countdown calendar till I told you so day.

18:22:14 New blog post: TranslAlchemy 1st Birthday! http://bit.ly/a7xZw8

18:34:36 http://bit.ly/9GhSoC

21:33:16 New blog post: Recreational Morality Suppression http://bit.ly/9Wu6G3
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21:39:05 http://bit.ly/d7vz7M

Monday, 5th  of April.

00:32:00 Digitaea http://bit.ly/c5wpL4

10:58:39 New blog post: Generally Intelligent Systematic Universal Savior (G.I.S.U.S.) 

http://bit.ly/bUC7eK

11:22:59 Pagan Gnostics: How Organized Religion services Extraterrestrial interests « The Canadian

Headlines Newspaper http://bit.ly/9oDn3L

11:47:29 @lisarein what will the book be about?

11:55:23 http://bit.ly/a7m4ZK

Tuesday, 6th  of April.

01:05:07 New blog post: Evoking Cyber Wrath http://bit.ly/bMVW4I

01:09:05 http://bit.ly/bNr5Vc

02:31:37 Time to go to sleep and consult the dream elders on what I must do next...

02:34:57 I uploaded a YouTube video -- prerender2 http://youtu.be/H3zCQf_m4tg?a

09:51:35 New blog post: The Last Days of Google http://bit.ly/cZANHV

09:57:23 http://bit.ly/bewTJ4

11:00:32 Im so disillusioned with girls right now,and it's sad that I can't trust there feelings.

11:41:30 Archiving the entire site on several non-google networks. Just in case ;-)

11:55:24 I posted 39 photos on Facebook in the album "End of Google" http://bit.ly/99GWKo

12:00:16 sometimes its all about the lolz

13:20:38 This is surreal site traffic is up 500% in pageview since the launch of the new layout. wow.

13:28:13 A pic of our analytics 4-6-2010   http://tweetphoto.com/17406531

13:29:22 @mindfulconstrct I see no sense why not use the entire page either

13:41:19 Ford, Microsoft to work on electric-car charging http://bit.ly/azg7TO

Wednesday, 7th  of April.

01:37:05 Im going to eat my dreams tonight!

01:54:13 Any one interested in starting a singularity/transhumanism meetup group in Pittsburgh?

02:15:33 The wonderful Dr Michio Kaku on Artificial Intelligence, Moore's Law and Quantum Computers 

http://bit.ly/bNH7TZ

03:59:17 YouTube - Don't Become What You Are Fighting http://bit.ly/bxUCYh

09:44:39 @incogn3gro87 Yes I just moved here about a month or so

10:17:17 I hate being confined to this single universe, time to break the shackles of space and time.

10:32:59 Is consciousness connected to the fine structure of the universe? - Deepak Chopra 

http://bit.ly/9VK2IU
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11:10:04 I would like to have a pen pal again. If you write me I will write back :-)

11:59:46 @MJSL2050 follow him on twitter @DeepakChopra very interesting read.

12:00:38 @incogn3gro87 sounds like fun busy working all week but will be open soon

12:04:11 @MJSL2050 by the way nice to see you joining us here in the twittersphere

12:33:24 Entering my favorite part of the day, reaching into the void and  capturing thoughts. I know 

@bengoertzel they should not be encaged. ;-D

13:12:35 Lady Gaga, Beyonce, Aguilera…Pop Divas Are Going Robotic (video) | Singularity Hub 

http://bit.ly/duO2JS

13:29:16 This book sounds like right up my alley Apocalyptic AI, Robert Geraci, -   http://bit.ly/9SJTPT

15:12:07 Just booked Dr Robert geraci for an interview to discuss the theological implications regarding

Artificial intelligence http://bit.ly/bB9hOl

Thursday, 8th  of April.

01:39:10 Tell all my friends that im dead and Forget My Name, it wont be long till you forget my name. 

http://bit.ly/bKkQhJ :-(

01:57:25 Im kinda glad that there is no easy way to delete myself from the internet as I would have done

it several times over by now.

01:59:20 At times I wish to return to the state of anonymity that I have led most of my life.  Always

watching from the comfort of the shadows

03:13:10 Going to drag my factured self  into hyperspace dreaming.  Wishing the dream beings would just

unlock the passage way home.

03:16:08 Seek to know everything and you will learn that you know nothing.

03:18:21 If you seek to embrace nothing you will learn that everything gets in the way.

03:21:49 Seek be a seeker of things only few have ever sought!

03:26:41 Hidden is thy key to end a game only few know they are playing.

13:07:09 Are Robots Alive? : Discovery News http://bit.ly/9neCX4

14:04:56 New blog post: It's An Illusion,  John Harris Explains Law http://bit.ly/bXMTPF

22:34:37 It is so motivating to see people uploading my videos, once they leave my hands they develop

lives of there own  http://bit.ly/cPifXv

23:09:41 Just got home, and by home I do mean, I just got back online :P

23:10:35 Time to resume my Campaign of ____________(insert word)

23:28:16 Awwww! I just got an email from someone that wants to make a contribution to the creation of

the TransAlchemy documentary, every bit helps!

Friday, 9th  of April.

02:31:09 New blog post: Loop Theory: An Explanation Of History http://bit.ly/9iCZSE

02:36:45 This is brilliant! Love it! Greenbutts cigarette filters sprout flowers when planted 

http://bit.ly/9qPCbo

03:38:48 Boy sues mother for Facebook harassment as she argues 'parental duty' | Mail Online 

http://bit.ly/bHrF4u
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03:40:24 HP chip discovery could be a tech 'game changer' http://bit.ly/bEFJqa

03:41:47 'Mind-reading' brain-scan software showcased in NY http://bit.ly/dh1ahw

04:03:48 John Smart - the digital self   http://bit.ly/cAAuwN

04:27:03 I wonder if im considered a super user? the end of the resume, the rise of the super user -

Uploaded by Dice http://bit.ly/bZ6D8u

14:13:57 http://bit.ly/dABxdH

14:31:38 New blog post: Aliens Are Overtaking Our Brains! http://bit.ly/dw65gP

15:18:04 New blog post: Intelligent Killing Machines Wage Intelligent Wars http://bit.ly/aPnFTo

15:22:43 http://bit.ly/aVKlKo

22:41:12 @smoke99mirrors This can be arranged

22:41:54 Deep into the shadow of the night begins my search for _________

Saturday, 10th  of April.

00:13:17 Antimatter Triggers Largest Explosion Ever Recorded in Universe http://bit.ly/cJO07z

00:16:42 All I need is a pectrometer in my cellphone before I feel like I have a fully functional tricorder.

02:18:42 Google and Nintendo to Launch 'Search Engine' Game - PCWorld http://bit.ly/aUeYEt

11:24:43 @garfield9684 Well if you were able to send me the last intial msg then your off to a good start.

18:07:02 If post singularity thought forms created our universe (entering the singularity = Returning home

) http://bit.ly/a8WDlw

18:14:39 @bengoertzel It is possible that hyperdimensional beings are attempting to create the singularity

to bring us into the "greater universe"

22:25:11 New blog post: The Alchemical Singularity Gateway http://bit.ly/cYFxva

22:32:48 http://bit.ly/9qKKAo

Sunday, 11th  of April.

14:51:13 @Seallion The whole of the universe is becoming aware of it self.

15:15:06 What's not happening?

16:41:38 The thought of no thought is the thought I wish to think.

20:26:08 I need to find someone that would wan't to advertise inside our documentary...

20:31:54 Michio Kaku on God http://bit.ly/9EAKHl

22:07:26 @adriarichards  If not sounds then what? Thoughts/? Ideas?

22:14:02 Sleeping is the key to space and time travel.

23:01:29 It not the body snatchers that worry me but those that come to take my mind away RT

@aazzure: @TransAlchemy but what for the body snatchers

Monday, 12th  of April.

00:00:50 NASA - The Wizard Nebula http://bit.ly/b5WkW4
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02:02:16 "Is Science Just Another Religion? Part 1" by Science Becoming Religion / LJWorld.com 

http://bit.ly/9FbunB

02:17:54 Picture caption: How many times have I told you ________ http://bit.ly/cYwCiB

02:43:39 ray kurzweil's digital religion « weird things http://bit.ly/d43aSd

02:47:46 Theological political humor! LOve it! http://bit.ly/b9R7Wd

08:16:59 Transhumanism: Is Human Biomechanical Modification and Microchipping Our Future? 

http://bit.ly/chHRfS

08:24:22 Terence McKenna - The Alien Within http://bit.ly/cgJeo3

08:31:11 TruthSeeker24's anti-N.W.O. corner: Techno-Occult Mad Scientists http://bit.ly/93DsFG

08:36:11 Enjoy reading blog post from people that pick up on our alchemy transhumanism correlations

and add there own take.  Tracking meme evolution

08:38:01 Alchemy+transhumanism is not a meme we created, we learned it from watching you  :D

09:02:15 New blog post: Living Automatic Intelligence http://bit.ly/dhaDRs

09:31:32 http://bit.ly/cQtn1v

11:35:07 http://bit.ly/a5FB9j

11:52:57 New blog post: The Painful Future of Video Games, Virtual Worlds Enter Reality 

http://bit.ly/bXGoM2

12:07:01 New blog post: Hexd  (digital illustration) http://bit.ly/dbk4oM

13:28:20 Can we stop the Cybernetic Revolution? | Brainwaving http://bit.ly/cx2AVo

Tuesday, 13th  of April.

00:09:10 Late night experimental blogging, live web cam soon..

00:18:25 on live www.justin.tv/transalchemy

04:33:54 I will begin the day by restating all my assumptions...

04:36:17 How science became cool | Science | The Guardian http://bit.ly/b5DB6i

04:43:47 OMG how awesome, I just got accepted via email to be a beta tester for Onlive! 

http://www.onlive.com/

04:47:50 Free super computer gaming here I come! arrrrghhhh!

06:58:30 Every time I see you my mind fractures.

17:31:13 @adriarichards  Looks very intersting too bad its "fiction" also the original cover makes more

sense to me http://bit.ly/axU1WG

19:55:11 Why We Haven’t Met Any Aliens § SEEDMAGAZINE.COM http://bit.ly/bimCmF

22:27:10 Needs to meet a girl that makes me forget my own name... lol

22:33:15 @aazzure  let me just try...

Wednesday, 14th  of April.

05:33:14 still sleeping

12:47:42 Having to brush off the old flash skillz, for a job and I'm almost tempted to make a flash

interactive logo for the site...
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13:22:41 Attempting to imagine what it would be like to remove yourself from time not space, would you

simply always exist or never exist in space?

Thursday, 15th  of April.

02:17:07 @smoke99mirrors If you give up now how will you ever decode the universe?

02:18:52 Any second now I'm going to pulled out of this reality and immediately asked  "How was your

ride in the universe"

02:19:50 Sometimes I wonder If I have already died.. and Im just playing out the "what if"

02:22:07 It's odd feeling as Im being punished and forced to be human... IM sorry I will never again try to

paradox existence, now can I go back?

02:23:13 Save the humans~ really? cmon I don't have time for this...

02:27:10 I have spent a great deal of time exporting my experience of this reality onto the net in hopes

someone will make sense of it for me.

02:31:01 The really odd part is that everything in this bloody book is coming true! http://bit.ly/cubE8d

Arghhhhhhhhhhhhhhh I want a normal life!!

02:37:15 As odd as it may seem I have spent a great deal of my life seeking a way out of this universe.

02:37:55 I have not killed myself only because I truly don't think thats the exit .  No.... I need to find the

key!!!

02:38:17 The Key to the universe!

02:41:02 I am also assuming Im not already dead, and  all of this is just me having a hard time letting go..

02:47:32 Whoa I have to remember my twitter now feeds into my facebook, therefore my so called "real"

friends must be like Wtf dude!

03:51:02 http://bit.ly/biNVBj

03:52:28 New blog post: Technoprogressive Puppies http://bit.ly/b893PF

04:10:05 I want to blog about inter dimensional aliens but of fear of upsetting them I wont, tonight :-P

04:10:55 Good night twitter/facebook ... shall we continue this another day?

11:16:11 Back online but cant come out and play till I finish this flash animation for a client  :(

13:26:45 The flash animation is done... check out my work http://bit.ly/9KKp6N

13:40:16 Whoa this is just too cool, video game projection system http://bit.ly/9iNJQH!

13:50:36 @Malakh7 cmon it's neat! :P

13:54:36 12 Evilest Pope Pictures: Pics, Videos, Links, News http://bit.ly/9rrDRG

14:32:24 Great the company has accept my flash animation and is now live on their site... 

http://bit.ly/cx9YXT

23:46:08 <------popping into existence! Good evening all... shall we begin the journey muhahah haha

23:48:51 Email facebook twitter youtube  blog... ohh dear.... what a couple of hours away leads too...

Friday, 16th  of April.

00:54:22 Dear Micheal Tsarion when will our paths finally cross?

01:17:55 New google tool help you Find people   similar to me  http://bit.ly/bl0PVT
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02:03:03 For not all true things are the truth... [and] not all true things are to be said to all men.  Bishop

Clement of Alexandria

02:22:41 Interesting: The Psychedelic Transhumanists | h  Magazine http://bit.ly/aVSyxk

02:49:31 Whoa doing some back end organizing and I just noticed that transalchemy currently has 448

url pages.. and we make one year in 5 days

02:49:56 This only solidifies that I need another hobby.. lol

05:18:01 New blog post: Weapons of Mass Disruptions http://bit.ly/aQGaKz

05:21:31 http://bit.ly/cmhtTo

05:25:04 Every time I blog about google or the NSA I back up the entire site... You never know...

05:32:59 Ok im done taking stabs at the CIA NSA Google and other organizations that can throw me into

a mysterious black van...  for now :-0

05:43:08 "A year spent in artificial intelligence is enough to make one believe in God." Alan Perlis

17:29:27 @bengoertzel A few minutes spent with God and you realize there is no such thing as "Artificial

Intelligence"  :P

19:31:57 @bengoertzel  "In a few minutes"All will be GOD!  #Singularity

Saturday, 17th  of April.

16:16:25 Synthetic red blood cells developed | PJ Online http://bit.ly/9B2XF1

17:07:21 New blog post: TransAlchemy Interviews Dr. Robert Geraci part 1 http://bit.ly/chkgEZ

17:14:06 http://bit.ly/bmZVd4

Sunday, 18th  of April.

07:21:39 Transhumanism, Psychological Warfare and B.E.P.'s "Imma Be" | The Vigilant Citizen 

http://bit.ly/cjxSTU

17:44:22 Tekno Jihad ~ Electronic Holy War! http://bit.ly/c2bAYi

17:46:09 The AI Apocalypse - religion, technology, art: interview @ TransAlchemy http://bit.ly/bOrDUg

18:28:01 Does God Have A Future http://bit.ly/d0WFJE

18:30:10 @KdQuin Hands you a martini ;-)

18:36:53 The Israeli mind behind the Blue Brain Project http://bit.ly/dml8fk

20:15:52 I'm so glad air is still free. #capitalism

21:44:57 UFO picks up Laconia, NH car with teens and drops 180 feet away http://bit.ly/a8JZKj

23:13:03 @silentinfinite Have a safe trip ;-(

23:18:48 "Yeah, get me a box of condoms, and, what was that thing we used to eat back in the day?

What was it... " ~Half baked :P

Monday, 19th  of April.

00:08:50 @adriarichards http://bit.ly/aOL6L4    :-(

00:43:21 Begins coordinating a method to make it to Harvard this June for the H+ summit 2010 in hopes
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of filming more of the documentary.

01:05:55 New Blog post: TransAlchemy Interviews Dr. Robert Geraci part 2 http://bit.ly/d2Q9Ff

01:08:23 http://bit.ly/bifCRG

01:34:20 Psykosonic "Welcome To My Mind" http://bit.ly/dv1K0P

02:07:36 Going to forcefully enter a state of unconsciousness, if all goes well I will regain motor control in

7.5 hours.

10:13:58 I start my day late with a million things to do today, surely by the end of the day I shall

experience my own singularity.  #Alive

14:28:32 Sunspot count 0 Zero!!! wow this is intense http://bit.ly/tcflI The birth may be explosive soon...

High novelty coming! #Singularity

14:36:40 Urban Dictionary: Artificial Intelligence:  A Natural blonde who has dyed his/her hair in a dark(er)

color.

14:46:03 Pictures taken near Hvolsvollur in Iceland. on Apr 18, 2010 Amazing!  http://bit.ly/dfDcSj

Tuesday, 20th  of April.

02:19:25 My current desktop wallpaper  is a drawing  by my  roommate Abby... Another artistic Pisces  ;-) 

http://tweetphoto.com/19180612

03:32:50 The Canadian National Newspaper: UFOs: Artificial intelligence reinforces a path of human

devolution http://bit.ly/bc2Ota

17:05:06 Where machines go to dream, "Machine Infinity" ~#Drawing  http://tweetphoto.com/19251268

Wednesday, 21st  of April.

12:09:41 Enjoying an interesting debate: (read the comments) The Uncertain Future of Transhumanism 

http://bit.ly/aLZdvE

12:17:56 Comments on The Uncertain Future of Transhumanism http://bit.ly/bxcgu5

14:26:46 New blog post: Machine Infinity http://bit.ly/bDAjOe

17:57:05 ~3D Art ~ Fractura | Pop Transhumanism http://bit.ly/acXnc6

Thursday, 22nd  of April.

11:37:45 New blog post: Questioning technological "evolution" (video podcast) http://bit.ly/bNDuAC

11:41:45 http://bit.ly/bcR7Ko

12:19:25 New banner  courtesy @Malakh7

12:24:57 Feeling really inspired and motivated  to continue writing drawing painting blogging and making

more videos...

12:35:10 Im going to spend the next week or two drawing for the upcoming book.  I want most of the art

to be our creations in the book.

12:48:48 Coordinating with aaron our next big moves...  Oddly enough this is the most important thing for

me, most of our attention is #Singularity

12:59:07 We are 1 year old now... wow, this is one hell of a art project

13:23:56 This is usually the time of the year I experience a creativity explosion... Only now it will spill unto
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the net...

21:28:55 YouTube - Stare at the Sun: New NASA close-up images of solar flares released 

http://bit.ly/b2DKxQ

21:54:25 What I seek is seeking me. ~ Excerpted for Max Oliver

Friday, 23rd  of April.

08:53:11 YouTube - Machine infinity http://bit.ly/bl4oOw

12:39:31 @MJSL2050 They have not yet started scanning for nanobots, so for now you will get no beeps

;P

13:20:46 http://bit.ly/brRDRp

14:05:46 Wow! Celebrate Hubble’s 20th With Best Space Image Ever | Wired Science | Wired.com 

http://bit.ly/cmgpJs

15:51:39 New blog post: Video~Art: Machine Infinity http://bit.ly/aLHSWc

17:01:14 New blog post: Hero Worship http://bit.ly/b0W9Ev

22:19:43 http://bit.ly/cuUhof

Saturday, 24th  of April.

00:40:55 We enter a new arena in site design via our in house Geopolitical Engineer ;-P @sseehh

00:47:55 I want to take you on a journey that is beyond words, beyond videos, beyond art ;-)

09:25:05 Time to waste my time at work, I rather stay home and continue to learn how to program 3D

flash. Back to the drawing board, literally! :(

17:36:17 Im painting a post into creation... This the creativity explosion I've mentioned, ;-P

20:38:17 Looks like I will be drawing for the rest of the night at this rate... Prepping tons new content for

the site... Bzzzzzz

22:07:34 Art ~Drawing "synthesized love"  http://tweetphoto.com/19823694

22:22:13 transalchemy: Art Store http://bit.ly/dnlD7K

22:25:37 prepping for the launch of the transalchemy store soon.   Art, videos, Book, stickers

shirts,dvd,.... It's all coming soon,   ( Time drain )

22:26:34 Got to get back to drawing...

22:29:10 In a recent debate someone tells me that they written 3 transhumanism articles for a  "payed"

publication in a attempt to belittle me:

22:31:16 I stood there and smiled: and calculated the overall potential exposure of 3 articles to what I do

for fun... but whatever... silly

22:32:12 but back to drawing...

22:42:51 Art~ Drawing ..Kabbalah Bot  .... .this is what im working on now...  

http://tweetphoto.com/19828424

22:51:27 New blog post: Buy TransAlchemy Stuff Today! http://bit.ly/cvC77d

23:03:27 The only reason our official documentary is taking so long to make is becuase we want to

control ever second of your experience

23:16:49 This is kinda odd but it has taken up to now for me to actually consider myself as an artist... Its
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all felt simply like self expression

23:18:31 The reason it has  taken this long is that up to now my universal question about art has been :  " 

what is art?"

23:21:33 Now before you get a misconception of me, " I proclaim loudly that I'm not sure what art is but

Ithat alone helps me..."

23:25:07 My current definition of art:  Any act of self expression that influences and or creates New"*

forms of thought to arise.

Sunday, 25th  of April.

11:43:47 While I have ton's of things to do on the computer, I would like to get away from my

computer/internet today If I could, any ideas people?

13:51:12 cube space 3d flash http://bit.ly/bI673G

14:52:16 New blog post: Synthetic love http://bit.ly/9gAawe

15:27:17 currently engaged  in several art projects some paid and some , well just plane ol fun.

15:33:03 http://bit.ly/aIaFKs

15:35:00 http://bit.ly/dmMjTG

16:10:49 So get this tweople apparently I'm a misinformation fear campaign...  Raise your hand if you are

scared... Lmao!

16:19:44 My computer needs to be cleaned I have installed more software on this single computer than

any I have ever owned... 93.5% of it is pirated

16:35:35 @adriarichards If you like "What the #$*! Do We Know!?" you may want to check out the

"Quantum"  version  http://bit.ly/antrWc

16:37:54 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/8642558.stm http://bit.ly/doEPPt

16:40:17 Thats a good question, Ben suggest we offer aliens love, no that kind of love :P

16:40:54 @EmergentOrder  what city are you moving into?

18:09:24 I just read something that made me sad... #happinessCrash

18:22:02 Ask not what a post-singularity alien civilization would want with our solar system,  but rather

what  they would want with our universe!

18:33:32 @bengoertzel Thats my point exactly why would a superhuman Ai align it's goals with us?

21:30:16 Drawing~ Art~  " Techno-Wizardry"  http://tweetphoto.com/19967833

Monday, 26th  of April.

14:47:00 New blog post: Virtual Adepts: Reality Games http://bit.ly/9ErS5e

15:06:25 New blog post: Techno-Wizardry http://bit.ly/dbzUH2

16:15:07 http://bit.ly/bJoL98

Tuesday, 27th  of April.

01:54:30 Fan(?) Made video...~ The Elemental Fire of Transalchemy http://bit.ly/967QPj

02:08:29 Woah! http://bit.ly/bQ2SfW ~ Thank you guys for replicating our videos.  *** this could get out
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hand soon**

03:24:37 scientific wizardry - Google Search  http://bit.ly/bYxLyu

03:36:53 Immortality isn't unethical  guardian.co.uk http://bit.ly/cabgq5~ User Comment: It all just sounds

like alchemy to me, though.. orly ;-)

03:49:20 Swiss Police Foil Bomb Attack against IBM | NDN http://bit.ly/dpdHbV

11:40:00 New blog post: John Harris, redicecreations interview http://bit.ly/ak3EBm

Wednesday, 28th  of April.

14:49:34 In Last night's dream I was at a celebration inside a church and when I asked what we where

celebrating I was told "Humanity is growing up"

17:10:35 RT Ruben Vazquez: Modern art= I could do that + Yeah, but you didn't

17:38:48 I can't shake this feeling that there is an intelligence behind all matter,  birds are tapping on the

window to wake me up right now weird!

17:40:50 At times I think that I have designed my entire reality but have some how forgot or lost

communication with the universal interface.

18:52:25 @susanbjorklund Im thiking the sharpy vat is self stirring

18:53:30 @SpaceGurlEvie If it is not brokent ... upgrade it... :P

19:55:19 I want not to want anything.

21:08:26 If you want a revolution the only solution is to evolve...

21:26:19 All-seeing http://bit.ly/brAzFi

22:53:04 Einstein’s Religion, Darwin’s Agnosticism: New Book Spans the Divide Between Religion and

Science http://bit.ly/daF4WO

22:54:18 I have always considered myself a spiritual scientist, I'm not even sure what that means, but this

science vs religion paradigm will end...

22:56:53 I'm a strong believer that one day a new science that incorporates spirit will rise, this new

science is much like the old science~ #Alchemy

23:20:17 New blog post: Fan made video ~ The Elemental Fire of Transalchemy http://bit.ly/aj9BBD

23:29:21 @Sniffcode Which one of your crew are you? Who am I talking to...?

23:39:34 When our own thoughts become alien to us is when we truly see ourselves for what we are... 

http://bit.ly/a6QjyY

Thursday, 29th  of April.

00:06:16 @adriarichards:  Oh dear if you found "What the #$*! Do We Know!?"  inaccurate and creepy,

you may not want me to poison your mind  lol

00:07:13 @silentinfinite My internal surroundings is what depress me.

00:30:58 @MJSL2050 YOu should watch this cartoon movie, it depicts a future of only a single society

going into hyper growth   http://bit.ly/5PnijI

02:46:20 New blog post: The Alchemical Ages and the Coming "Golden" Age http://bit.ly/aBdFrE

02:49:12 http://bit.ly/dmEnMs

03:12:58 @silentinfinite  change is of plenty these days... I know it's all cyclic so I force myself to continue
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03:21:23 "Who wants to Live forever?" Answer: only men that have yet to live

04:10:10 "A day will come when men will no longer care for the earth"  a very odd qoute that came to

mind when I saw this... http://bit.ly/dcawy8

13:35:53 New blog post: There is No Conspiracy (the solution) http://bit.ly/9ywPBt

15:19:32 Indian Yogi Survives Without Food, Water For 65 Years http://bit.ly/a04K1M

15:51:21 This is going to get filed under #seenItAll #funny #animals http://bit.ly/bqYOeG

15:52:55 Dog rides bicycle #seenItAll #funny #animals http://bit.ly/1999ek

18:59:49 writing my top 5-10 ways  on how to fight off an invading alien species.  any suggestions?

19:25:07 @SpaceGurlEvie If palin made first contact with aliens we all would be doomed as they quickly

would labled us as unevolved life ;P

Friday, 30th  of April.

00:49:58 Late night keyword googling.... constantly seeking new thought forms to boldly go where no

mind has gone before :-)  #googling

01:30:59 Im going to be a little confrontational tonight... #transhumanism has already won... please!~~

03:59:19 http://bit.ly/aYHysj

04:02:59 If #Transhumanism  Has Won, Who lost? http://bit.ly/cUcv3l

04:18:24 New blog post: If Transhumanism Has Won Who Lost? http://bit.ly/d8uOXk

10:54:36 If all the matter and energy in the universe came from a singularity and all of that has an

inter-dimension origin,

10:59:31 then the necessary ingredients for consciousness also have an inter-dimensional origin
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May

Saturday, 1st  of May.

00:31:05 "I say to you that I am the thing itself, but you must not touch me; within me lies the seed of all

animals herbs and ores." Frankfurt 1706

02:23:49 New blog post: The Alchemical Art Gallery http://bit.ly/9CNcEW

10:29:29 I have entirely too much fun blogging, this must be some kind of sickness.

10:32:47 Blogging has become my observational notes about this reality Im passing through.

Sunday, 2nd  of May.

12:23:56 @daystar1952 We deal with all of which you mention.

17:28:57 http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=3902011&l=6685646163&id=95766407963

Monday, 3rd  of May.

16:08:24 New blog post: The Virtual Wizard http://bit.ly/dt3p5m

Tuesday, 4th  of May.

00:52:45 You Sexy Beast http://bit.ly/9AWtN0

02:31:52 New blog post: The Science Death http://bit.ly/9pvYD6

02:41:11 http://bit.ly/dA0gXP

11:35:11 More proof that people will die if the Internet went down http://bit.ly/b5DGQk

12:52:22 Was considering writing an article called virtual necrophilia that dealt with modeling virtual dead

people to help prevent sex crimes.

12:53:39 After bouncing the idea with a contributor member I was told not to write it.  Too weird... lmao

14:35:46 New blog post: The Shift to 3D Web Interfaces http://bit.ly/9sApJr

14:41:07 http://bit.ly/c9Kbc9

14:42:07 http://bit.ly/92YJ3M

14:45:37 New blog post: Virtual Creature Sex http://bit.ly/ct3zDP

Thursday, 6th  of May.

13:46:00 ~@~   ~@~

13:49:39 My flashfoward is coming true #fiction=reality

Friday, 7th  of May.
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14:05:59 http://bit.ly/b1GaVB

14:07:37 New blog post: The Sentient Economy http://bit.ly/aBqpC8

Saturday, 8th  of May.

00:20:23 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emerging_technologies http://bit.ly/cmvzUi

Monday, 10th  of May.

22:59:16 Found a highly inspiring video ~ "The Alchemy of Great work"  http://bit.ly/ctsLjD ~ Great way to

inspire myself to get back to work.  ;-)

23:47:58 Bring it!~RT @yupwizard: Ya'll better be ready cuz here tha fuck I come!!!!!!!! Wizard

Tuesday, 11th  of May.

12:40:46 New blog post :The Automated Sell-off of planet Earth http://bit.ly/9cfPX7

13:04:58 TransAnimalism now has a facebook page http://bit.ly/dqkc7N

17:37:05 Is the singularity a by-product of humans, or are humans a by-product of a singularity already in

progress?

Wednesday, 12th  of May.

09:46:46 Great clip: An animated short film on uploading http://bit.ly/dwEC8j - Do you have to die to

live(exist) forever?

Thursday, 13th  of May.

02:13:18 File: 84893877388 Singularity #1production pic~ ....  tick ... tock.. ;-) 

http://tweetphoto.com/22206926

02:19:04 Uploading File:7743829  http://tweetphoto.com/22207311

02:21:23 The new video blog post wont be ready till tomorrow but I take a couple more snap shots just for

fun...

02:25:34 Neon glow.. http://tweetphoto.com/22207576

11:31:28 New blog post: Divide and Conquer http://bit.ly/9WwLSX

11:49:12 Need to find an apartment within 25 miles of this twits geotag... ~Help~ #apartment

12:48:26 New blog post: (Video) Surviving Singularity Series #1 http://bit.ly/a1Klk9

12:48:34 http://bit.ly/adaRzW

15:38:48 Stay tuned for Surviving Singularity Series #2 Alien Minds~  http://tweetphoto.com/22276138

23:27:23 Time to think like an alien... prepping post #blogger

23:41:34 I posted 10 photos on Facebook in the album "Surviving Singularity photos" http://bit.ly/dsg5Kw

23:46:07 A token from my heart to you all.. http://tweetphoto.com/22328649

23:49:02 Ok~ Here is my problem, I can produce a lot of content but have a hard time picking what to
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show you... Should I create a site for pure art?

Friday, 14th  of May.

16:57:05 My entire life feels entirely scripted ~ The universe being constructed by  my own subjective

experience lacks chaos~ why?...  ~Reflecting~

17:26:07 How do we know  our current Technology (machine/computer )interfaces with the material

universe are not just a paradigm.

17:27:18 Technology may not grow till infinity but our ability to effect change, this could potentially mean a

futuristic point where tech collapse

17:28:52 Ok this is an odd concept may flesh this out more on the blog, but what if technology only needs

to grow till it teaches/unlocks ....

17:29:36 ...the beings we already are, therefore a point is reached that technology in our conception of it

is no longer needed

17:31:39 ...of course this may only apply to our universe,  as other technology beyond this  realm of

comprehension/existence may be needed..

17:35:09 Recap: Technology is used to reach a peak comprehension point then you "transcend" the use

of technology it self.... ~Floating thoughts~

Saturday, 15th  of May.

16:42:31 Going to take a nap now, wait till I reach full REM sleep before you taze me

#selfexperimentation

18:18:55 Wow~ Thank you!!... I just heard someone seriously discuss how the singularity can viewed as

a dimensional or universal portal

Sunday, 16th  of May.

02:04:34 This is one odd night, most of my night has gone into giving the possibility of an alien

pre-singularity war....

02:11:04 In the extreme scenario we have to fight our way into the galactic community a soft take off may

put the species in danger.

02:12:28 The aliens will have less time to react to our global technological progress in a hard take

off.Giving us a small window to match there tech

02:13:58 How to fight Aliens night, any ideas out there?

02:19:33 Arggghhh this is why I hate "futurism" it's all "possible"

02:22:58 if the collective consciousness of the planet shifted to "At war with Aliens"  a series of

technological growth spurts could occur.

02:26:58 This is what I call a singularity trigger! This along with potentially an infinite other scenarios 

could trigger a true "paradigm shift"

02:36:30 Here is where my mind breaks down... As technology convergence into single point in space

and time. Would this apply to the entire universe?

02:39:19 I guess what Im trying to get my mind around is attempting to  understand how an event that

could engulf the universe? Be a localized event?
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02:41:58 If the "singularity" is not a localized event and all intelligent life in the universe is ascending into

the same level of awareness

02:44:21 The fermi's paradox simply boils down  to all the intelligence in the universe  simply  is unable to

communicate with each other at all

02:47:36 The reason I am even considering the singularity as a universal event vs such a "human" event,

comes from total breakdown of our reality

02:51:07 The best simplest way to put it, the past present and future collide into each other at the

singularity. It's not our future past or present

02:54:05 Arggh the answer is simple!!!! The "human" mind can not fully understand the singularity.

03:02:14 @swadeshine the entire creation of the human race could be seen a micro singularity towards

the creation of a universal mind.

03:02:43 @swadeshine but here is there problem it is and isn't all these things we describe

03:05:47 But, reverting back to our alien war scenario... our best defense is intelligence, we would need

to drastically "upgrade" humans

03:06:49 to fall into line with a world wide consciousness shift.

03:09:37 @swadeshine  I enjoy entertaining the thoughts of humanity being  just a technology created to

serve a gander order of events

03:12:53 I need to unplug myself now.... ~<computer /end / reality session>

03:53:26 A Billion miles away...  RT @unfolding: A thousand miles away...

04:01:52 Are u paying netention? http://bit.ly/dAKYQE

04:08:31 http://bit.ly/aQc2sr

04:49:34 Truth is a pathless land. Ramani Maharish

05:50:07 <----Zero-----Universe-----Infinity---->

05:59:36 Life, the Universe, and Everything  http://bit.ly/cR6oq9

06:42:50 I uploaded a YouTube video -- alien.wmv http://youtu.be/Zt1vadH0w8k?a

07:18:08 New blog post: Planetary Defense: Singularity Imperative http://bit.ly/bP4CGs

07:26:02 http://bit.ly/b0Hv4X

09:33:10 So begins the Alien wars... http://bit.ly/9hayrp

09:38:59 The forum just hit a new all time online at once record... Lmao....

11:49:37 Really must we keep ignoring it this long? http://tweetphoto.com/22703836

16:00:49 Fear is not something we should be afraid of...

16:54:47 @adriarichards maybe the locals ate all the squirrels... #survival #economy

17:02:03 @MichaelRahl What does the #TrueSeeker ,  seek?

17:56:53 (:~O~:)

23:34:53 "What is magic today will be science tomorrow"  T.C. Lethbridge

23:48:48 Someone just flooded my youtube page with comments....  http://bit.ly/6UZ4i2  ... am I the only

one that engages in short first encounters?

Monday, 17th  of May.

16:49:41 New blog post: TransAlchemy Census #1 http://bit.ly/dn1IPh
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18:22:41 In an effort to improve the site we created a survey ... Here your chance to tell me what you

think http://bit.ly/9JNMI3

18:55:40 Youtube is turning 5. I joined youtube in 2007 in the hopes of meeting people exploring the

same topics , and from that all of this spawned

18:59:41 I figured that if I fed the web with everything I know, it may help me find a "key" piece of

Information.

19:04:32 (Life reflection) This may sound strange, everything I do takes me closer to achieving a top level

goal, I don't fully understand.

19:06:14 Here is where my mind breaks down on freewill... If a top level goal is playing itself out, then

how much do I influence my life?

20:53:20 @swadeshine Thats a nice thought to think we may have the "freewill" to design our "fate"

23:03:53 I have created a blog post to be released within a year of my death ~ Time capsule~

Tuesday, 18th  of May.

10:46:43 New blog post: Tom Horn and Alex Ansary discuss Transhumanism http://bit.ly/be2M3O

14:24:04 I want/need a giant whiteboard! ~ I can't work like this...

14:31:26 @adriarichards I find it worrisome that people would die if the Internet went down... nightmare

indeed...

14:39:26 I shifting focus to time travel now... writing up some oddities~ #temporalnueralinterfaces

14:44:05 I just pick up where I left of so long ago http://bit.ly/a6AC58

15:00:19 When does the future become the present?

15:02:57 seth suggest certian system in the universe may be computationally irreversible

15:05:05 I tell @sseehh that if this was true then you may never be able to effect your own past, as the

past you would always return to be derieved

15:31:11 Ok even if it kills you~ http://bit.ly/bS6kOX! ~ ok even if it kills you #singularity #transhumanism

15:45:10 @christinagcolli @Laroquod @incogn3gro87 @ashalynd  ~~NOW~~

15:56:09 WoW!! Design a universal avatar ~ RT @sseehh: http://bit.ly/9XsfgI

20:25:51 Far out ~ Video Art http://bit.ly/9zwV6I

20:28:02 Whoa I really like this person's video style... http://bit.ly/bzMb2B all it needs is a story back drop

~ Mind Net ~

Wednesday, 19th  of May.

16:44:45 Got the keys to my new apartment today... yahh

Thursday, 20th  of May.

20:01:28 Craig Venter creates synthetic life form | Science | The Guardian http://bit.ly/cwIkBJ

23:13:47 @GetOutNiagara sony vegas
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Friday, 21st  of May.

15:07:12 (neat tool) How big is the Deepwater Horizon oil spill? http://bit.ly/a2k7kt

15:47:43 Lets set the ocean on fire in hopes of send out and SOD to aliens...

16:34:22 live web cam of oil gusher http://bit.ly/9GX0Hq

17:21:25 -

18:52:20 RE: @butyoureagirl The buy  link is broken...  On chrome it goes to a dead page on firefox is

simply redirects to the … http://disq.us/dne8f

18:55:45 @adriarichards Whoa your commenting system feeds into twitter, pretty neat, now if you feed

that into facebook... hmmm *Brainstorming* thx

19:11:41 @korybing what about enough to die for?

19:22:29 The video game sector is gearing up to push 3D in a big way, Leaked Nintendo 3DS Prototype...

Possible Widescreen? http://bit.ly/9G2BHb

19:32:34 @adriarichards Leaving facebook Do tell (blog)

Saturday, 22nd  of May.

00:18:39 Video: DNA repair nanorobot http://bit.ly/9tuclb

00:20:22 @silentinfinite this is why the "Global village" exist ;-)

00:51:39 I have spent the last 3 hours editing less than one minute worth of video

02:05:20 Rendering the new post: singularity news

03:02:49 I uploaded a YouTube video -- Singularity news: Synthetic Genome 

http://youtu.be/32l3v87xyc8?a

03:08:56 New blog post: Singularity News: Synthetic Cell / Artificial Life http://bit.ly/b2xMy8

03:14:33 http://bit.ly/bMPYDy

03:15:35 I will update this post in the morning to tired to add to it now... good night webz

12:17:45 Broadcasting one singularity @ a Time

12:24:49 Don't worry they're Russian, is not a statement that makes me feel better.

15:07:42 Google launches encrypted search? http://bit.ly/HEilg Are you telling me it wasn't encrypted to

begin with, shakes head http://bit.ly/cW81Mm

20:18:23 I uploaded a YouTube video -- Neon Genesis Oil Disaster http://youtu.be/uwEq2IuRov0?a

20:55:17 New blog post: Neon Genesis Oil Disaster http://bit.ly/ap7CH4

23:03:35 Who is valkyrie_ice http://bit.ly/8Y38hk ?   ( I love puzzles)

23:07:25 I have a good lead on him/her...

Sunday, 23rd  of May.

01:45:01 Not a fan of the arrow of time.

01:45:33 @adriarichards maybe the baby is crying for a new mommy... will you take up the call lmao

01:47:52 Im really starting to think my flashforward is coming true.

02:14:44 The goal of the magician is to control nature till the point he no longer sees chaos.
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02:54:18 With nothing to read/watch/search I started answering comments on my youtube channel.  Im

sorry im not as responsive, but it can too much

03:17:02 RE: @disinfo We may very well already be on the other side one could argue that the creation

of the universe was/is a … http://disq.us/dnhax

13:43:58 http://bit.ly/cwWRs1

13:54:37 Looking for anyone making the commute to the summit from Pittsburgh.  http://bit.ly/d40R04

17:17:56 Whoa~~ Someone is selling a TransAlchemy production on ebay... DVD... http://bit.ly/9W7aml

... its spreading all over the place for realz~

17:21:51 Ohh wow check out what I got when I searched transhumanism on ebay http://bit.ly/bY8A33  

LMAO... all your base~~

17:28:02 This is so funny to me 85 sold http://bit.ly/ajj9lJ  yet we personally have yet to sell a single video

17:33:56 If the world we are forced to accept is false and nothing is true, then anything is possible...

17:37:04 DIY Fair~ http://bit.ly/c9zU56

Monday, 24th  of May.

03:41:31 I hope you all realized how much time you lost watching this show  #lost

03:49:18 @sseehh Earth is falling into our hands...~ Exopolitical engineering ;-)

04:00:43 Going to brainstorm a new approach while I sleep...

04:54:23 Jesus is returning as a cyborg http://bit.ly/dkft5g

12:41:08 I know it

12:42:30 Time to begin the  abstraction that is this reality.   I will be writing in my head till I get back online

... peace my imaginary friends.

14:07:06 interesting montage (video) http://networkedblogs.com/49LRz

14:09:34 New blog post: interesting montage (video) http://bit.ly/cvGgWp

15:34:35 @adriarichards You say that now.. wait till those genes start screaming at you...lol

Tuesday, 25th  of May.

07:12:44 A Global sell off is staged... http://bit.ly/9gATV volatility is back baby... fun...

08:04:39 R.I.P   Pheonix http://bit.ly/dt3VHa     ~Awww, our "Retarded cockroach" (Kaku) of a robot is

now dead....  :*(

09:33:24 RE: @butyoureagirl I attempted to deactivate my account as well to confirm, and look and

behold I can't either... Damn… http://disq.us/dnp80

23:42:20 Im currently editing the script for a new production focused on Brain machine Interfaces BMIs~

#funstuff

Wednesday, 26th  of May.

00:02:36 @Psynthysys can you elaborate plz? I want to show the progression of the technology and of

course some of the pontential dangers

00:32:49 @lisarein The ongoing battle between apple and adobe for video formats, is the reason video
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watching is handicapped on the iphone.

Thursday, 27th  of May.

03:36:02 Hacking Humans: Viruses and Spyware http://networkedblogs.com/4fvDy

03:39:13 New blog post: Hacking Humans: Viruses and Spyware http://bit.ly/bQ3tg4

12:05:10 http://www.transalchemy.com/2010/05/hacking-humans-viruses-and-spyware.html

http://bit.ly/cOdgWI

13:35:22 Exo-Economics: Alien Venture Capitalism http://networkedblogs.com/4gtpx

13:35:22 New blog post: Exo-Economics: Alien Venture Capitalism http://bit.ly/bbGWyB

13:40:08 http://bit.ly/a4bPg4

14:12:44 An interesting email I received today... http://bit.ly/b7PeDS

14:29:00 I find it hilarious that pro and anti transhumanist agree and disagree with me, based on the

same content. #Singularity #Debate

15:47:54 View our collected data http://bit.ly/bhoZU5 (TransAlchemy census #1 ) Take survey with this

link http://bit.ly/9JNMI3

18:26:57 RE: @dirjournal I completely disagree with everything in this post it's all hogwatch ;-)  

http://disq.us/dnz4o

18:56:00 TransAlchemy the Book, coming soon... http://networkedblogs.com/4h7sl

20:50:34 @Sniffcode Design? Maybe... but who's http://bit.ly/b4Jp40

21:32:44 Seeking fun creative bloggers #blog #blogger

21:43:58 RT @tweetmeme The No. 1 Habit of Highly Creative People | Zen Habits http://bit.ly/b5ttH3

22:12:39 I just noticed, how I aggregate data is rapidly evolving and changing.

Friday, 28th  of May.

02:57:09 New blog post: TransAlchemy the Book, coming soon... http://bit.ly/c6PmaL

03:01:46 New blog post: The Technological Search for Prima Materia http://bit.ly/afQhux

03:01:47 The Technological Search for Prima Materia http://networkedblogs.com/4hHdU

03:01:47 Neon Genesis Oil Disaster http://networkedblogs.com/4hHdV

03:34:40 I just published all the post that where in draft... ahhhhhhhkkkkk wow.... what a mess

04:04:50 Requesting an invite for Tweetboard Alpha (http://tweetboard.com) by @140ware, for my site: 

http://ReplaceWithYourURL.com

04:13:35 Check @TransAlchemy Twitter Conversations, threaded by @twitoaster! http://bit.ly/b84Wab
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